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Abstract
Social cognitive abilities undergo drastic changes throughout childhood. Theory of mind (ToM),
the ability to reason about the mental states of others, is a core social cognitive ability that is
crucial for navigating the social world. A majority of prior fMRI research on ToM has
characterized the functional response in brain regions that are preferentially recruited to reason
about the minds of others in adults. By contrast, a majority of prior developmental research on
ToM has used behavioral methods to describe milestones in theory of mind acquisition in early
childhood. The experiments described in this thesis draw heavily from these two approaches, in
order to link them: what is the relationship between the development of functionally selective
responses in ToM brain regions, and developmental changes in ToM reasoning in childhood?
Chapter 1 describes two longitudinal fMRI experiments that test for developmental change and
stable individual differences in neural and behavioral measures of ToM, and for predictive
relationships between the two measures. Chapter 2 describes a large, cross-sectional study that
measures the development of the cortical dissociation between brain regions that process minds
(the ToM network) and those that process bodies (the Pain Matrix). Chapter 2 additionally
provides insight into the neural correlates of passing the false-belief task - the best known
developmental milestone in ToM reasoning. Chapter 3 uses a publicly available dataset in order
to provide confirmatory evidence for the results described in Chapter 2, and clarifies the
relationship between stimulus-driven functional responses, and inter-region correlations within
and between ToM and pain brain regions. Chapter 4 characterizes ToM development, neurally
and behaviorally, in children who have experienced delayed access to sign language. Finally,
Chapter 5 provides a discussion of challenges and strategies in developmental cognitive
neuroscience research. This interdisciplinary thesis has three broad goals: 1) to characterize
kinds of neural change that support and/or predict behavioral improvements in theory of mind, 2)
to gain novel insight into the nature of specific behavioral milestones in social reasoning, and 3)
to better understand the impact of experience (e.g., linguistic input) on ToM development,
behaviorally and neurally.
Thesis Supervisor: Rebecca Saxe
Title: Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience
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Introduction
By the time children enter first grade, they have learned a lot about human minds - their own,
and other people's. A five-year-old can tell whether someone is happy or sad, wanted raisins or
carrots, and knows or doesn't know where the missing cookie is. Of course, children and even
adults still have a lot to learn about people's thoughts and emotions; for example, the difference
between someone taking a cookie intentionally, accidentally, or negligently, or the difference
between feeling happy versus acting happy.
This long and impressive developmental progression is sometimes called "acquiring a Theory of
Mind." A full account of Theory of Mind (ToM) development would require us to describe (1)
the mature structure of the theory, (2) infants' initial conceptual repertoire, and (3) how
maturation and different learning mechanisms capitalize on children's experience to bridge this
gap'. To build such an account, psychologists must use many different empirical approaches;
while initial studies of ToM typically asked three to six year old children to explain and predict
others' actions 2,3, more recent studies of ToM use reaction times, eye tracking measures of
anticipation and surprise, live-action measures of intervention, and more- 9 . In this thesis, I argue
that noninvasive neuroimaging measurements of children's developing brains offer a promising
additional approach, providing a complementary and, in some cases, unique window on key
aspects of ToM development, while simultaneously addressing basic questions about the
development of functionally specialized cortical regions.
Remarkably, the past fifteen years of cognitive neuroscience research on ToM in adults has
found that a particular network of brain regions, including bilateral temporoparietal junction
(R/LTPJ), precuneus (PC), and medial prefrontal cortices (D/M/VMPFC), is reliably and
robustly recruited for theory of mind reasoning tasks10-12 ; for reviews, see1 3 -15). Responses in the
right TPJ are particularly selective for mental state content in adults: this region responds to
mental state stimuli (e.g. beliefs, desires), but not to other forms of meta-representation, like
false-signs or photographs1o,16, other internal states, like bodily feelings17-19, or other descriptions
of people, like personality traits19,20. Thus, preferential, and in some cases highly selective,
responses to mental states is one feature of the mature structure of brain regions recruited for
theory of mind reasoning. A second feature is an apparent division of labor between "cognitive"
21-2
and "affective" processes among ToM brain regions 24 While the medial prefrontal cortex
contains representations of motivational states and preferences 7, bilateral TPJ contains
representations of the epistemic history of beliefs 25 ,2 8. Relatedly, within each ToM brain region,
mental state information is organized along abstract dimensions 29. For example, emotion
representations are organized according to attribution information, rather than simply valence or
arousa 30-32, and belief representations are organized according to epistemic features like
justification and source modality of the evidence25 2 8
Much less is known about the "starting state" of ToM brain regions, and the kinds of neural
changes that occur during childhood to support ToM development. Though there are relatively
few fMRI studies on theory of mind reasoning in children, those that exist, in addition to studies
using other methods such as EEG and fNIRS, converge to suggest that children recruit these
same regions to reason about mental states by age six years (fMRI 3 3 -3 5; fNIRS 3 6,3 7 ; EEG/ERP38 -
41). By providing clear evidence that ToM brain regions are generally in the same location in
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children as in adults, these studies enable subsequent studies to test specific hypotheses about the
cognitive processes carried out by these regions ,43
Using Neuroimaging Evidence to Gain Insight into Debates about ToM Development
Neuroimaging evidence can provide key insight into the nature of the most known milestone in
ToM development: the behavioral shift from failure to success on the false-belief ("Sally -
Anne") task. In the classic version, young children see and hear a story about a character (Sally)
who has a false belief about the location of her ball ("in the basket"), which is actually in the
box, and are asked to predict where Sally will look for the ball2 . The "false-belief task" is
considered the gold standard measure of ToM because to pass the task, children must recognize
that another person's mind contains a distinct representation of the world, which may be
incomplete or even inaccurate, and that people tend to act based on their personal mental
representation, regardless of how well it matches reality. Children reliably pass various versions
of explicit false-belief tasks around age four years 4 4 ,3.
The major controversy around the false-belief task is about why three-year-olds fail and four-
year-olds pass this task 3 . Initially, researchers proposed that false-belief task performance
indexes conceptual development: that three-year-old children didn't have a full concept of belief
as a person's (mis)representation of the world44 -47. However, many others noted that classic false-
belief tasks are long and complex, requiring children to hold many ideas in mind simultaneously
and to choose among competing response options 48' 4 9, so task performance may be a
conservative measure of conceptual competence 0 . Indeed, an alternative view emerged,
proposing that the concept of belief is fully developed (much) earlier5 1 52 , and that explicit false-
belief task performance only reflected changes in children's ability to meet the task demands,
related to development in language and executive functions 53.
Evidence from neuroimaging studies can contribute to this debate because, in both adults and
10,12,54,55
children, distinct brain regions are associated with these different cognitive processes1','2 . if
initial success on explicit false-belief tasks is driven by conceptual change in theory of mind
knowledge, we would expect to see differences in the response of ToM brain regions between
children who pass and fail this task. While fMRI studies have contributed evidence about the role
of executive function and theory of mind brain regions during false-belief tasks by studying
adults and older children, they have yet to contribute to the debate about the role of executive
functions in initially passing false-belief tasks, due to the inherent challenges of obtaining
sufficient, high quality fMRI data from young children. However, EEG evidence has provided
initial support for the hypothesis that four-year-olds' emerging success on the false-belief task
reflects maturation of brain regions involved in ToM. Sabbagh et al. (2009) measured resting
state EEG in four-year-old children who also completed independent behavioral assessments of
executive function, language, and theory of mind reasoning, including questions about false-
beliefs4 1 . Resting state EEG can be used to measure the alpha rhythm (8-13 Hz in adults, 6-9 Hz
in children); changes in alpha coherence reflect synchronization of neural firing within and
across neural populations, which increases with maturation 6-58. The maturation of each "region"
of cortex was inferred using source localization techniques (sLORETA 59). Controlling for
differences in executive function and language, success on the theory of mind battery was
uniquely predicted by maturation of two regions, both in the ToM network: right temporoparietal
junction and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. These results are intriguing, but there is significant
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need for future research. First, it will be important to replicate the results of Sabbagh et al.
(2009), and to rigorously assess both the source localization technique, and the inference from
alpha coherence measured at the scalp to regional cortical maturation. Second, these results leave
important open questions. How does synchrony in the resting alpha rhythm of theory of mind
regions relate to the function of these regions during task performance, or to the concepts these
regions represent? Finally, it is important to situate neural development that supports false-belief
task performance in four year olds within the broader context of development in these brain
regions, which could begin before and continue after false-belief task reasoning. By doing so,
neuroimaging studies could provide insight into whether successful false-belief reasoning
involves a conceptual leap in theory of mind development, or is one step in a long, gradual
developmental progression of theory of mind achievements.
A second debate about theory of mind development that could be informed by neuroimaging
studies concerns the role of developmental experience on ToM development. For example,
language abilities in childhood are clearly related to theory of mind reasoning, but the precise
role of language in theory of mind development continues to be debated. While some studies
60
suggest that language plays a causal role in theory of mind development , others suggest that
language may simply be one mode for expressing understanding'. In typical development,
language and theory of mind develop simultaneously, making it difficult to tease apart these two
hypotheses. Progress has been made by studying theory of mind reasoning in Deaf children, who
have varying ages of exposure to language, corresponding to when they were first exposed to
sign language. Deaf children born into non-signing (often hearing) families tend to receive
exposure to sign language after an initial delay, whereas Deaf children born to signing families
receive exposure to sign language at birth. Interestingly, Deaf children who experience delayed
access to sign language have corresponding delays in theory of mind development 1, whereas
Deaf children born to signing families do not6 2. Here again neuroimaging studies can contribute
key insight because, in children and adults, distinct cortical regions are involved in language63,64
and theory of mind processing. If behavioral delays in theory of mind reasoning in children with
delayed access to language are domain-specific, there should be corresponding delays in the
development of theory of mind brain regions.
These two debates are in essence about whether ToM development is domain-specific: do
humans have specially designed cognitive and neural mechanisms for representing others' minds
that undergo development in childhood? In both cases, domain-specific ToM development
should correspond to developmental change or differences specifically in ToM brain regions.
The experiments in this thesis use fMRI measurements of functional responses in children who
pass and fail false-belief tasks, and in children who experience delayed access to language, in
order to directly inform these two debates. In doing so, the experiments in this thesis additionally
provide insight into the kinds of neural changes that support ongoing theory of mind
development in childhood. Even if we assume that developmental change in ToM corresponds to
functional changes in the brain regions associated with ToM, many different neural signatures
are possible, with correspondingly different implications for cognitive theories. For example,
increasingly sophisticated ToM could reflect an increased amount of selective cortex dedicated
to theory of mind, faster, less noisy communication between ToM regions, and/or new
representational capacities within theory of mind brain regions. I discuss these hypotheses below,
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drawing heavily from research in other cognitive domains, and discussing implications for
research in theory of mind.
What Kinds of Neural Changes Support Theory of Mind Development?
Development and Refinement of Functionally Selective Responses
As children's theory of mind develops, cortical regions recruited selectively for theory of mind
processes may become larger and more selective. Increased cortical real estate for a given
cognitive task might reflect an increased number of distinct concepts stored, or the increased use
or application of these concepts. The selectivity of a brain region quantifies its response to a
certain stimulus category, relative to other (control) categories. In adults, measuring the
selectivity of the response in ToM brain regions has refined theories about the functions of these
regions 19,6. Increasing selectivity in childhood could reflect fine-tuning of specialized brain
regions to the distinctive conceptual distinctions and computational demands of a particular
cognitive domain.
Developmental cognitive neuroscience studies in multiple cognitive domains have provided
evidence for the idea that larger, more selective cortical responses develop in childhood and
support cognitive change. For example, the magnitude of selective responses in cortical regions
specialized for faces (fusiform face area, FFA) and places (parahippocampal place area, PPA) is
larger in adults, relative to children (despite similar whole-brain volume), and is correlated with
behavioral recognition memory of faces and scenes66,67,68. These cortical regions respond less to
non-preferred categories with age, and the reduced response to non-preferred categories
corresponds to improvements on category-relevant behavioral recognition tasks69 . Similarly, the
volume of symbol selective cortex (visual word form area, VWFA) 70 increases rapidly in
children upon learning to read7 1, and development of this region involves reduced responses to
non-preferred visual categories 72 . A recent longitudinal study measured the emergence of the
VWFA in individual children over time, and found that increases in selectivity occur via
encroachment of symbol-selective cortex into peripheral, relatively uncommitted cortex 1, rather
than into nearby cortex that is particularly selective for non-preferred categories. Low responses
to non-preferred categories in the periphery remained stable in individuals over time. It will be
important to conduct similar longitudinal studies in other cognitive domains, in order to
determine the relative roles of competition for uncommitted cortex versus encroachment into
nearby cortex via reduced responses to non-preferred categories, in the development of other
functionally specialized regions7 3
What kinds of structural changes in the brain are involved in the development of increasingly
functionally selective responses? One hypothesis is that increasingly selective functional
responses are achieved via synaptic or dendritic pruning: synapses and dendrites that support
transmission of non-preferred inputs may weaken over time, leaving those that support
transmission of the preferred stimuli (i.e., "use it or lose it" 74 -76). Gomez et al. (2017) used
quantitative MRI (qMRI), a neuroimaging technique that directly measures physical tissue
properties in vivo, in order to determine whether the development of face-selective responses
corresponded to (1) pruning of synapses/dendritic arbors, (2) microproliferation of
synapses/dendritic arbors, (3) myelination of relevant axons, or (4) strengthening of potentiation
- connections at the molecular level (e.g., via receptor exchange and upregulation)67. In contrast
to pruning, they found evidence for continued microstructural proliferation in the FFA, and a
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significant correlation between proliferation and response selectivity, as well as with behavioral
performance on a face recognition memory task. Their evidence was additionally consistent with
some role for myelination in the development of selective responses, but they used model
predictions of white matter development to argue that it is unlikely that myelination alone drives
functional specialization (see the Improved Communication Between Brain Regions, below).
This evidence is intriguing, and suggests that functional selectivity may develop as a result of the
increasing spatial extent over which preferred information is stored and processed, and/or over
which non-preferred responses can be inhibited7 7 7 9
To what extent is the development of functionally selective responses the result of maturational
versus experiential factors? While these two factors are conflated in typical development (older
children have more life experience), training studies have suggested that the amount of
experience may matter for the refinement of functionally selective responses. For example,
neural responses in IT show improved differentiation between stimuli across trained category
boundaries8 0-8 2 ). Thus, developing expertise through exposure to relevant stimuli appears to fine-
tune functionally selective responses.
Is extensive experience also necessary for the initial development of functionally selective
responses? This question is much harder to address. However, a recent study provided evidence
for face- and scene-selective responses in four-month-old infants 83 , suggesting a more
constrained timeline of development for, and a smaller role of experience on, functionally
selective responses than previously hypothesized 68 (though also see8 4). This timeline is consistent
with that suggested by longitudinal evidence in macaques7 3 . These studies do not rule out the
hypothesis that some initial relevant experience is necessary to trigger the development of
selective responses, and are not mutually exclusive with the hypothesis that some aspects of
neural maturation are necessary precursors for the brain to capitalize on experiential input.
However, they suggest that initial functionally selective responses are present quite early, and
that more extensive developmental experience may be necessary to maintain and refine the
boundary between preferred and non-preferred stimuli. While face selective regions in infants
responded preferentially to faces over scenes, there was not a preferential response between faces
and objects 3 . Many prior studies have suggested that early developmental experience is
important for the maintenance and refinement of functionally selective responses. Multiple brain
regions appear to have early sensitive or critical periods during which the brain is particularly
responsive to and shaped by experiential input. For example, blind adults who regain vision do
not appear to subsequently develop typical face-selective responses8 5, and a lack of visual input
86,87ofautin the first few months of life results in enduring deficits in face perception . Studies of adults
who transition from illiteracy to literacy have found that reduced responses to non-preferred
stimuli in the VWFA are not as robust as those that have been measured in children learning to
read72 . There is significant need for research characterizing early functional responses in ToM
brain regions (see General Discussion and Conclusion), as well as the relevant experiential inputs
for maintaining and refining selective responses for ToM processes in development.
Is theory of mind development in childhood supported by increasingly selective responses within
ToM brain regions? Approaching this question involves addressing two key challenges. The first
challenge is to determine the relevant categorical boundaries that would enable measuring
selective responses for ToM processes. For example, contrasting faces and scenes evokes face-
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and place-selective responses in infants, but contrasting faces and objects does not8 3: sensitivity
to the categorical boundary between faces and objects apparently unfolds later in development,
and the development of this categorical boundary is relevant for face recognition tasks69 . What is
the equivalent of the faces vs. scenes contrast in the domain of ToM, and what categorical
divisions are relevant for cognitive improvements in ToM? Similar to visual categories (faces,
objects, symbols), categorical boundaries relevant for ToM processes may be best described in
terms of their functional use. The same cortical region does not process faces, objects, and
symbols selectively, presumably because conducting cognitive processes over each of these
stimulus categories requires sensitivity to different stimulus features (e.g., face recognition and
memory involves attending to the distance between eyes, whereas object recognition and
memory involves attending to shape and texture). Among adults, ToM brain regions are sensitive
to the difference between mentalistic and non-mentalistic stimulil0 , and preferentially respond to
minds over bodily states 17-19,'89), appearances 9, and enduring personality traits 9,2. The
experiments in this these will characterize the extent to which neural responses in ToM brain
regions are sensitive to these across-category boundaries, and the extent to which these
boundaries are refined throughout childhood.
Two previous studies have relied on these categorical divisions to provide initial evidence that
increases in response selectivity in childhood support ToM reasoning. Saxe et al. (2009) asked
children ages six to ten years old to listen stories that contained mental state information (Mental
condition), descriptions of social interactions without explicit mental states (Social condition), or
physical descriptions of the world (Physical condition) while lying in an fMRI scanner3 4 . While
children recruited the same ToM regions as adults in response to Mental stories, relative to the
Physical control stories, the responses in the right TPJ of the youngest children were also high
for the more general Social stories. The response to the Social condition decreased significantly
with age, whereas the response to mental state content remained high (and the response to
physical control stories remained low). Gweon et al. (2012) replicated this finding in five- to ten-
year-old children, and additionally found evidence for a correlation between selectivity in the
RTPJ and theory of mind reasoning, assessed behaviorally (see Chapter 1 for a more detailed
review of these studies)35 . Together, these studies suggest that (1) ToM brain regions are
recruited for thinking about mental states by age six, (2) the RTPJ becomes more selective for
processing mental state content throughout late childhood, and (3) increased specialization is
related to ongoing developmental change in theory of mind reasoning. These results are
promising, but future work is necessary to determine whether these categorical boundaries are
the most relevant for measuring developmental change in ToM. As the size of the selective
response increases, the range of stimuli evoking the response should decrease. Future studies that
measure developmental change in the refinement of the preferred category and relate these
measures to behavioral ToM tasks may provide insight into the conceptual changes involved in
the development of ToM.
A second challenge for measuring response selectivity in children (especially children under age
5 years) is that these measures typically depend on collecting high quality responses to many
conditions, in order to allow for a stable measure of the relative response. Young children often
do not tolerate such long experiments. However, an alternative approach may facilitate acquiring
relatively sensitive measures of neural responses across a range of conditions. Inter-subject
correlation analyses (ISC90) measure reliable and meaningful differences in the timing and
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selectivity of responses in functionally specific brain regions9 1 . A key benefit of this method is
that it is applied to functional data collected while participants view "naturalistic" stimuli, e.g.
movies. In developmental contexts, ISC measures can serve as an index of neural maturity by
comparing the extent to which timecourses of neural activity are correlated across children, and
by comparing each participant's response timecourse to that of adult populations. This "neural
maturation" measure can also be related to behavioral abilities. For example, Cantlon & Li
(2013) measured activity in the intra-parietal sulcus (IPS; a region implicated in processing
number) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG; a region implicated in processing language)
while four- to ten-year-old children watched Sesame Street92 . Neural maturity (e.g., similarity to
the adult response timecourse) in IPS was significantly correlated with behavioral assessments of
math, and neural maturity in LIFG was significantly correlated with behavioral assessments of
verbal abilities. Thus, these methods are promising for measuring response selectivity, and for
relating neural and cognitive change, in young children.
Improved Communication Between Brain Regions
The two studies reviewed above suggest that theory of mind development may be supported by
increases in the functional selectivity of ToM brain regions. Improvements in theory of mind
might additionally be reflected in faster communication between ToM brain regions. Diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) offers a way to directly measure the strength of white matter connections
between different brain regions. In other cognitive domains, strengthening of specific white
matter tracts, as measured via DTI, corresponds to improvements in particular cognitive skills.
For example, development of the arcuate fasciculus is predictive of reading level and
improvement 93, and related to performance on a phonological awareness task94 .
Theory of mind reasoning (e.g. understanding why Sally told Anne the marble was in the
cupboard, when really it is in the box) requires integrating multiple different inputs (e.g. Does
Sally know where the marble is? Is Sally a nice person? Are Sally and Anne friends? Does Sally
want Anne to have the marble?). Different regions within the theory of mind network appear to
preferentially encode different aspects of a person and his or her mental state. For example,
while the RTPJ responds selectively to the content of another person's beliefs 9 , and encodes
information about the epistemic history of beliefs 2 5,2 8 , the MPFC responds selectively to thinking
about the preferences of others95 , and encodes information about motivational states ',-2. Thus,
faster and less noisy communication between brain regions could render theory of mind
judgments more accurate and less costly, and could even enable inputs from some regions to
"tutor" selective responses in other regions96 . The strength of white matter tracts may very well
be directly related to increasingly functionally selective responses in ToM regions. While some
studies suggest that anatomical connections predict and constrain the location9 7, spatial layout",
and function99 of functionally selective responses, other studies suggest that anatomical
83 . 10 67
connectivity does not preclude , constrain 00, or drive the development of functionally
selective responses, across a number of cortical regions. Thus, the causal direction of white
matter tract development and the development of functionally selective responses could
plausibly go either way: enhanced communication between regions could enable each region to
become even more functionally selective, or increasingly functionally selective regions could
require faster communication between regions in the ToM network. Interestingly, one study has
found a positive correlation between the strength of white matter connections between ToM
brain regions and children's performance on false-belief tasks, independent of age . More work
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is necessary to relate development of white matter tracts to the development of functionally
selective responses, and to clarify the contributions of each for developmental improvements in
ToM.
While not a measure of the physical connections between brain regions, inter-region correlation
analyses measure the extent to which a set of brain regions have functionally similar response
profiles. High inter-region correlations between brain regions indicate that the responses of these
brain regions are driven by similar content, and negative inter-region correlations indicate that
the responses of brain regions are driven by distinct content90 . Thus, measuring inter-region
correlations during relevant functional tasks may be a promising way to measure network
properties and functionally selective responses simultaneously.
Development of New and Refined Representations Within Brain Regions
While response selectivity measures typically focus on distinctions across category boundaries
(e.g., RTPJ responds to beliefs but not photographs), children's theory of mind development may
also predict new conceptual distinctions represented within a given category (e.g., beliefs that are
justified versus those that are not). These emerging distinctions may be measurable in the
responses of ToM brain regions. Representational Similarity Analyses (RSA) and Multi-Voxel
Pattern Analyses (MVPA) exploit spatial patterns of activation across voxels to decode many
perceptual and conceptual stimulus features10 2, and to relate neural response patterns to models
of similarity constructed from cognitive theories or behavioral tasks 0 3 . Some of these
representations appear sensitive to cognitive change in adults. For example, when adults learn to
discriminate between visual forms based on a particular distinction (e.g. spiral angle), that
distinction becomes more linearly decodable in relevant cortical areas 0 4 . Children's construction
of novel conceptual distinctions, even within highly abstract intuitive theories, may correspond
to changes in neural representational spaces, and these changes could be measured using MVPA
or RSA.
Recent studies with adults have provided evidence that abstract organizational features of beliefs,
such as their source modality (e.g. whether someone believes something because of something
they heard vs. saw) and justification (e.g. whether someone has strong vs. weak evidence for
25,28
their belief), are reflected in neural response patterns of theory of mind brain regions . In
ongoing work not included in this thesis, I test the hypothesis that neural responses patterns can
additionally be used to capture the reorganization and refinement of conceptual knowledge that
occurs throughout development.
Brief Overview of Thesis
Characterizing the neural changes that support theory of mind development in childhood is one
approach to gain novel insight into the developmental processes that bridge the gap between
early and adult-like theory of mind capacities. Chapters 1 - 3 describe fMRI experiments
conducted with typically developing children with this goal in mind. Specifically, Chapter 1
includes two longitudinal experiments conducted to (1) determine whether later developments in
ToM reasoning reflects changes in social reasoning, as opposed to domain-general skills, and (2)
test for predictive relationships between ToM development and response selectivity. Experiment
I was conducted with children ages 5 - 13 years old; Experiment 2 used identical methods and a
younger population (5 - 7 years old), in order to focus on earlier developmental change.
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Chapter 2 describes a large, cross-sectional fMRI study that includes even younger children
(n=122, ages 3 - 12 years). As described above, a substantial number of behavioral studies
involve characterizing young children and infants' performance on false-belief tasks: a task that
has served as a gold standard for assessing whether a participant (primate, child, infant)
represents the internal states of others' minds3' 4 ' 05 . The participant sample described in Chapter
2 is unique in that it includes a substantial number of children who fail explicit false-belief tasks.
We employed a short, engaging naturalistic movie-viewing stimulus to obtain high quality data
from young children, and applied timecourse analyses to measure response selectivity and
magnitude in ToM brain regions. In doing so, this study provides a glimpse into the neural
correlates of passing false-belief tasks, in addition to the neural changes that occur throughout
childhood. Chapter 3 describes confirmatory results based on identical analyses in a large,
publicly available dataset of 5 - 12 year old children (n=186) and adolescent/young adults (13 -
20 years old, n=55).
A second approach is to study the impact of specific environmental and experiential factors on
ToM development. What are the relevant experiential inputs for developing increasingly
selective functional responses in ToM brain regions? Chapter 4 describes an experiment that
directly investigates the impact of early language experience on theory of mind development,
behaviorally and neurally. By measuring neural responses in addition to ToM behavior, this
study provides unique insight into the nature of the apparent behavioral theory of mind deficits in
children who experience delayed access to language, and additionally provides rare insight into
the role of language in the development of functionally selective brain regions for theory of
mind.
Noninvasive neuroimaging with young children is a relatively new technique, and faces many
methodological and theoretical challenges. Both throughout the thesis, and in a concentrated
chapter (Chapter 5), I address these limitations. The thesis ends with a General Discussion and
Conclusion, which discusses the results of these experiments in a broader context, and suggests
directions for future research.
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Chapter 1: Longitudinal Studies of Behavioral and Neural Theory of Mind Development
Children's understanding of others' beliefs and desires (or Theory of Mind, ToM) undergoes
dramatic change throughout childhood. A plausible neural correlate of ToM development is
increased selectivity of right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ) and dorso-medial prefrontal cortex
(DMPFC). Two longitudinal ftMRI studies were conducted with children ages five to twelve
years old (Study 1; n=3 1) and five to seven years old (Study 2; n=27). ToM reasoning improved
with age and showed stable individual differences across children. However, selectivity in RTPJ
and DMPFC increased with age in Study 2 only, and was not correlated with ToM ability.
Measures of a region's overall selectivity may not be stable or sensitive enough to capture
conceptual change in ToM.
Note: This manuscript is currently under review as:
Richardson, H., Gweon, H., Alves, L., Saxe, R. (under review). Longitudinal Studies of
Behavioral and Neural Theory of Mind Development.
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Introduction
Theory of mind - the commonsense "folk psychology" that guides our reasoning about the minds
of others - is a core component of social cognition. While research on theory of mind (ToM)
typically focuses on development during infancy and preschool years, our ability to reason about
the minds of others undergoes continual change throughout childhood. This "late" developmental
change from early childhood to adolescence supports sophisticated inferences, decisions, and
evaluations in complex social contexts1 -4. FMRI studies have suggested that adults recruit a
specific set of brain regions when engaging in such social processes (for reviews, see'- , and that
these same brain regions are recruited for theory of mind reasoning in five to twelve year old
children9- 12. However, most behavioral research and almost all neuroimaging studies of ToM in
childhood is cross-sectional. Here, we conduct two longitudinal studies in order to test if later
developing aspects of ToM reasoning are conceptually related to earlier ToM abilities, and to
characterize the neural signatures that support, reflect, and predict the development of theory of
mind in childhood, within individual children.
A mature "theory of mind" employs many different concepts for reasoning about the minds of
others, and behavioral research on ToM development largely focuses on describing the age of
acquisition of specific ToM concepts. For example, hundreds of behavioral studies have
documented children's transition to explicitly (verbally) reasoning about others' false beliefs,
which occurs around four years of age 3 . More recently, a growing number of studies have begun
to describe the conceptual repertoire for and precise limitations of earlier social cognitive
abilities in toddlers and infants14'15 '16 . Similarly, research with older children describes aspects of
ToM reasoning that continue to improve dramatically after age five years, like understanding
non-literal speech' 17 , making judgments about moral blame-worthiness based on intention3 , and
recognizing that the way someone feels may not match the emotion they express4 .
What is the relationship between these cognitive changes in childhood and development in ToM
brain regions? Across multiple cognitive domains, increased selectivity of responses in
functionally selective brain regions is a neural signature of development in childhood. For
example, responses to non-preferred categories in face-selective and symbol-selective cortex
decrease with age 8-21, and among children, increased selectivity is correlated with improvement
on relevant behavioral tasks'8 " 9 2 1 . Similarly, there is evidence that the response in the right
superior temporal sulcus becomes more selective for biological motion between the ages of
seven and ten years of age2 2 , but this result has yet to be replicated.
Two previous studies suggest that the response in brain regions reliably recruited for ToM
reasoning tasks becomes more selective for mental states between ages five to twelve years. In
the first study, children were asked to listen to stories that contained information about mental
states (Mental), social facts about people, like descriptions of kinship or appearance (Social), or
physical descriptions of the world (Physical) while undergoing fMRI". Children recruited the
same ToM regions as adults (bilateral temporoparietal junction (TPJ), precuneus, and medial
prefrontal cortex) when listening to the Mental stories, as compared to the Physical control
stories. However, in the youngest children, the right TPJ also had high responses to the Social
stories. While the response to the Mental condition remained high, the response to the Social
condition decreased significantly with age (cross-sectionally). These data suggest that responses
in ToM brain regions, and specifically RTPJ, become more selective for processing mental state
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content throughout late childhood. In the second study, Gweon and colleagues used the same
experimental conditions to replicate the finding that selectivity increases with age, and
additionally found evidence that the selectivity of the response in the RTPJ was correlated with
performance on a behavioral ToM task administered outside of the scanner, controlling for age,2 .
Together, these two studies provide evidence for ongoing behavioral and neural change in ToM
after age five, and suggest that behavioral ToM development is related to changes in selectivity
within the RTPJ.
Although prior work provides suggestive evidence for a relationship between selectivity and
developmental change in ToM in five to twelve year old children, it has relied on cross-sectional
observations. Correlational relationships between neural and cognitive change cannot provide
information about predictive relationships: does early selectivity support and drive behavioral
change in ToM, or vice versa? Studying predictive relationships is critical for obtaining a basic
understanding of the relationship between brain development and cognitive change. For
example, cross-lagged correlations can reveal the causal direction of an association: e.g. whether
earlier brain maturity predicts later gains in conceptual sophistication, or vice versa. This kind of
information can be particularly informative for designing cognitive or neural interventions. To
date, most longitudinal studies using MRI have characterized gross anatomical changes across
development, rather than changes in functional responses23-2 . Longitudinal MRI studies of
functional responses are a promising approach for studying stable individual differences and
developmental change at the neural level, but have not yet been used to study theory of mind
development in childhood (see 2 6-2 8 for relevant longitudinal fMRI studies in adolescence).
Longitudinal behavioral studies of ToM have revealed that there are stable individual differences
in theory of mind abilities, and that measures of ToM at different ages tap the same core social
cognitive ability. For example, the ability to reason about diverse desires, diverse beliefs, and
knowledge access at age four is predictive of reasoning about false beliefs and hidden emotions a
year later2 9-3 3 . However, the oldest children included in these studies tend to be five or six years
old. The first goal of the current study was to extend longitudinal studies of behavioral ToM
development to include older children, in order to test whether later milestones reflect domain-
specific conceptual change in theory of mind. To accomplish this goal, we designed a novel
longitudinal behavioral measure of ToM that includes questions that require reasoning about
ToM concepts that are generally mastered by five years of age (e.g., similar and diverse desires,
13,34,35knowledge access, true and false beliefs, ambiguous referents, , as well as concepts that are
generally mastered later in childhood (e.g., non-literal speech, moral blameworthiness, and
hidden emotions-4'17. If this behavioral measure successfully captures developmental change as
well as stable individual differences in theory of mind, longitudinally, it could then be used for
studying predictive relationships between behavioral change in ToM and developmental changes
in the brain. The second goal of this study was to use longitudinal behavioral and neural data to
describe the relationship between cognitive and neural changes in ToM.
We conducted two longitudinal studies of behavioral and neural theory of mind development in
children ages five to twelve (Study 1) and five to seven (Study 2), with these two key goals: (1)
to develop a novel behavioral task that measures longitudinal behavioral change in theory of
mind in relatively older children, and (2) to relate behavioral change in ToM to reliable markers
of neural development in ToM brain regions. All children completed two visits, two years (Study
1) or one year (Study 2) apart, each of which included an fMRI scan and a behavioral ToM
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battery. First, we tested for developmental change and stable individual differences in behavioral
and neural measures of theory of mind. Finding behavioral and neural measures of ToM that
reflect change with age and stable individual differences is essentially a prerequisite for relating
these measures to one another, and discovering predictive relationships between neural and
behavioral change. Second, we tested if behavioral theory of mind ability 1) predicts later
measures of selectivity of the response in ToM brain regions), 2) is predicted by an earlier
measure of selectivity in ToM brain regions, and 3) improves with increases in selectivity across
the two visits. All planned analyses were pre-registered via the Open Science Framework (OSF;
https://osf.io/jh68b/).
Results
Despite some methodological differences between Study I and Study 2 (in particular, the ages of
the children studied), the results of the two studies are largely the same. Results are described for
the two studies together, and differences between the studies are noted.
1. Behavioral Results
During Visit 1, children completed the behavioral ToM battery used in Gweon et al. (2012). In
order to measure ToM during the second visit, we designed a novel ToM behavioral battery that
included analogous questions to those used in V 1, as well as more challenging ToM questions
(see Methods). The more challenging questions were included in order to more sensitively
capture individual differences among older children. In order to measure developmental change
over time, we used questions that were matched (denoted by a subscript M) in difficulty across
visits; matched items include all VI questions and a subset of V2 questions (ToM Development
= V2M - V I). We tested for developmental change with age, cross-sectionally (between children)
and longitudinally (within children), as well as for stable individual differences in ToM across
visits. See Table I for full regression statistics.
1.1 Developmental Change in Behavioral Theory of Mind
In both studies, theory of mind behavior improved with age cross-sectionally (effect of age: ps <
5x10-7; regression did not include subject identifier as a random effect), as well as within
individual children (longitudinally; effect of age: ps=O; regression included subject identifier as a
random effect). Across both studies, all but two children showed improvement in ToM, one of
whom performed at ceiling at both visits. In Study 1, in a regression that simultaneously tested
for effects of within- and between-subject differences in age on the matched ToM score, both
variables had significant positive effects on ToM, but the within-subject variable was a stronger
predictor of ToM (effect of between-subject age: p=.0001, effect of within-subject age: p=O). In
Study 2, only within-subject change in age significantly predicted ToM behavior (effect of
between-subject age: p=. 17, effect of within-subject age: p=O). See Table 1 for regression
statistics, Figure 1, Figure 2, and Supplementary Figures 1 and 2.
1.2 Stable Individual Differences in Behavioral Theory of Mind
In both studies, theory of mind behavior at VI was a significant positive predictor of theory of
mind behavior at V2, controlling for average age (ps<.01, Table I and Figure 1). In order to
control for other relevant behavioral variables, we first tested if verbal IQ, nonverbal IQ, or
response inhibition independently predicted theory of mind, and subsequently controlled for
variables that independently predicted ToM. In Study 1, standardized verbal IQ was the only
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additional behavioral measure to independently predict (complete) theory of mind score at V2,
when including age as a covariate (Verbal IQ (PPVT): b=-.40, t=-2.4, p=.02, NS effect of age:
b=.27, t=1.7, p=.l1; other behavioral measures: Nonverbal IQ (KBIT): p=.5 7 ; Response
Inhibition (Flanker): p=.70). The relationship between theory of mind at Visit 1 and Visit 2
remained significant in a regression that included verbal IQ and average age as covariates
(p=.0005, see Table 1). In Study 2, none of the other behavioral measures (besides ToM score)
independently predicted theory of mind score at V2, when including age as a covariate (Verbal
IQ (PPVT): p=.89; Nonverbal IQ (KBIT): p=.60; Response inhibition (DCCS): p=.67).
Table 1.
1.1 Developmental Change in Behavioral Theory of Mind Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
Cross-sectionally: lm(ToM ~ Age) Study 1 Age 0.72 8.1 3.5x10-11
Study 2 Age 0.64 5.8 4.3x10-7
Longitudinally: lme(ToM -Age + LISubID) Study 1 Age 0.72 8.1 0
Study 2 Age 0.68 7.8 0
Simultaneous test of within- and between- subject age differences: Study 1 AgeA, 0.37 4.4 0.0001
lme(ToM ~ AgeA,+ Agew 1.m, + lISubID) Agewr. b 0.68 8.2 0
Study 2 AgeA, 0.18 1.4 0.17
Age____.._ 0.63 7.7 0
1.2 Stable Individual Diferences in Behavioral Theory of Mind Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
Controlling for age: lme(ToMV 2C- ToMv1 + AgeA, + lISubID) Study 1 ToMvi 0.58 3.0 0.005
AgeA, -0.05 -0.3 0.80
Study 2 ToMv1  0.49 2.8 0.01
AgeA 0.31 1.8 0.09
Controlling for variables that independently predict V2 ToM: Study 1 ToM 1  0.64 3.9 0.0005
Ime(ToMv2c - ToMv, + AgeAv + VIQ + lISubID) VIQ -0.46 -3.4 0.002
AgeAv -0.09 -0.6 0.57
Table 1. Full Regression Statistics for Behavioral Results. Linear regression equations are shown in the left
column; statistical results are shown in the right column. Section headers correspond to those used in the results
section (sections 1.1 and 1.2 in Results of main text). Abbreviations: ToM: proportion correct on ToM behavioral
task; matched score is used unless otherwise specified (ToMv2c: Visit 2 "complete" score, which uses all items
instead of only items that were matched across visits); Age: chronological age per participant per visit; AgeAv:
average age per participant, across the two visits (between-subject age differences); Age,_,ub: difference between
participant's average age and their age at each visit (within-subject change in age); VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; VIQ:
standardized verbal IQ, as measured by PPVT; 1 SubID: random effect of subject. P-values of significant results
(p<.05) are in bold.
2. JMRI Results
2.1 Developmental Change in Response Selectivity
Following Gweon et al. (2012), we tested for significant increases in selectivity with age, and for
a significant positive correlation between selectivity and ToM behavior. In Study 1 (ages 5-12
years), selectivity did not increase with age, cross-sectionally or longitudinally (with subject
identifier included as a random effect; ps=. 13). In a regression simultaneously testing for effects
of within- and between-subject differences in age, neither variable had a significant effect on
selectivity (ps>.3). Similarly, within- and between-subject differences in ToM behavior did not
have significant effects on selectivity in Study 1 (ps>.3; Figure 2). Descriptively, selectivity was
similarly high across visits in RTPJ, and decreased between visits in DMPFC (M(SE) selectivity
in RTPJ: VI: 62.3(5.5), V2: 62.3(4.8); DMPFC: VI: 56.6(5.8), V2: 48.3(5.9)). In sum, in Study
1, where participants' age ranged from 5-12 years, we did not find a significant relationship
between age or ToM score and response selectivity in ToM brain regions.
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In Study 2 (ages 5-7 years), selectivity increased significantly with age, cross-sectionally and
longitudinally (ps=.01). Descriptively, selectivity increased across visits in both regions (M(SE)
selectivity in RTPJ: Vi: 55.8(6.4), V2: 58.9(6.8); DMPFC: Vi: 46.9(5.6), V2: 71.3(6.7)). In a
regression simultaneously testing for effects of within- and between-subject differences in age,
only within-subject change in age had a marginal positive effect on selectivity (p=.07). As in
Study 1, there was not a significant relationship between selectivity and within- or between-
subject differences in ToM behavior (ps>.35). See Table 2 for full regression statistics, Figure 1,










































































































Figure 1. Developmental change and stable individual differences in behavioral and neural ToM. First two
columns show data from Study 1; second two columns show data from Study 2. For each study, the left column
shows developmental change within individual participants between the two visits in (top row) theory of mind
behavioral performance (matched score), (middle row) selectivity of RTPJ, and (bottom row) selectivity of DMPFC.
The right column shows stable individual differences in ToM behavior (top row) between the two visits, and a lack
of stable individual differences in selectivity of RTPJ (middle row) and DMPFC (bottom row). For the stable
individual difference plots of ToM behavior, the Visit 2 theory of mind measure is the "complete" score; e.g., using
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Figure 2. Theory of Mind behavior and Selectivity by Age. The to
row shows theory of mind score (left: complete score; right: matche
score) (y-axis) by age (x-axis). The bottom two rows show selectivity (y
axis) by (left) age (x-axis) and (right) theory of mind score (x-axis
matched score) for RTPJ (middle row) and DMPFC (bottom row). Al
scatterplots show data from both visits (e.g., two data points pe
participant per region of interest). Data from Study 1 is shown in dar
grey circles; data from Study 2 is shown in light grey triangles.
2.2 Stable Neural Individual
Differences
We tested for stable individual
differences in selectivity: does a
participant with a more selective
response (relative to other
children) at Visit 1 also have a
more selective response at Visit
2? In Study 1, VI selectivity
marginally positively predicted
V2 selectivity (p=.10, see Table
2). Subsequent exploratory
analyses of each ROI separately
found that this marginal effect
was driven by a stable individual
difference in selectivity in RTPJ
(see Figure 1, and the "Stable
Individual Differences in RTPJ
& Relationship to ToM
behavior" section, below). In
Study 2, VI selectivity did not
significantly predict V2
selectivity (across both ROIs:
p p=.66; in either ROI
d individually: ps>.4, Table 2).
2.3 Predictive Relationships
Finally, we tested if behavioral
k ToM ability 1) predicted later
measures of selectivity in ToM
brain regions, or 2) was
predicted by earlier measures of selectivity in ToM brain regions. We also tested if the amount of
change in ToM between the two visits was correlated with the amount of change in selectivity. In
both studies, ToM behavior at VI did not predict selectivity at V2 (ps>.3, see Supplementary
Table 3), and selectivity at VI in RTPJ and DMPFC (tested separately) did not predict ToM
behavior at V2 (ps>.14). In Study 1, theory of mind development (V2Matched- VI ToM score)
was not related to change in selectivity between visits (p=.33). In Study 2, ToM development
had a marginal negative effect on change in selectivity (p=.07), such that children who showed
more developmental increases in selectivity underwent (marginally) less improvement in ToM
across visits. In this regression, there was a significant negative effect of ROI, such that there
was more developmental change in selectivity in DMPFC than in RTPJ (p=.0 4 8). See
Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 4.
See Supplementary Information for results from planned supplementary analyses of responses in
group ROIs (e.g., regions of interest that are not tailored to functional responses of individual
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participants, but can be examined in all participants; Supplementary Table 5 and
Table 6) and for results of planned exploratory analyses (Supplementary Table 7).
Supplementary
Table 2
2.1 Developmental Change in Response Selectivity Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
Cross-sectionally: Im(Sel -Age + ROI + Motion) Study 1 Age -0.14 -1.5 0.13
ROI 0.34 1.8 0.07
Motion -0.07 -0.7 0.49
Study 2 Age 0.27 2.6 0.01
ROI -0.09 -0.5 0.65
Motion 0.22 2.0 0.047
Combined Age -0.06 -0.8 0.40
ROI 0.13 0.9 0.37
Motion 0.02 0.3 0.80
Longitudinally: Ime(Sel - Age + ROI + Motion + IISubID) Study 1 Age -0.14 -1.5 0.13
ROI 0.34 1.9 0.06
Motion -0.07 -0.7 0.50
Study 2 Age 0.26 2.6 0.01
ROI -0.10 -0.6 0.58
Motion 0.20 1.8 0.08
Combined Age -0.07 -0.9 0.36
ROI 0.13 1.0 0.33
Motion 0.01 0.1 0.92
Simultaneous test of within- and between-subject age differences: Study 1 AgeA, -0.10 -1.0 0.31
lme(Sel ~ AgeA,+ Age/i-.b + ROI + Motion + IISubID) Age,/i.b -0.09 -1.0 0.32
ROI 0.33 1.8 0.07
Motion -0.06 -0.6 0.57
Study 2 AgeA, 0.08 0.6 0.56
Agew/i.,ub 0.17 1.9 0.07
ROI -0.11 -0.6 0.54
Motion 0.11 0.8 0.44
Combined AgeA, -0.08 -0.8 0.40
Agewh.,sb -0.02 -0.4 0.72
ROI 0.13 1.0 0.33
Motion 0.02 0.2 0.86
Simultaneous test of within- and between-subject ToM differences: Study 1 TOMA, -0.05 -0.5 0.60
Ime(Sel - ToMA,+ ToMw,,..ub + ROI + Motion+ IISubID) ToM,.ub -0.09 1.0 0.34
ROI 0.34 1.9 0.07
Motion -0.06 0.6 0.59
Study 2 ToMA, -0.07 -0.5 0.65
ToMwi.,.b 0.09 0.9 0.36
ROI -0.11 -0.6 0.55
Motion 0.10 0.6 0.54
Combined ToMA, -0.08 -0.9 0.37
ToMw,..b 0.02 0.2 0.80
ROI 0.15 1.1 0.27
Motion 0.003 0.03 0.98
2.2 Stable Neural Individual Differen ces Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
lme(Se1v - Selv1 + AgeA, + ROI + ISubID) Study 1 SelvI 0.24 1.7 0.10
AgeA, -0.14 -1.0 0.31
ROI 0.42 1.5 0.14
Motion -0.11 -0.8 0.42
Study 2 Selv1 0.09 0.5 0.66
AgeA, 0.02 0.1 0.91
ROI -0.35 -1.2 0.24
Motion 0.15 0.8 0.46
Combined Selv1  0.21 1.9 0.06
AgeA, -0.17 -1.4 0.18
ROI 0.10 0.5 0.65
Motion -0.04 -0.3 0.76
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Table 2. Full Regression Statistics for fMRI Results. Linear regression equations are shown in the left column;
statistical results are shown in the right column. Section headers correspond to those used in the results section
(sections 2.1, 2.2, and section 4 in Results of main text). Abbreviations: Sel: Selectivity index: (Mental-
Social)/(Mental-Physical)* 100; ROI: Region of interest (RTPJ or DMPFC); Motion: Number of artifact timepoints;
Age: chronological age per participant per visit; AgeAv: average age per participant, across the two visits (between-
subject age differences); Agew/i-,ub: difference between participant's average age and their age at each visit (within-
subject change in age); ToMAv: average (matched) ToM score per participant, across the two visits (between-subject
differences in ToM); ToMw/i-,ub: difference between participant's average ToM and the ToM score at each visit
(within-subject change in ToM); VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; IlSubID: random effect of subject. P-values of significant
results (p<.05) are in bold.
3. Unplanned Analyses
Unplanned analyses were not included in the pre-registered analysis plan (https://osf.io/jh68b/),
but were exploratory analyses conducted based on the results of planned analyses. See
Supplementary Table 4 for full regression results from these analyses.
3.1 Stable Individual Differences in RTPJ & Relationship to ToM behavior
Motivated by the visualization of stable individual differences in each ROI (see Figure 1), we
conducted unplanned analyses to test for stable neural individual differences in each ROI,
separately. This analysis found evidence for a stable neural individual difference in Study 1:
Visit 1 selectivity predicted Visit 2 selectivity in RTPJ (p=.04, see Supplementary Table 4). This
result was not significant in Study 2 (p=.4 2 ). Still, we tested if selectivity in RTPJ was
significantly correlated with, predictive of, or predicted by individual differences in ToM
behavior. There was no evidence for a predictive relationship between selectivity in RTPJ and
ToM behavior, in either study (all ps>.05; see Supplementary Table 4).
3.2 Predictive Relationships between Neural and Behavioral ToM Measures
Given the relative lack of evidence for developmental change in selectivity, and lack of evidence
for a relationship between selectivity and ToM behavior, we tested if early ToM score predicted
the amount of change in selectivity between visits, and if early selectivity predicted the amount
of improvement in ToM between visits. Selectivity at VI (rather than V1 ToM score) predicted
the amount of developmental change in selectivity between visits, such that children who had the
least selective responses at Visit 1 showed more developmental change in selectivity (effect of
VI selectivity: ps<.005; effect of VI ToM: ps>.4, see Supplementary Table 4). Similarly, ToM
score at VI (rather than VI selectivity) predicted the amount of improvement in ToM between
visits, such that children with the lowest ToM scores Visit 1 underwent more developmental
change (effect of VI ToM: ps<5x10-5; effect of VI selectivity: ps>.2, see Supplementary Table 4
and Supplementary Figure 5).
4. Unplanned Analysis of the Combined Dataset
The results presented here ran counter to our predictions that response selectivity would show
developmental increases throughout late childhood, and that selectivity would be correlated with
ToM behavior (https://osf.io/jh68b/), which were based on previously published results 1 " .
Response selectivity showed developmental increases in Study 2 (ages 5-7 years), but not Study
I (ages 5-12 years), and selectivity was not related to ToM behavior in either study. While null
results are hard to interpret, confidence can be gained by replication (as already presented here),
and by ensuring sufficient power to detect relevant effects. In an effort towards the latter, we
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repeated the analyses above on the combined dataset (n=58 children, studied longitudinally at
two timepoints). Full regression results from the combined dataset are included in Table 2.
4.1 Developmental Change in Response Selectivity
In the combined dataset, there was no evidence for an increase in selectivity with age, cross-
sectionally or longitudinally (ps>.3). In a regression simultaneously testing for effects of within-
and between-subject differences in age, neither variable had a significant effect on selectivity
(ps>.3). There was no evidence for a significant relationship between selectivity and within- or
between-subject differences in ToM behavior (ps>.3). See Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 2.
4.2 Stable Neural Individual Differences
In the combined sample, VI selectivity marginally positively predicted V2 selectivity (p=.06, see
Table 2). In unplanned analyses of RTPJ alone, VI selectivity was a significant positive
predictor of V2 selectivity (p=.03, see Supplementary Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 2).
4.3 Predictive Relationships between Behavioral and Neural ToM
In the combined sample, early ToM ability did not predict later selectivity (p=.25), and early
selectivity did not predict later ToM ability in RTPJ (p=.54) or in DMPFC (p=.12). Finally,
theory of mind development (V 2 Matched - VI ToM score) had a marginal negative effect on
change in selectivity (V2 - VI selectivity) (p=.052). See Table 2.
See Supplementary Information for unplanned analyses of group ROIs in the combined dataset
(Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Table 6), and for planned exploratory analyses
(Supplementary Table 7).
Discussion
The current project aimed to measure developmental change and stable individual differences in
theory of mind, behaviorally and neurally, within individual children. Specific hypotheses and
planned tests were pre-registered prior to data analysis (https://osf.io/jh68b/). Across two
longitudinal studies, we found strong evidence for developmental change and stable individual
differences in behavioral theory of mind abilities. We found evidence for developmental change
in response selectivity of ToM brain regions between ages five and seven, but not after age seven
years. We also did not replicate previous observations of a relationship between selectivity and
behavioral theory of mind, in either study.
The first goal of the current study was to develop a behavioral measure to capture stable
individual differences in theory of mind, longitudinally, in older children. Across two studies, we
provide evidence that earlier theory of mind behavioral performance predicts later theory of
mind performance, controlling for variables that independently predicted theory of mind score.
These data are consistent with previous work suggesting that theory of mind development
continues throughout childhood- 4 , and suggest that even later improvements in ToM (e.g.,
reasoning about moral blameworthiness and non-literal speech) reflect continued development in
social reasoning, rather than maturation of systems like language or executive functions alone.
This behavioral task can be used to reliably measure theory of mind reasoning in typically
developing children as old as ten years of age. This task is publicly available for download
(https://osf.io/g5zpv/).
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The second goal of this study was to relate behavioral change in ToM to reliable markers of
neural development in theory of mind brain regions. Contrary to previously published results,
our data suggest that responses in ToM brain regions are fairly selective for processing mental
states (as opposed to general social information) in middle childhood. We found evidence for
increases in response selectivity in a sample of five to seven year old children (Study 2), but not
in a sample that extends this age range to twelve years of age (Study 1). Within individual
participants in Study 1, response selectivity did not increase between visits in a majority of
children: just as many children had similar or less selective responses at Visit 2. Measurements
of change within individual children likely reflect real developmental change in addition to
regression to the mean; e.g., a closer estimate of average (unchanging) selectivity upon repeated
measurement5 1. Consistent with this idea, unplanned analyses in both studies found that children
who had more selective responses at Visit I showed less developmental change in selectivity
between visits. Interestingly, in unplanned analyses that examined selectivity in each region of
interest separately, we found evidence for stable individual differences in selectivity of RTPJ in
Study I and in the combined dataset, but still no evidence for a relationship between RTPJ
selectivity and behavioral theory of mind. Given that response selectivity did not show
developmental increases in many children, it may be unsurprising that we did not detect
significant relationships (cross-sectionally or longitudinally) between this neural measure and
behavioral theory of mind, which improved in almost all children.
Of course, we chose to measure response selectivity based on previous studies providing cross-
sectional evidence for change with age and theory of mind behavior. How can our results be
reconciled with these previous studies? It is unlikely that the results described here are due to
insufficient power, given the reasonably large sample sizes, longitudinal design, similar pattern
of results in analyses of group regions of interest (which include data from more participants),
and similar pattern of results in the analysis of the combined datasets. One possible explanation
is that the relatively small number of participants in the previous cross-sectional experiments, in
addition to the wide age range studied, placed particular importance on the few young children
who participated (Saxe et al. (2009): individually defined RTPJ ROIs defined in II of 13 6-11
year old children studied, including 1 child under age 7 years; Gweon et al. (2012): individual
defined RTPJ ROIs defined in 17 of 20 5-12 year olds studied, including 3 children under age 7
years). It is possible that, by chance, these studies measured responses in 5-6 year old children
who had relatively less selective responses, compared to their age-matched peers (e.g., as studied
here, in Study 2). The correlation between selectivity and ToM behavior in these studies may
result from underpowered neural evidence from the youngest children, coupled with
(appropriately) low performance on the theory of mind task in this age range.
Still, multiple studies conducted using different methodologies converge to suggest that theory of
mind behavior is indeed related to development in theory of mind brain regions, especially in
young children. First, Sabbagh et al. found that success on explicit false belief tasks in four year
old children, controlling for executive function and language differences, was predicted by
maturation of the right temporal parietal junction (RTPJ) and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(DMPFC)49 . "Maturation" in this study reflects alpha coherence: changes in alpha coherence (as
measured by resting state EEG) reflect synchronization of neural firing within and across neural
populations, which increases with maturation. The location in cortex of these maturational
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changes was inferred using source localization techniques (sLORETA) 52 . Second, using
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), Wiesmann et al. (2017) found that ToM brain regions become
increasingly physically connected during childhood, and that the strength of white matter
connections around ToM brain regions was significantly positively correlated with children's
performance on false-belief tasks, independent of age53. Finally, using fMRI to measure
functional responses during a short, animated movie, a recent study found that theory of mind
brain regions (RTPJ and DMPFC, but also left TPJ, precuneus, and middle and ventro-medial
prefrontal cortex) are more functionally correlated with one another in children who pass false-
belief tasks, relative to children who fail, controlling for age54 (see Chapter 2). Together, these
three studies suggest that maturational changes in ToM brain regions are specifically related to
theory of mind development in children ages three to five years old.
Here, we provide longitudinal fMRI evidence that ToM brain regions continue to develop after
age five: we find increases in selectivity between ages five to seven years of age (Study 2, and
consistent with 1" 2 54 ). However, we do not find clear evidence for a relationship between
continued neural development and theory of mind behavioral change. Future work is necessary
to determine the kinds of neural changes that support theory of mind development in later
childhood. Response selectivity may simply be too coarse to reflect individual differences in
theory of mind behavior, even in samples in which this selectivity shows developmental change
with age (e.g. Study 2). A previous study using a large sample of neurotypical adults (n=462)
and adults diagnosed with autism (n=3 1) provides evidence that the magnitude of selective
responses does not always reflect real-world differences in social cognitive abilities. Neural
measures that capture finer-grained distinctions in representations (e.g., multi-voxel pattern
analyses , representational similarity analysess ) may be promising approaches for studying
developmental change in representational content of theory of mind brain regions 57'5 8. In a
similar vein, while the behavioral ToM task used here captures developmental change with age
as well as stable individual differences over time, it is also a coarse tool. In being designed to
capture variability across a wide-age range, this task includes a wide variety of ToM concepts. It
is therefore less well designed for capturing developmental change concerning specific
conceptual milestones, like understanding the distinction between beliefs based on strong vs.
weak evidence, or the distinction between causing harm accidentally vs. intentionally (though for
some conceptual milestones (e.g. false beliefs), composite measures can be derived54 ).
The current studies shed light on three important components of theory of mind development.
First, we provide evidence that later behavioral theory of mind development, even after age 6
years, is uniquely predicted by earlier ToM abilities. Second, our evidence suggests that ToM
brain regions respond selectively to mental state content earlier in childhood than previously
suggested by cross-sectional studies using smaller sample sizes. Finally, the current results call
into question the use of response selectivity as a sensitive measure of individual differences in
theory of mind. These results are an important contribution towards understanding the
relationship between behavioral and neural theory of mind development, and are highly
informative for future studies in this domain.
Methods
The methods used in Study 1 and 2 were nearly identical. Thus, methods are described for both
studies simultaneously, and differences between the studies are noted within each section.
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1. Participants
Study 1 includes data from 31 typically developing children, ages 5-11 at Visit I (Vi)
(M(SD)=8.1(1.5)), and 7-13 at Visit 2 (V2) (M(SD)=10.4(1.4); 8 females, I left-handed). An
additional 3 participants completed the study but were excluded for excessive motion during the
scan (see Methods). Participants were initially recruited for a cross-sectional study involving a
single visit (manuscript in progress). Participants were re-contacted and were recruited for the
second visit if they contributed more than two runs of functional MRI data during the first visit,
were younger than 13 years old at the time of V2, and if their V2 date could plausibly be
scheduled less than four years after the VI date (n=53). 19 children met these criteria but did not
participate in the second visit because they had moved away (n=3), were not interested in
participating (n=6), had braces (n=3), or were difficult to contact or schedule (n=7). Data
collection occurred between August 2009 and August 2013.
Study 2 includes data from 27 typically developing children, ages 5-6 at Vi (M(SD)=5.5(.26)),
and 6-7 at V2 (M(SD)=6.5(.26); 14 females, 4 left-handed, I ambidextrous). An additional 16
children were recruited and excluded for not completing the first visit (n=3), not completing the
second visit (attrition; n=2), language delays (n=2), or excessive motion during the scan (n=9).
Data collection occurred between March 2015 and March 2017. Study 2 participants are on
average younger than participants in Study 1, and the range in ages within a single visit was
smaller (1 year vs. 6 year range). The duration of time between visits also differs between Study
1 (2 years) and Study 2 (1 year).
In both studies, children were recruited from the local community (Boston, MA, USA), were
native speakers of English, had no known neurological or cognitive disabilities, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and received an Amazon gift card for participation in addition to
small prizes throughout each visit. Participants signed an assent form and parents of participants
signed a consent form approved by the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects (COUHES) at MIT. See Supplementary Table I for additional information about
participants.
2. Data Collection
Prior to each visit, participants received materials preparing them for the study and introducing
them to the experimenters, as well as practice earbuds.
2.1 Behavioral Battery
In both studies, children completed a custom-made theory of mind behavioral battery at each
visit. The VI story booklet assessed participants' ability to make predictions and provide
explanations about the beliefs, desires, actions, and emotions of various characters. The ToM
concepts included in this booklet were largely drawn from work describing the successive ToM
achievements in early childhood, with the addition of questions involving reasoning about
moral blameworthiness. This task was used in a previous cross-sectional study". For
longitudinal measurement of ToM reasoning, we developed a second booklet for use at V2. The
V2 story booklet asked questions analogous to the VI story booklet as well as novel questions
designed to be more challenging, including questions about second-order false beliefs, the use of
sarcasm, and more difficult moral judgments. Analogous questions across the two booklets were
similar in type of question as well as syntax of the story and questions, but different in semantic
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content (e.g. VI questions were about helping children find their books, and V2 questions were
about helping children find snacks). By including analogous questions as well as novel,
challenging questions in the V2 booklet, we could directly quantify the improvement in ToM
performance (by comparing VI performance to performance on the VI analogues at V2) as well
as obtain an overall performance score for each child at each visit (by calculating proportion of
questions correct at each visit). ToM booklet stimuli are available via the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/g5zpv/).
The ToM behavioral battery was coded off-line (e.g., by watching a video recording); the
summary score of this measure is calculated as the proportion of questions answered correctly.
For V2, participants received two scores: a score that reflected the proportion of all questions
answered correctly ("complete score") and a score that reflected the proportion of all Vl-
analogous questions answered correctly ("matched score"). Improvement on the ToM task across
visits was calculated as the V2 "matched score" - VI score (V2m - V1).
Participants in Study I additionally completed measures of verbal (PPVT 3 6) and nonverbal
(KBIT-II37) IQ at V 1, and a custom-made computerized flanker task at V2, in order to measure
response inhibition (one component of executive functions that is correlated with ToM abilities
in childhood 39). Participants in Study 2 completed the same nonverbal IQ task and an age-
appropriate measure of response inhibition (computerized Dimension Change Card Sort task40 at
V I, and the same verbal IQ task at V2). For both studies, age-standardized scores for the IQ
tasks were scored and calculated based on the task instructions. For the executive function tasks,
we used the difference in accuracy between congruent - incongruent trials for the flanker task,
and DCCS summary score40 as measures of response inhibition.
2.2 FMRI Experiment
During both fMRI scans, children listened to English stories involving characters and their
mental states (Mental condition), characters and their physical appearance or social relationships
(Social condition), or descriptions of physical objects and events in the world (Physical
condition). Each story was read by one of three female speakers in child-directed prosody. VI
stimuli have been used in a previous study'. In order to match the stimuli across visits while
minimizing practice effects, we varied the names of characters, verbs, and nouns across the two
visits. Despite different content, the stories presented during V2 were syntactically identical and
semantically very similar to the VI stories. The stories were matched across condition and across
visit for number of words (VI: 52.6, V2: 52.5) and Flesch Reading Ease Level (VI: 85.8, V2:
85.7), and had the same number of sentences (average: 4.7) and same length (20s) (linear
regression on number of words; Flesch Reading Ease with Visit (I or 2; as a factor) and
condition (Mental, Social, and Physical) as fixed effects and stimulus (item) number as random
effect: number of words: Visit: b=-.17, t(23)=-.61, p=.55, Condition: bs<.38, t(21)<.19, ps>.85;
Flesch Reading Ease: Visit: b=-.06, t(23)=-.05, p=.96, Condition: bs<5.03, t(21)<l.6, ps>.12).
After each story or music clip (20s), children were asked, "Does this come next?" (1.5s). They
then heard a clip containing the story or song ending or the ending of an unrelated story or song
(3s), followed by an 6.5s pause during which they responded to the prompt by pushing one of
two buttons ("Yes" or "No"). This was followed by an encouragement clip: "Way to go!" for
correct responses, or "Let's try another!" for incorrect responses (5s). Half of the presented
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stories were followed by the correct ending ("Yes" response). In Study 1, incorrect responses
were drawn randomly from all other English story conditions (VI) or within condition (V2). In
Study 2, half of the incorrect endings came from each of the other two conditions. The story
ending was not included in subsequent analyses. All story stimuli are publicly available for
download via OSF (https://osf.io/jh68b/).
Stimuli were presented in Matlab 2010a running on an Apple MacBook Pro. Participants heard
24 stories (8 per condition) across four 6.6 (Study 1) or 4.2 minute (Study 2) runs during each
visit. In Study 1, participants also heard 8 clips of instrumental music, 8 stories read in a foreign
language (VI only), and 8 stories involving embedded mental states (V2 only); these conditions
were excluded from Study 2 and the present analyses. Each run included ten (Study 1) or six
(Study 2) 36-second blocks (2 per condition), as well as 12 seconds of rest at the beginning,
halfway point, and end. The order of conditions in each run was palindromic (e.g., [rest] A B C
D E [rest] E D C B A [rest]) and counterbalanced across runs. In Study 1, stories were
counterbalanced across runs and participants. In Study 2, stimulus order was fixed across
participants and visits, in order to ensure that differences across participants and visits are not
driven by stimulus-order effects. A colorful swirl image was presented visually during the
stories, as well as during the rest period. During the prompt, story ending, and response portion
of the experiment, an image of a check (left) and an "X" (right) was displayed to encourage
participants to answer the question, and remind them which buttons corresponded to "yes" and
"no" answers. Children were introduced to the task and completed five practice trials prior to the
scan.
Behavioral performance on the task was measured via accuracy (proportion of questions
answered correctly) and reaction time (average speed of answering correctly), on trials from
included functional runs only (trials from runs that were excluded due to excessive motion were
not analyzed). Children performed well on this task during both visits, indicating that they
attended to the stimuli (Study 1: Accuracy M(SE): Mental: VI: .85(.03), V2: .93(.02); Social:
VI: .89(.03), V2:.87(.03); Physical: Vi: .89(.03), V2: .91(.02); Study 2: Mental: VI: .75(.05),
V2: .84(.03); Social: VI: .69(.06), V2:.83(.02); Physical: VI: .70(.04), V2: .83(.03)). There were
no differences in accuracy across visit or condition in Study 1 (NS effect of Visit: b=.15, t=1.6,
p=. 11; NS effect of Physical condition: b=.05, t=.47, p=.64; NS effect of Social condition: b=-
.06, t=-.51, p=.61 (both relative to Mental condition)). In Study 2, children responded more
accurately during V2, but there were no differences in accuracy across conditions (effect of
Visit: b=.58, t=6.3, p=O; NS effect of Physical condition: b=-.13, t=-l.19, p=.23; NS effect of
Social condition: b=-.13, t=-1.16, p=.25 (both relative to Mental condition)). In both studies,
children responded faster in all conditions during their second visit (Study 1: effect of Visit: b=-
1.01, t=-16.4, p=0; NS effect of Physical condition: b=-.04, t=-.50, p=.62; NS effect of Social
condition: b=-.10, t=-1.32, p=.1 9 ; Study 2: effect of Visit: b=.44, t=4.93, p=O, effect of Physical
condition: b=.30, t=2.8, p=.006, NS effect of Social condition: b=.02, t=.22, p=.83). As reported,
in Study 2, there was additionally a significant effect such that children responded more slowly
during the Physical condition (see previous regression results).
2.3 FMRI Data Acquisition
Prior to each fMRI scan, children watched a movie of their choice in a mock scanner while
practicing lying still on their back and listening to a recording of scanner sounds for 10-15
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minutes. If participants moved during the mock scan, their movie paused for three seconds,
reminding and training them to stay still.
During the scan, participants were monitored by an experimenter in the control room as well as a
second experimenter who stood in the MRI room near the participant's feet. If the participant
moved noticeably during the scan, this experimenter would place her hand on the child's leg, as a
reminder to stay still.
Whole-brain structural and functional MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Tim Trio
scanner located at the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center at MIT, using one of two custom
32-channel phased-array head coils made for younger (Study 1: n=7, all during VI) or older
(Study 1: n=34, 20 from Vl) children 41 or the standard Siemens 32-channel head coil (Study 1:
n=21, 4 from Vl; both visits for all Study 2 participants). TI -weighted structural images were
collected in 176 interleaved sagittal slices with Imm isotropic voxels (GRAPPA parallel
imaging, acceleration factor of 3; adult coil: FOV: 256mm; pediatric coils: FOV: 192mm).
Functional data were collected with a gradient-echo EPI sequence sensitive to Blood Oxygen
Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast in 3mm isotropic voxels in 32 interleaved near-axial slices
aligned with the anterior/posterior commissure, and covering the whole brain (EPI factor: 64;
TR: 2s, TE: 30ms, flip angle: 900). Prospective acquisition correction was used to adjust the
positions of the gradients based on the participant's head motion one TR back4 2 . In both studies,
functional data were acquired across four runs (Study 1: 198 volumes per run; Study 2: 126
volumes per run). Four dummy scans were collected at the beginning of each run to allow for
steady-state magnetization.
2.4 FMRI Data Analysis
In order to constrain analysis decisions based on our hypotheses prior to analyzing data, all
analysis decisions (including preprocessing, region of interest selection and definition, motion
exclusion and treatment procedures, calculation of selectivity indices) and planned analyses were
published via OSF (https://osf.io/jh68b/)4, 4 4. Unplanned analyses are specifically marked as such
in the results section.
FMRI data were analyzed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom software
written in Matlab. Functional images were registered to the first image of the first run; that image
was registered to each child's anatomical scan from the corresponding visit, and each child's
anatomical scan was normalized to a common brain space (Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template). All data were smoothed using a Gaussian filter (5mm kernel).
Motion artifact timepoints were identified using the ART toolbox
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact detect/)45 as timepoints for which there was 1) more than
2mm of motion in any direction relative to the previous timepoint or 2) a fluctuation in global
signal that exceeded a threshold of three standard deviations from the mean global signal. Runs
were excluded from analyses if one-third or more of the timepoints collected were identified as
motion artifact timepoints, and participants were excluded from all analyses if they had fewer
than two runs of usable data (Study 1: n=3; Study 2: n=9). The total number of included
timepoints, which is highly correlated with mean translation (pre- and post- artifact removal;
Study 1: rs>.51, ps<.0001; Study 2: rs>.54, ps<.0001) did not differ across visits (M(SD) Study
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1: visit 1: 91.7(52.2), visit 2: 74.9(44.8), paired t-test: t(30)=1.5, p=.1 4 ; Study 2: visit 1:
48.2(26.5), visit 2: 39.5(30.1), paired t-test: t(26)=1.03, p=. 3 1). Number of artifact timepoints
(henceforth, "Motion") was not significantly correlated with age or ToM behavior (across both
visits) in either study (Study 1: Motion-Age: rp(60)=-.12, p=.34; Motion-ToM: rk(60)=-.0 2 ,
p=.86; Study 2: Motion -Age: rp(52)=-.12, p=.38; Motion-ToM: rk( 4 9)=-.0 7 , p=.61). In
unplanned analyses, we did not find stable individual differences in motion across visits
(Motionvi- Motionv2: Study 1: rp(29)=.20, p=.28; Study 2: rp(25)=-.19, p=.33). See
Supplementary Table 1 for amount of motion per participant. The total number of artifact
timepoints was included as a covariate in linear regression models in all ROI analyses. Data were
high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 128 seconds, in order to remove low-frequency noise, after
46,47interpolating over artifact timepoints
We used a general linear model to analyze BOLD activity of each participant as a function of
condition. Data were modeled in SPM8 using a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF).
Boxcar regressors for each condition and the response period were convolved with the standard
HRF, and nuisance covariates were included for run effects, motion artifact timepoints, and
signal of no interest (five PCA-based regressors generated from signal extracted from eroded
individual white matter masks, e.g. CompCor regressors48). SPM's global image scaling was
applied to functional images.
Based on previous neuroimaging studies on ToM in adults and children, we conducted Region of
Interest (ROI) analyses on two ROs: the right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ) and dorsal
middle prefrontal cortex (DMPFC). Development of these two regions has previously been
related to behavioral theory of mind abilities in childhood12 49 . Individual ROIs were defined as
contiguous (minimum k=10) suprathreshold (p<.001) voxels within a 9mm radius sphere of the
peak voxel to the Mental > Physical contrast, within previously defined search spaces for each
region. Region search spaces were defined based on a random effects analysis using a False
Belief > False Photograph contrast in a separate group of 462 typically developing adults 50 . We
extracted the mean beta value per condition from these two regions, and calculated selectivity as
(Mental - Social) / (Mental - Physical)* 100. This calculation has been used in a previous
study'2 . Because the difference between Mental and Physical conditions is used to identify ROIs,
this measure focuses on the relative difference between Mental and Social conditions. In
supplementary analyses we additionally measure selectivity in group ROIs, which were 10mm
spheres drawn around the peak coordinates of the random effects analysis in a large-scale study
of adults 50, excluding voxels that overlapped with language group ROs not used in the current
project. We used these group ROIs for easy comparison of results to other projects (see analysis
plan: https://osf.io/jh68b/). Unlike individual ROls, the voxels analyzed in group ROIs did not
necessarily respond more to the Mental condition compared to the Physical condition (voxels in
group ROIs are not selected based on their functional response profile; see Supplementary
Information for more discussion of group ROIs). Thus, we calculated selectivity from extracted
beta values as the (Mental - Social)* 100. See Supplementary Table 2 for additional information
about individual and group regions of interest.
Based on previous analyses, we expected the selectivity measure to be between -50 and 200 in
individual ROIs. As stated in our analysis plan (https://osf.io/jh68b/), we planned to exclude
participants whose selectivity values fell outside of this range. However, selectivity values for all
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participants fell within our expected range, so zero participants were excluded from individual
ROI analyses based on this criterion.
3. Linear Mixed Effect Regressions
The longitudinal design employed here provided the opportunity to obtain sensitive
measurements of development within individual participants. We used the nime package and
lime function in R (https://www.r-project.org/) to conduct linear mixed effect regressions in order
to test for developmental change in ToM, behaviorally and neurally. Effects of age on ToM
behavioral performance and selectivity were assessed via three variables: (1) "age," which is the
chronological age of each participant, per visit; (2) "between-subject age difference," which is
the average age of each participant, across visits (e.g., to test for effects of differences in age
across participants), and (3) "within-subject age difference," which is the difference between a
participant's age at a given visit, and their average age across both visits (e.g., to test for effects
of an individual's change in age). We used these variables in order to study effects of age cross-
sectionally (across participants) as well as longitudinally (within-participant). We used a similar
approach to test for effects of ToM. All regressions on response selectivity included data from
both ROIs (RTPJ and DMPFC), and tested for a significant effect of ROI. These regressions also
included the number of artifact timepoints as a between-subject predictor ("Motion").
Regressions that included multiple data points per individual (e.g., for two visits, or two ROls)
included a subject identifier as a random effect in order to account for non-independence. The
longitudinal design additionally enabled testing for stable individual differences in and
predictive relationships between behavioral and neural measures of ToM. We used linear
regressions to test if behavioral ToM ability 1) predicted later measures of selectivity in ToM
brain regions, 2) was predicted by earlier measures of selectivity in ToM brain regions, and 3)
improved with increases in selectivity across the two visits. Regression equations are displayed
with statistical results in Table , Table 2, and in Supplementary Tables 3-7.
4. Pilot Experiment
To ensure that any neural differences between the visits were not introduced by differences in
fMRI task stimuli, we collected pilot fMRI data from ten children while they listened to the
stimuli from V I and V2 in interleaved runs, during a single visit. Two children were dropped
from analyses due to failure to complete the scan (n=l) and excessive motion (n=l), for a final
pilot sample of eight children (M(SD) age: 10.5(1.3) years; 4 females; I LH, I Ambidextrous).
Participant recruitment, fMRI data acquisition, and fMRI data analysis procedures were identical
to the procedures described above. All pilot participants were scanned with the larger pediatric
head coil. Participant motion did not differ across stimulus sets (M(SD) number of artifact
timepoints: VI stimuli: 56.3 (29.4); V2 stimuli: 61.4 (35.8); NS effect of stimuli: b=-.16, t=-1.3,
p=.2). There were no differences in neural measures of interest across the two stimulus sets
(Selectivity: individual ROIs: NS effect of stimuli: b=-.18, t=-.35, p=.7, NS effect of ROI:
b=.67, t=1.3, p=.23, NS effect of motion: b=-.12, t=-.44, p=.68; group ROls: NS effect of
stimuli: b=-.12, t=-.44, p=.66, NS effect of ROI: b=.08, t=.27, p=.79, NS effect of motion: b=.48,
t=2.17, p=.07; Mental - Physical beta difference: individual ROIs: NS effect of stimuli: b=-.70,
t=1-.99, p=.09, NS effect of ROI: b=-.67, t=-1.9, p=.10, effect of motion: b=.54, t=3.0, p=.03;
group ROIs: NS effect of stimuli: b=-.26, t=-.82, p=.42, NS effect of ROI: b=-.10, t=-.34, p=.74,
effect of motion: b=.52, t=3.29, p=.02).
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1. Group ROI Analyses
We conducted the primary fMRI analyses in group regions of interest, as supplementary to the
main analyses conducted in individually defined ROIs. Group ROIs are a noisier measurement in
each individual subject, because they are not tailored to each individual's functional response
profile1' 2 . However, group ROIs enable studying responses in all individuals at both timepoints,
as opposed to only individuals in whom individual functional ROIs are successfully defined.
This has two implications which could be important: first, group ROI analyses include more
participants: in the combined dataset, 47/58 participants have individual RTPJ ROs at both
visits, compared to 56/58 participants with longitudinal data from group ROts, and 42/58
participants have individual DMPFC ROts at both visits, compared to 55/58 participants with
group ROIs. Second, group ROI analyses will necessarily include participants whose responses
were not sufficiently selective for inclusion in individual ROI analyses. Because group ROI
analyses include more participants and participants who have less selective responses, these
analyses could be more sensitive to neural developmental change with age. Additionally, unlike
the individual ROIs defined here, group ROIs enable independently estimating responses to the
Mental and Physical conditions, because responses to these conditions are not used for ROI
definition.
Group ROls were 10mm sphere ROIs drawn around peak coordinates to a False Belief > False
Photograph contrast in a group of 462 neurotypical adults 3 . Selectivity in group ROIs was
calculated as the difference in beta values to Mental - Social conditions * 100. Based on
previous analyses, we expected the selectivity measure to be between -50 and 100 in group
ROIs. Selectivity values that fell outside of this range were excluded from all analyses (Study 1:
9 participants excluded from group ROI analyses; Study 2: 3 participants excluded from group
ROI analyses). This exclusion criterion was pre-specified in our analysis plan
(https://osf.io/jh68b/).
See Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 for full regression results from group ROI analyses.
1.1 JMRI Results: Developmental Change in Selectivity of Group ROIs
We tested for significant increases in selectivity with age, and for a significant positive
correlation between selectivity and ToM behavior. In Study 1 (ages 5-12), selectivity did not
increase with age, cross-sectionally or longitudinally (ps>.3; Supplementary Table 5 and
Supplementary Figure 3). In a regression simultaneously testing for effects of within- and
between-subject differences in age, neither variable had a significant effect on selectivity
(ps>.10). Descriptively, selectivity was similar across visits in both ROts (M(SE) RTPJ: V 1:
34.9(7.1), V2: 26(5.04); DMPFC: VI: 32.9(6.4), V2: 25.3(6.7)). In Study 1, within-subject
change in ToM behavior had a negative effect on selectivity, such that individuals who
underwent less change in ToM over time (e.g., because they performed well at Visit 1), had more
selective responses (negative effect of within-individual ToM variable: p=.01).
In Study 2 (ages 5-7), selectivity increased with age cross-sectionally and longitudinally (ps=.03;
Supplementary Table 5). In a regression simultaneously testing for effects of within- and
between-subject differences in age, only within-subject change in age had a marginal positive
effect on selectivity (NS effect of between-subject age variable: p=.30; marginal effect of within-
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individual age variable: p=.08). Descriptively, selectivity increased across visits in both regions
(RTPJ: VI: 27.9(4.0), V2: 24.9(6.0); DMPFC: VI: 14.1(4.4), V2: 32.7(4.1)). There was no
evidence for a significant relationship between selectivity and within- or between-subject
differences in ToM behavior (ps>.2).
1. 2fMRI Results.: Stable Individual Differences in Group ROIs
Visit I selectivity did not predict Visit 2 selectivity in either study (ps>.2; see Supplementary
Table 5).
1.3 Predictive Relationships between behavioral and neural ToM in Group ROIs
We tested if behavioral ToM ability 1) predicts later measures of selectivity in ToM brain
regions, 2) is predicted by earlier measures of selectivity in ToM brain regions, and 3) improves
with increases in selectivity across the two visits. Early ToM ability did not predict later
selectivity (ps>.05). Early selectivity did not predict later ToM ability in RTPJ or in DMPFC
(ps>. 1). In Study 1, ToM development had a significant negative effect on amount of change in
selectivity between visits (p=.03). In Study 2, there was no effect of ToM development on
amount of change in selectivity (p=.73). See Supplementary Table 6.
1.4 Unplanned Combined Analyses in Group ROIs
1.4.1 Developmental Change in selectivity of Group ROIs (Combined Analysis)
In the combined dataset, we did not find evidence for an increase in selectivity with age, cross-
sectionally or longitudinally (ps>.6, see Supplementary Table 5). In a regression simultaneously
testing for effects of within- and between-subject differences in age, neither variable had a
significant effect on selectivity (ps>.2). There was no evidence for a significant relationship
between selectivity and within- or between-subject differences in ToM behavior (ps>.4).
1.4.2 Stable Neural Individual Differences in Group ROIs (Combined Analysis)
In the combined sample, Visit I selectivity did not predict Visit 2 selectivity (p=.98, see
Supplementary Table 5).
1.4.3 Predictive Relationships between behavioral and neural ToM in group ROIs (Combined
Analysis)
In the combined sample, early ToM ability did not predict later selectivity (p=.19), and early
selectivity in RTPJ did not predict later ToM ability (p=.21). However, early selectivity in
DMPFC significantly predicted later behavioral ToM score (p=.02). Finally, theory of mind
development (V 2 Matched - VI ToM score) had a very marginal negative effect on amount of
change in selectivity between visits (p=.098). See Supplementary Table 6.
1.5 Brief Summary of Group ROI Results
The results from group ROIs largely corresponded with the results from individual functional
regions of interest: there was evidence for developmental increases in Study 2, but not Study 1,
suggesting that there is little developmental change in response selectivity after approximately
age seven years. There was no evidence for stable neural individual differences: selectivity at
Visit I did not predict selectivity at Visit 2 in either study, or in the combined dataset. There was
also little evidence to suggest a relationship between response selectivity and theory of mind
behavior: there was no evidence for such a relationship in either study alone. When combined,
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there was a significant positive relationship such that early selectivity in DMPFC predicted later
behavioral ToM. Though this result is compatible with previous work, it should be interpreted
with caution: it was the result of an unplanned analysis of the combined dataset, in group regions
of interest. Future work is necessary to determine the robustness of the predictive relationship
between selectivity in DMPFC and ToM.
2. Planned Exploratory Analyses in Individual ROls
Given hints in Study I that RTPJ is marginally more selective than DMPFC, and that RTPJ
undergoes marginally less change in selectivity across visits, we tested if early RTPJ selectivity
predicts later DMPFC selectivity. This planned exploratory analysis was initially motivated by
evidence from anatomical studies that suggest that parietal cortex undergoes cortical thinning
earlier in developmental than prefrontal cortices 5' 6 , and by previous developmental studies that
suggest that RTPJ shows functionally selective responses earlier than DMPFC (in Gweon et al.,
17/20 children have functionally selective RTPJ ROIs, compared to 10/20 DMPFC ROIs).
However, there was no evidence that early selectivity in RTPJ predicted later selectivity in
DMPFC in either longitudinal study (ps>.2, see Supplementary Table 7).
3. Whole-Brain Random Effects Analysis
Whole-brain analyses were used to examine the main contrast of interest (Mental > Physical)
within each visit as well as between visits. These analyses were corrected for multiple
comparisons by estimating the false-positive rate via 5,000 Monte Carlo permutations using the
SnPM toolbox for SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/; p<.05). To view the
difference in response to this contrast across visits, we ran a corrected random effects analysis on




SubID V1 Age V2 Age VI ToM V2 ToM (M) V2 ToM (C) Handedness Gender NVIQ (KBIT) VIQ (PPVT) Resp. Inhibition V1 Motion V2 Motion
Studyl SOl 8.68 11.00 1.000 1.000 0.963 R M 101 130 0.000 60 117
Studyl S02 8.93 11.15 0.872 1.000 0.981 R M 126 118 -0.050 102 81
StudyI S03 7.01 9.23 0.872 1.000 0.981 R M 132 92 -0.147 107 93
Studyl S04 10.75 12.97 0.923 1.000 1.000 R M 126 98 0.000 130 77
Studyl S05 8.92 11.07 0.897 1.000 0.962 R M 110 124 0.000 94 130
Studyl 506 8.49 10.73 0.947 1.000 1.000 R M 127 148 -0.036 40 16
Studyl S07 9.76 11.74 0.947 1.000 0.944 R M 128 123 -0.033 35 81
Studyl SO8 8.41 10.38 0.846 1.000 0.926 R M 114 120 -0.067 76 19
StudyI S09 9.15 11.43 0.872 0.958 0.833 R M 105 151 0.033 101 43
Studyl S10 5.26 7.55 0.816 0.957 0.941 R M 107 131 -0.067 144 119
Study S11 8.41 11.73 0.914 1.000 1.000 R F 124 123 0.033 21 8
Studyl S12 5.38 8.92 0.743 0.913 0.923 R F 103 119 0.000 18 39
Study1 S13 7.53 9.29 0.895 1.000 0.944 R M 110 143 -0.033 132 41
Studyl S14 7.38 9.12 0.811 0.957 0.878 R F 118 123 -0.100 15 97
StudyI S15 7.02 9.99 0.921 1.000 1.000 R F 109 121 0.000 5 27
StudyI S16 8.68 11.14 0.974 1.000 0.943 R M 96 126 -0.069 163 83
Studyl S17 7.93 9.87 0.676 1.000 0.885 R M 125 124 -0.066 123 122
StudyI S18 9.83 11.78 0.846 1.000 0.944 R M 128 142 0.034 104 49
Study! S19 7.51 9.46 0.949 1.000 0.963 R F 130 140 -0.001 65 53
Study! S20 6.12 9.58 0.757 0.917 0.906 R M 112 138 0.000 38 40
StudyI S21 9.42 11.24 0.872 1.000 1.000 R M 109 80 0.033 125 29
Study1 S22 9.20 12.51 0.941 1.000 0.942 R F 132 133 0.000 136 12
Study! 823 7.61 9.43 0.838 1.000 1.000 R M 122 121 -0.077 100 119
Study! S24 10.12 12.41 0.921 1.000 0.943 R M 124 146 -0.036 122 95
Studyl S25 6.23 8.51 0.853 1.000 0.923 R F 99 137 0.000 169 40
Studyl S26 5.84 9.21 0.641 1.000 0.887 R F 115 121 -0.133 19 176
Studyl S27 9.97 11.83 0.974 1.000 0.981 R M 119 125 -0.033 141 69
Study! S28 7.73 9.59 0.897 1.000 0.962 R M 115 109 -0.036 116 121
Study! S29 8.59 11.43 0.949 1.000 0.963 R M 119 123 -0.033 46 48
Studyl S30 8.09 9.86 0.889 1.000 1.000 L M 105 120 0.000 211 145
Studyl S31 6.04 7.80 0.842 0.917 0.925 R M 143 123 -0.083 84 134
Study2 SO! 5.43 6.43 0.667 NA NA R F 112 113 2 53 6
Study2 SO2 5.81 6.8 0.769 NA NA R M 92 118 2 63 36
Study2 S03 5.99 7.04 0.923 1.000 0.982 R M 99 120 3 55 31
Study2 S04 5.39 6.38 0.795 0.958 0.855 R F 100 124 3 55 66
Study2 505 5.52 6.55 0.897 0.875 0.818 R M 106 119 2 94 52
Study2_S06 5.55 6.53 0.795 1.000 0.945 R F 109 129 2 46 9
Study2 S07 5.49 6.52 0.821 1.000 0.909 R M 121 134 2 20 68
Study2 S08 5.79 6.81 0.923 0.958 0.945 Ambi (V 1); L (V2) M 141 130 3 0 15
Study2 S09 5.76 6.76 0.744 0.958 0.927 R M 92 123 2 55 1
Study2 SIO 5.97 6.95 0.641 0.917 0.909 R F 108 124 3 56 27
Study2 511 5.47 6.47 0.821 1.000 0.927 R F 92 109 2 53 8
Study2 S12 5.99 7.03 0.872 1.000 0.927 R M 120 122 2 91 18
Study2_S13 5.23 6.24 0.615 0.875 0.782 R M 107 134 3 20 75
Study2 S14 5.38 6.37 0.846 NA NA R M 109 128 2 74 64
Study2 S15 5.46 6.46 0.769 1.000 0.945 R F 130 121 2 40 12
Study2_S 16 5.46 6.46 0.821 0.875 0.818 R M 114 121 2 49 6
Study2 S17 5.55 6.54 0.692 0.792 0.815 R F 85 114 2 14 95
Study2 S18 5.82 6.84 0.821 0.958 0.873 L M 108 135 3 40 41
Study2 S19 5.26 6.33 0.590 0.917 0.855 R F 113 122 2 8 101
Study2 S20 5.66 6.65 0.821 0.917 0.855 R F 112 117 2 62 69
Study2_S21 5.13 6.14 0.487 0.958 0.891 R F 97 119 2 24 11
Study2 S22 5.51 6.53 0.769 0.958 0.873 L F 106 129 3 72 26
Study2 S23 5.12 6.12 0.897 1.000 0.855 R F 100 119 3 9 35
Study2_S24 5.56 6.56 0.718 0.917 0.873 Ambi F 114 109 2 71 94
Study2 S25 5.33 6.33 0.333 0.667 0.709 L M 104 123 2 18 46
Study2 S26 5.44 6.44 0.538 0.958 0.800 R M 127 119 3 88 16
Study2_S27 5.02 6.05 0.897 1.000 0.891 R F 114 120 2 71 38
Study 1 8.06 (1.45) 10.39 (1.39) .87 (.08) .99 (.03) .95 (.04) 1 L 8 F 117.19 (11.35) 124.90 (15.52) -.03 (.05) 91.68 (52.20) 74.94 (44.82)
Study 2 5.52 (.26) 6.53 (.26) .75 (.14) .94 (.08) .87 (.06) 4 L; 1 Ambi (V2) 14F 108.59 (12.49) 122.04 (6.89) 2.33 (.48) 48.19 (26.54) 39.48 (30.10)
Supplementary Table 1. Participant Demographics. VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; ToM: performance on ToM
behavioral battery (proportion of questions answered correct); Response inhibition is the difference in accuracy
between congruent - incongruent trials for the flanker task (Study 1), and the Dimensional Change Card Sort
summary score (Study 2); Motion is number of artifact timepoints. Bottom two rows show M(SD) and summaries
per measure per study.
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Supplementary Table 2
STUDY 1 # Identified Peak Coordinate N voxels M(SD) Peak T-Value M(SD)
Regions of Interest Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2
RTPJ 29/31 29/31 [54,-49,18] [55,-51,20] 140 (85) 169 (97) 5.7(1.3) 5.8(1.3)
DMPFC 26/31 29/31 [-4,54,30] [0,52,30] 65 (42) 92 (68) 4.9 (.69) 5.4 (1.2)
Other ToM Regions
LTPJ 28/31 29/31 [-51,-56,25] [-51,-56,22] 142(101) 158 (71) 5.6(1.1) 5.8 1.4
PC 27/31 26/31 [-1,-52,35] [0,-52,33] 133 (94) 166 (85) 5.4(1.0) 5.8(1.2)
MMPFC 28/31 26/31 [2,56,13] [4,56,14] 89(69) 104 (70) 5.1 (.9) 5.4(1.1)
VMPFC 18/31 22/31 [-3,52,-10] [2,53,-15] 66(39) 71(53) 5.0(1.1) 5.1 (1.1)
RSTS 29/31 30/31 [52,-8,20] [51,-6,20] 110 (76) 122 (78) 5.6(1.1) 5.9(.9)
STUDY_2 # Identified Peak Coordinate N voxels M(SD) Peak T-Value M(SD)
Regions of Interest Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 1 Visit 2
RTPJ 21/27 25/27 [56,-50,20] [54,-51,20] 111 (92) 132(66) 5.3 (1.3) 6.0 (1.0)
DMPFC 19/27 26/27 [-1,53,28] [-2,55,28] 84(49) 97(68) 5.2 (.8) 5.7 (1.3)
Other ToM Regions
LTPJ 23/27 26/27 [-53,-54,21] [-53,-57,21] 138(107) 169(87) 5.7(1.5) 6.2(1.5)
PC 24/27 24/27 [-1,-55,33] [-2,-52,34] 126(104) 176 (79) 5.6 (1.7) 6.5 (1.3)
MMPFC 20/27 24/27 [3,55,13] [1,58,16] 104 (79) 113 (76) 5.3(.9) 5.9(1.1)
VMPFC 14/27 19/27 [2,51,-13] [-1,53,-13] 64(59) 114 (85) 4.8(.9) 5.7(1.3)
RSTS 26/27 26/27 [58,-16,-14] [57,-13,-16] 87(71) 138 (85) 5.0 (9) 5.7 (1.3)
Group ROIs # Included Peak Coordinate N Voxels _
STUDY 1 Visit 1 Visit 2
RTPJ 28/31 31/31 [54,-52,23] 463
DMPFC 27/31 29/31 [-1,53,29] 455
STUDY 2 Visit 1 Visit 2
RTPJ 27/27 27/27 [54,-52,23] 463
DMPFC 25/27 26/27 [-1,53,29] 455
Supplementary Table 2. Regions of Interest # Identified is number of participants in whom an ROI was
successfully identified at p<.001, k=10 thresholds, to the Mental > Physical contrast. Peak coordinates are in mm
space. For group ROIs, # Included is the number of participants whose selectivity values fell within the pre-defined
range of reasonable values.
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Supplementary Table 3
Predictive Relationships (Section 2.3 in Results of Main Text)
Does behavioral ToM at VI predict selectivity at V2?
lme(Selv2 - ToMv1 + Selv1 + Age, + ROI + Motion + lSubID)





















Study 2 ToMv1  0.15 0.8 0.47
Selv1 0.12 0.6 0.55
AgeAv -0.04 -0.2 0.86
ROI -0.38 -1.3 0.22





















Is behavioral ToM at V2 predicted by RTPJ selectivity at VI? Study 1 RTPJ Selv1 0.06 0.3 0.73
1m(ToMV2 - RTPJ Selv + ToMy1 + AgeA, + Motion) ToMv1  0.58 2.8 0.009
AgeA -0.03 -0.1 0.91
Motion 0.05 0.3 0.76
Study 2 RTPJ Selv1  0.09 0.5 0.64
ToMvi 0.33 1.5 0.17
AgeAv 0.30 1.6 0.13
Motion -0.30 -1.8 0.10
Combined RTPJ Selv1 0.06 0.6 0.54
ToMv, 0.46 3.3 0.002
AgeAv 0.29 2.1 0.04
Motion 0.001 0.01 1
Is behavioral ToM at V2 predicted by DMPFC selectivity at VI? Study 1 DMPFC Selv1  0.28 1.5 0.15
lm(ToMv2c ~ DMPFC Selv1 + ToMv1 + AgeAv + Motion) ToMvi 0.65 3.0 0.006
AgeAv -0.11 -0.4 0.69
Motion -0.02 -0.1 0.91
Study 2 DMPFC Selv1  0.06 0.3 0.80
ToMv1  0.56 2.7 0.02
AgeA, 0.26 1.1 0.28
Motion -0.18 -0.9 0.40
Combined DMPFC Selv1 0.17 1.6 0.12
ToMv1  0.58 4.7 3.6x10-5
AgeAv 0.22 1.5 0.15
Motion -0.06 -0.5 0.65
Is ToM development related to increases in selectivity? Study 1 ToMV2.V1  -0.16 -1.0 0.33
Ime(Selv 2-v1 ~ ToMv2.v1+ Agev1 + ROI + Motion+ ISubID) Agev1  -0.20 -1.2 0.25
ROI 0.22 0.8 0.45
Motion 0.02 0.2 0.89
Study 2 ToMV2-V1  -0.43 -2.0 0.07
Agevi -0.23 -1.1 0.29
ROI -0.55 -2.2 0.048
Motion 0.07 0.4 0.72
Combined ToMv2.v1  -0.26 -2.0 0.052
Agev1  -0.38 -2.5 0.02
ROI -0.08 -0.4 0.69
Motion 0.04 0.26 0.80
Supplementary Table 3. Predictive Relationships. Linear regression equations are shown in the left column;
statistical results are shown in the right column. Section headers correspond to those used in the results section
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(section 2.3 in Results of main text). Abbreviations: Sel: Selectivity index: (Mental-Social)/(Mental-Physical)* 100;
ToM: Proportion correct on ToM battery (matched score unless otherwise specified (e.g. ToMv2c)); AgeA,: average
age per participant, across the two visits (between-subject age differences); Agevi: chronological age at Visit 1;
ROI: Region of interest (RTPJ or DMPFC); Motion: Number of artifact timepoints; VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; V2-VI:
difference between two visits; 1 ISubID: random effect of subject. P-values of significant results (p<.05) are in bold.
Supplementary Table 4
StableIn~dsdualDiferences in RTPJ& Relaoambip to ToM
(SectIon 3.1 in Resuks ofMain Tt) Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
lme(RTPJSel2-RTPJSel,+Age,+l|SubID) Study I RTPJ Seiv, 0.41 2.2 0.04
Age. -0.07 -0.4 0.72
Motion -0.11 -0.6 0.58
Study 2 RTPJ Selvi 0.22 0.8 0.42
Age0 . 0.08 0.3 0.74
Motion 0.01 0.03 0.97
Combined RTPJ Selyi 0.33 2.3 0.03
Age, 0.02 0.1 0.89
Motion -0.06 -0.4 0.71
Relationshipbetweenselectivity inRTPJandToM Study 1 ToM, 0.002 0.01 0.99
bme(RTPJ Sol -ToM,+ToMc. + Motion+ I SubID) ToM.A-b 0.01 0.1 0.93
Motion -0.09 0.6 0.58
Study 2 ToMM -0.07 -0.4 0.70
ToM.,... -0.05 -0.4 0.71
Motion 0.1 0.5 0.61
Combined ToMA, 0.004 0.03 0.97
ToM. -0.03 -0.3 0.74
Motion 0.03 0.2 0.81
Is RTPJ selectivity predicted by earlier behavioral ToM? Study 1 ToMv, -0.04 -0.2 0.86
hme(RTPJSetv-ToMvi+RTPJSelyi +Agem +Motion+ ISobID) RTPJSelyi 0.41 2.1 0.046
Age, -0.05 -0.2 0.84
Motion -0.11 -0.6 0.58
Study2 To S 0.15 0.5 0.59
RTPJ Solo, 0.25 0.9 0.38
Age. 0.03 0.1 0.91
Motion -0.001 -0.006 0.99
Combined ToMy, 0.09 0.5 0.60
RTPJSelvi 0.33 2.3 0.03
Age, -0.03 -0.2 0.87
Motion -0.06 0.3 0.74
Does ToM development predict amount of change in selectivity in RTPJ? Study I ToMyI 0.02 0.1 0.92
hme(RTPJ SelVI -ToM.yI+Agev + Motion+ I SubID) Agey, -0.1 -0.4 0.67
motion 0.01 0.1 0.96
Study 2 ToM5yv -0.53 -2.1 0.057
Ago0 " -0.32 -1.2 0.24
Motion -0.03 -0.1 0.89
Combined ToMo2 VI -0.26 -1.5 0.13
Agev, -0.25 -1.3 0.21
Motion 0.05 0.3 0.80
Predicoive Relationships between Neural and Behaioral ToM
(Section 3.2 in Resolis ofMain Tea) Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
Does early ToM predict amount of change in selectivity? Study I ToMy, 0.10 0.7 0.47
Ime(Selvivt - ToMvI+AgevI + Selvi + Motion+ l|SubID) Agev -0.15 -1.0 0.31
Selvi -0.62 -5.4 0
ROI 0.36 1.6 0.13
Motion -0.07 -0.6 0.56
Study 2 ToM0 I 0.12 0.8 0.46
Agey1  -0.03 -0.2 0.85
Selvi -0.61 -3.9 0.002
ROI -0.31 -1.3 0.21
Motion 0.11 0.7 0.49
Combined ToM 0.12 1.1 0.27
Agey, -0.20 1.7 0.10
Selvi -0.59 -6.8 0
ROI 0.06 0.3 0.73
Motion -0.02 -0.2 0.81
Does early selectivity in RTPJ predict amount of ToM improvement? Study 1 RTPJ Setv, -0.002 -0.03 0.97
m(ToM.vi -RTPJ Selv+ToMy. +Agev. +Motion) ToMv, -1.05 -14.3 3.16x10-13
Agev0  0.15 1.8 0.08
Motion 0.06 1.0 0.33
Study 2 RTPJ Selvi -0.09 -0.9 0.36
ToMy, -1.06 -9.4 3.x10-7
Agev, -0.01 -0.1 0.91
Motion 0.09 0.9 0.38
Combined RTPJ SelvI -0.03 -0.8 0.45
ToMy -1.15 -18.1 <2.OxlO-16
Ageo, 0.10 1.6 0.11
Motion 0.05 1.0 0.33
Does early selectivity in RTPJ predict amount of ToM improvement? Study 1 DMPFC Selv, 0.0005 0.008 0.99
im(ToMv-VI ~DMPFC Selvi+ ToMvy +Agev + Motion) ToK -1.03 -14.6 1.79x10-12
Ageyi 0.10 1.1 0.28
Motion 0.07 0.8 0.43
Study 2 DMPFC SelvI -0.18 -1.3 0.23
ToM -0.80 -6.5 4.29x10-5
Age, -0.06 -0.5 0.66
Motion 0.16 1.1 0.29
Combined DMPFC Selyi -0.05 -0.8 0.43
ToM -0.91 -12.0 2.84ilO-14
Ageoy -0.03 -0.4 0.72
Motion 0.12 1.3 0.21
Supplementary Table 4. Full Regression
Statistics for fMRI Results of
Exploratory Analyses. Linear regression
equations are shown in the left column;
statistical results are shown in the right
column. Section headers correspond to
those used in the results section (sections
3.1 and 3.2 of Results of main text).
Abbreviations: Sel: Selectivity index:
(Mental-Social)/(Mental-Physical)* 100;
ROI: Region of interest (RTPJ or
DMPFC); Motion: Number of artifact
timepoints; AgeAv: average age per
participant, across the two visits (between-
subject age differences); AgevI:
chronological age at Visit 1; ToMAV:
average (matched) ToM score per
participant, across the two visits (between-
subject differences in ToM); ToM,/i-,0b:
difference between participant's average
ToM and the ToM score at each visit
(within-subject change in ToM); VI: Visit
1; V2: Visit 2; IlSubID: random effect of
subject. P-values of significant results




Developnental Change in Response Selectivity in Group ROls Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
Cross-sectionally: lm(Sel - Age + ROI + Motion) Study 1 Age -0.08 -0.8 0.43
ROI 0.07 0.4 0.71
Motion -0.006 -0.1 0.95
Study 2 Age 0.22 2.2 0.03
ROI 0.09 0.5 0.63
Motion 0.12 1.2 0.22
Combined Age 0.03 0.4 0.67
ROI 0.07 0.5 0.60
Motion 0.05 0.7 0.46
Longitudinally: lme(Sel - Age + ROI + Motion + 1 SubID) Study 1 Age -0.10 -1.0 0.34
ROI 0.07 0.4 0.69
Motion -0.02 -0.3 0.81
Study 2 Age 0.22 2.3 0.03
ROI 0.09 0.5 0.63
Motion 0.12 1.3 0.21
Combined Age 0.02 0.3 0.77
ROI 0.07 0.6 0.58
Motion 0.04 0.6 0.57
Simultaneous test of within- and between-subject age differences: Study 1 AgeA. 0.03 0.3 0.73
lme(Sel - AgeA,+ Age,,i,.b + ROI + Motion+ I|SubID) Ages.,b -0.15 -1.6 0.11
ROI 0.07 0.4 0.72
Motion 0.08 0.8 0.45
Study 2 AgeA. 0.12 1.1 0.30
Age~b...b 0.16 1.8 0.08
ROI 0.08 0.5 0.65
Motion 0.08 0.7 0.50
Combined AgeA, 0.05 0.6 0.56
Age,,., -0.08 -1.2 0.25
ROI 0.07 0.6 0.58
Motion 0.08 1.0 0.32
Simultaneous test of within- and between-subject ToM differences: Study 1 TOMA, 0.01 0.1 0.88
Ime(Sel - ToMA,+ ToM,.,.b + ROI + Motion+ ISubID) ToM.,,,, -0.23 -2.5 0.01
ROI 0.07 0.4 0.71
Motion 0.07 0.7 0.46
Study 2 ToM,, 0.02 0.1 0.89
ToMIi.,b 0.12 1.2 0.22
ROI 0.07 0.4 0.73
Motion 0.02 0.2 0.86
Combined ToMA. 0.04 0.5 0.65
ToM,1 ., -0.05 -0.7 0.46
ROI 0.07 0.5 0.63
Motion 0.10 1.3 0.21
Stable Neural Individual Differences in Group ROIs Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
lme(Selv 2 - Selv1+AgeA,+ROI+ ISubID) Study 1 Selv, -0.01 -0.1 0.92
AgeA. -0.002 -0.01 0.99
ROI 0.05 0.2 0.83
Motion 0.05 0.3 0.78
Study 2 Selvi 0.16 1.1 0.29
Agem 0.10 0.7 0.50
ROI -0.41 -1.4 0.17
Motion 0.16 1.2 0.26
Combined Selv, -0.003 -0.03 0.98
AgeA. -0.05 -0.4 0.66
ROI -0.11 -0.6 0.54
Motion 0.07 0.6 0.59
Supplementary Table 5. Full Regression Statistics for fMRI Results in Group ROIs: Developmental Change
and Stable Individual Differences. Linear regression equations are shown in the left column; statistical results are
shown in the right column. Section headers correspond to those used in the results section (sections 1.1, 1.2, 1.4.1,
and 1.4.2 of Supplementary Information). Abbreviations: Sel: Selectivity index: (Mental-Social)* 100; ROI: Region
of interest (RTPJ or DMPFC); Motion: Number of artifact timepoints; Age: chronological age per participant per
visit; Age: chronological age per participant per visit; AgeAv: average age per participant, across the two visits
(between-subject age differences); Ager,-,ub: difference between participant's average age and their age at each visit
(within-subject change in age); ToMAv: average (matched) ToM score per participant, across the two visits
(between-subject differences in ToM); ToMi-sb: difference between participant's average ToM and the ToM score
at each visit (within-subject change in ToM); VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; lISubID: random effect of subject. P-values
of significant results (p<.05) are in bold.
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Supplementary Table 6
Predictive Relationships between Neural and Behavioral ToM
Group ROIs
Does behavioral ToM at VI predict selectivity at V2?


























Study 2 ToM"1  0.05 0.3 0.74
Selv1  0.16 1.1 0.29
AgeA, 0.08 0.6 0.59
ROI -0.41 -1.4 0.18





















Is behavioral ToM at V2 predicted by RTPJ selectivity at VI? Study 1 RTPJ Selv 0.13 0.8 0.44
hi(ToMv2 c ~ RTPJ Selvi + ToMv1 + AgeA, + Motion) ToMVI 0.62 3.1 0.005
AgeAV -0.07 -0.33 0.74
Motion 0.04 0.3 0.79
Study 2 RTPJ Selv 0.14 0.9 0.36
ToMv, 0.49 3.2 0.005
AgeAV 0.29 1.8 0.09
Motion -0.30 -2.0 0.06
Combined RTPJ Selvi 0.12 1.3 0.21
ToMvi 0.53 4.6 2.6x10-5
AgeA, 0.27 2.2 0.03
Motion 0.0009 0.008 0.99
Is behavioral ToM at V2 predicted by DMPFC selectivity at VI? Study 1 DMPFC Selvi 0.25 1.6 0.12
lm(ToMv 2c - DMPFC Selv + ToMv1 + AgeA, + Motion) ToMvI 0.62 3.3 0.003
AgeA, -0.05 -0.3 0.80
Motion 0.05 0.3 0.77
Study 2 DMPFC Selv1  0.15 0.9 0.41
ToMvi 0.47 3.0 0.007
AgeA 0.32 2.0 0.055
Motion -0.27 -1.7 0.11
Combined DMPFC Selv, 0.22 2.3 0.02
ToMy, 0.52 4.8 1.71x10-5
AgeAv 0.24 2.0 0.054
Motion -0.004 -0.04 0.97
Is ToM development related to increases in selectivity? Study 1 ToMV2-v1  -0.40 -2.3 0.03
Ime(Selv2.v ~ ToMv2-vi+Agevi + ROI + Motion+ ISubID) Agevi -0.21 -1.3 0.22
ROI 0.03 0.12 0.90
Motion 0.002 0.02 0.99
Study 2 ToMV2-V 1  -0.05 -0.4 0.73
Agevy -0.01 -0.09 0.93
ROI -0.75 -2.7 0.01
Motion 0.19 1.3 0.20
Combined ToMv 2.vi -0.20 -1.7 0.098
Agevi -0.22 -1.7 0.0997
ROI -0.26 -1.4 0.16
Motion -0.05 -0.4 0.68
Supplementary Table 6. Full Regression Statistics for fMRI Results in Group ROIs: Predictive Relationships.
Linear regression equations are shown in the left column; statistical results are shown in the right column. Section
headers correspond to those used in the results section (sections 1.3 and 1.4.3 of Supplementary Information).
Abbreviations: Sel: Selectivity index: (Mental-Social)* 100; ROI: Region of interest (RTPJ or DMPFC); Motion:
Number of artifact timepoints; AgeAv: average age per participant, across the two visits (between-subject age
differences); ToM: proportion correct on ToM behavioral task; matched score is used unless otherwise specified
(ToMv2c: Visit 2 "complete" score, which uses all items instead of only items that were matched across visits); VI:
Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; V2-VI: difference between two visits; 1ISubID: random effect of subject. P-values of
significant results (p<.05) are in bold.
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Supplementary Table 7
Does early RTPJ selectivity predict later DMPFC selecivity? Study Predictor Beta T-value p-value
lm(DMPFC SeV2 ~ RTPJ Sely, + AgeAv + Motion) Study 1 RTPJ Selyi -0.13 -0.6 0.55
DMPFC Selv1  0.10 0.4 0.67
AgeA, -0.29 -1.1 0.30
Motion -0.11 -0.5 0.66
Study 2 RTPJ Selv1  0.40 1.3 0.23
DMPFC Sev1i -0.32 -1.0 0.34
AgeA, -0.07 -0.3 0.79
Motion 0.16 0.8 0.47
Combined RTPJ Selv1  0.03 0.2 0.86
DMPFC Sel1v 0.05 0.3 0.79
AgeA, -3.72 -1.1 0.28
Motion -0.1 -0.5 0.59
Supplementary Table 7. Planned exploratory analysis of predictive relationships between RTPJ and DMPFC.
Linear regression equations are shown in the left column; statistical results are shown in the right column. Section
headers correspond to those used in the results section (section 2 of Supplementary Information). Abbreviations:
Sel: Selectivity index: (Mental-Social)/(Mental-Physical)* 100; Motion: Number of artifact timepoints; AgeAv:
Average age per participant, across the two visits (between-subject age differences); VI: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2. P-
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Supplementary Figure 1. ToM Behavioral Performance by Category. Bars show average and standard error for
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Supplementary Figure 2. Developmental Trajectories for ToM Behavior and Selectivity. Each line connects the
two data points from each participant (one data point per visit), in order to show amount and rate of developmental
change in behavioral theory of mind (left), and selectivity in RTPJ (middle) and DMPFC (right). Study 1


























































Supplementary Figure 3. Average beta
values per condition. Bars show average and
standard error for beta values per condition, for
each visit, ROI, and Study. The top row shows
data from individual ROIs defined based on the
Mental and Physical conditions. Because these
conditions are non-independent from ROI
definition, they are plotted for visualization
purposes only (and therefore do not have
standard error bars). The bottom row shows
data from group ROIs, in which every condition
is independent from ROI definition.
Supplementary Figure 4. Planned Tests for Predictive
Relationships between Behavioral and Neural ToM. We
did not find evidence for predictive relationships between
behavioral Theory of Mind score and response selectivity.
Theory of mind behavior does not predict and is not
predicted by selectivity. Developmental improvement in
ToM is not significantly correlated with change in response
selectivity in RTPJ or DMPFC. Abbreviations: VI: Visit 1;
V2: Visit 2; V2-V1: difference between Visit 1 and Visit 2;
ToM is proportion correct on the ToM booklet task; V2
ToM is the complete score, whereas V2-V1 ToM uses the
matched scores. Selectivity is calculated using beta values
estimated per condition, per ROI, per participant:
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Supplementary Figure 5. Unplanned Tests for Predictive Relationships between Behavioral and Neural ToM.
Amount of change in selectivity and ToM behavior between the two visits was predicted by Visit 1 selectivity and
ToM score, respectively: participants who were the least selective responses at Visit I showed the most
developmental change between visits, and participants who had the lowest scores on the ToM task at Visit I showed
the most improvement between visits. Abbreviations: Vl: Visit 1; V2: Visit 2; V2-VI: difference between Visit 1
and Visit 2; ToM is proportion correct on the ToM booklet task; V2-Vl ToM uses the matched scores. Selectivity is
calculated using beta values estimated per condition, per ROI, per participant: Selectivity index = (Mental-
Social/Mental-Physical)* 100).
Supplementary Figure 6. Whole-Brain Random Effects Analysis. The top row shows the response to Mental >
Physical per visit (VI in blue; V2 in orange), per study (corrected for multiple comparisons; p<.05). The bottom row
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Chapter 2: Development of the social brain from age three to twelve years
Human adults recruit distinct networks of brain regions to think about the bodies and minds of
others. This study characterizes the development of these networks, and tests for relationships
between neural development and behavioral changes in reasoning about others' minds ("theory
of mind", ToM). A large sample of children (n=122, 3-12 years), and adults (n=33), watched a
short movie while undergoing fMRI. The movie highlights the characters' bodily sensations
(often pain) and mental states (beliefs, desires, emotions), and is a feasible experiment for young
children. Here we report three main findings: 1) ToM and pain networks are functionally distinct
by age three years, 2) functional specialization increases throughout childhood, and 3) functional
maturity of each network is related to increasingly anti-correlated responses between the
networks. Furthermore, the most studied milestone in ToM development, passing explicit false-
belief tasks, does not correspond to discontinuities in the development of the social brain.
Note: A version of this chapter appeared as:
Richardson, H., Lisandrelli, G., Riobueno-Naylor, A., & Saxe, R. (2018). Development of the
social brain from age three to twelve years. Nature communications, 9(1), 1027.
Manuscript is available at: http://rdcu.be/IRh8
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Introduction
Over the past decade, fMRI research has made significant progress identifying functional
divisions of labor within the adult social brain'. For example, while many areas of human cortex
show elevated responses while looking at, listening to, or thinking about other people, studies of
these cortical responses suggest a striking division between regions responding preferentially to
internal states of others' bodies, versus internal states of others' minds2 3 45 ' 6 . Both bodily
sensations, like hunger and pain, and mental states, like beliefs and desires, are internal states of
other people; both are important for observers' reasoning about others' actions and reactions, to
facilitate the observer's own prosocial (e.g. helping) or antisocial (e.g. competing) choices. In
spite of these similarities, a robust dissociation between responses to others' bodies and minds
has been replicated across a wide range of paradigms: when human adults think about other
people, our cortical responses are surprisingly dualist7 .
An important extension of this work is to study the emergence of these functionally specialized
brain regions during development. The current study investigates the developmental origins of
the cortical dissociation between others' bodies and minds, and the links between cortical and
cognitive changes in children's social development.
Although children's developing understanding of others' minds (their "theory of mind" (ToM))
has been studied intensively, we know very little about the neural changes that support this
development. One cause of this gap in knowledge is that most behavioral studies on ToM focus
on children younger than five years old" 0 . For example, one active debate in developmental
psychology concerns children and infants' ability to reason about false beliefs". Children's
ability to explicitly predict or explain another person's actions based on her false beliefs has been
12 14interpreted as depending on a conceptual leap occurring around age 4 years - . However, recent
measures of spontaneous looking and helping suggest that even toddlers may be sensitive to
others' false beliefs1'5" 6 . By contrast, fMRI studies of ToM reasoning have focused on children
older than five years old -2 , adolescents ' , and adults26-28. Prior neuroimaging studies thus
leave open questions of core interest concerning early stages of theory of mind development.
Based on theories in developmental psychology, we derive three predictions for observations in
the social brain regions of young children. First, success on explicit false-belief tasks could
reflect an important conceptual leap or discontinuity in ToM development, as theories of others'
internal states are dramatically altered by insight into the representational nature of mental
states29,30 . According to this view, the division between cortical responses to others' bodies
versus minds might emerge concurrently with childrens' explicit understanding of false beliefs.
Second, success on explicit false-belief tasks could reflect development in other domain-general
brain regions, removing earlier performance limitations (such as response inhibition and
selection, and production of verbal response) 3 -'. According to this view, spontaneous
processing of others' mental states within domain-specific regions for ToM might be similar in
children who pass and fail explicit false-belief tasks. Third, success on explicit false-belief tasks
could be a single step in the ongoing conceptual development of ToM, which begins before -
and continues after - false-belief reasoning 4-37. According to this view, change within ToM
brain regions might occur both before and after children explicitly reason about false-beliefs. Of
course, these predictions only reflect a subset of those that could be derived from each theoretical
perspective, and are not mutually exclusive; reality could include a mixture of these three views.
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The present study characterizes development of brain regions recruited for reasoning about
others' minds and bodies, in a large, cross-sectional sample of children between the ages of 3-12
years old. These 122 children and a reference group of 33 adults, watched a short, animated
movie that included events evoking the mental states and physical sensations of the characters,
while undergoing fMRI. Watching this movie is feasible for young children - it is short,
engaging, and does not require learning a task. This movie has been validated as activating ToM
brain regions and the pain matrix in adults 3 8 . ToM brain regions include bilateral temporoparietal
junction, precuneus, and dorso-, middle-, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex 26 -28 . The pain
matrix includes brain regions recruited when perceiving the physical pain and bodily sensations
of others: bilateral medial frontal gyrus, insula, and secondary sensory cortex, and dorsal anterior
middle cingulate cortex39 . Within both functional networks, individual regions have been
implicated with specific functions (for example, insula and cingulate cortex for nociceptive
pain39, and prefrontal cortex for reasoning about emotions and preferences 40 ). Here, we collapse
across specific functions, and operationalize ToM and pain networks recruited generally for
reasoning about others' internal mental and physical states, respectively 3 8.
We measured three features of children's hemodynamic responses during the movie. First, we
conducted inter-region correlation analyses to test the degree to which ToM and pain brain
regions operate as functionally distinct networks (i.e. high within-network, and low between-
network correlations) 41 42 . Because results suggested that networks for ToM and pain are distinct
even in the youngest children, we used the average response of each network in the next two
analyses. Second, we measured the magnitude of evoked response, in children, to the events in
the movie that evoke peak responses in adults (identified by reverse correlation analyses). Third,
we measured the functional maturity (i.e. similarity to adults) of each network's entire
timecourse 4 3. All child participants additionally completed an assessment of explicit ToM after
the scan, to measure overall theory of mind reasoning, including performance on explicit false-
belief tasks. We tested whether each of the three neural measures was related to children's age, to
children's explicit performance on ToM tasks, and to one another.
We report evidence that ToM and pain networks are functionally distinct by three years of age,
and become increasingly specialized between the ages of three and twelve years. Functional
maturity of each network is related to increasingly anti-correlated responses between the two
networks. Finally, we find that a distinct neural response to others' minds and bodies is present
before - and continues to develop after - children pass explicit false-belief tasks.
Results
Behavioral Results
All children completed a behavioral battery after completing the fMRI scan, which included a
custom-made explicit ToM task (see Methods)2 1 . Three to five-year-old children (n=65)
additionally completed a measure of response inhibition (Dimensional Change Card Sort task
(DCCS)44 ). Performance on the ToM task (proportion correct) and DCCS were both positively
correlated with age (ToM (kendall tau correlation test (n=122)): rk(120)=. 6 6, p<.00001; DCCS
(kendall tau correlation test (n=64)): rk(6 2)=. 2 0, p=.049); see Figure Ia. In the three to five-year-
old subset of children who completed both measures, ToM and DCCS scores were positively
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correlated (partial kendall tau correlation test (n=64), controlling for age: rk(6 1)=. 19, p=.0 3 ). See
Supplementary Table 1 for behavioral data and participant demographics.
Figure 1
For three to five-year-old
children, an explicit false-
belief composite score was
calculated based on
responses to six explicit
false-belief questions
embedded within the ToM
measure; this composite
measure was used to
categorize these children as
Figure 1. Theory of mind behavioral performance. a) Theory of mind talse-Dellel passers i-6 r1
behavioral performance (proportion correct; y-axis) of all children (n=122) by questions correct; n=30 (15
age in years (x-axis). b) Average response magnitude in ToM network to peak female)), inconsistent
timepoint of event T04 (Peck returning to Gus, donning protective gear), per performers (3-4 FB questions
child (y-axis), by theory of mind behavioral performance (proportion correct; correct; n=20 (13 female)),
x-axis). 
and false-belief failers (0-2
FB questions correct; n=15 (6 female)). False-belief task failers and inconsistent performers did
worse on the remaining ToM items than passers (Fail M(SE)=.55(.04), Inc M(SE)=.57(.03), Pass
M(SE)=.75(.02); Tukey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test of ToM*FB-Group ANOVA:
Pass-Fail: diff=1.2, p<.00005; Pass-Inc: diff=1.08, p<.0001; Inc-Fail: diff=.16, p=.8; Kruskal-
Wallis rank sum test of ToM*FB-Group (for non-normal distributions; 3 groups: Pass (n=30),
Inc (n=20), Fail (n=15)): H(2)=22.96, p<.0001). False-belief task failers were on average
younger than passers and inconsistent performers (Fail M(SD)=4.1(.56) years; Inc
M(SD)=4.8(.73) years; Pass M(SD)=5.2(.70) years; Tukey HSD test of Age*FB-Group
ANOVA: Pass-Fail: diff=1.4, p<.00001; Inc-Fail: diff=.83, p=.Ol; Pass-Inc: diff=.59, p=.047).
Similarly, failers demonstrated worse response inhibition than the other two groups (DCCS
Summary score: Fail M(SE)=1.73(.21), Inc M(SE)=2.26(.17), Pass M(SE)=2.33(.09); Tukey
HSD test of DCCS*FB-Group ANOVA: Pass-Fail: diff=.88, p=.01; Inc-Fail: diff=.78, p=.052;
Pass-Inc: diff=.1, p=.9; Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test of DCCS*FB-Group (for non-normal
distributions; 3 groups: Pass (n=30), Inc (n=19), Fail (n=15)): H(2)=7.56, p=.02).
Inter-region Correlation Analysis
Inter-region correlation analyses reveal the extent to which a group of brain regions operate as a
network with synchronized responses. We conducted inter-region correlation analyses (see
Methods) 42 , in order to test three hypotheses about the development of ToM and pain brain
regions: 1) that adults exhibit greater within-network correlations and greater anti-correlations
between ToM and pain networks, compared to children, 2) that by age three, ToM and pain brain
regions operate as specialized networks with synchronized responses, and 3) that maturity of the
within- and across- network correlations is related to ToM task performance in childhood.
In adults, each network exhibited strong positive correlations within-network, and strong
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correlation M(SE)=.35(.02); across-network M(SE)=-.17(.02); paired sample two-tailed t-tests
(n=33): within-ToM vs. across-network: t(32)=19.1, p<2.2x10-1 6; within-Pain vs. across-
network: t(32)=23.2, p<2.2x10~16). See Methods, Supplementary Fig. 1, and Supplementary
Table 2 for details about the regions of interest.
This pattern of network correlations strengthened substantially between the ages of three and
twelve years (Figure 2; Supplementary Fig. 2 & 3). Among children, within-ToM and within-
Pain network correlations increased significantly with age (spearman partial correlation test,
including motion (number of artifact timepoints) as a covariate (n=122): within-ToM:
rs(1 19)=.37, p<.00005; within-Pain: rs(1 19)=.28, p=.002). Across-network correlations decreased
significantly with age (spearman partial correlation test, including motion as a covariate (n=122):
rs(1 19)=-.35, p<.0001). Within and across-network correlations were significantly greater in
adults, compared to children (linear regression testing for effects of age group and motion on
within-ToM correlation: effect of group (child (n=122) vs. adult (n=33)): b=-.97, t=-5.7,
p<6.2x10-8, effect of motion: b=-.3, t--4.3, p<.0001; linear regression testing for effects of age
group and motion on within-Pain correlation: effect of group (child (n=122) vs. adult (n=33)):
b=-.75, t=-3.8, p=.0002, effect of motion: b=-.03, t=-.31, p=.8; linear regression testing for
effects of age group and motion on across-network correlation: effect of group (child (n=122) vs.
adult (n=33)): b=1.26, t=7.2, p=2.2x1O-", effect of motion: b=.07, t-.94, p=.4). To ensure that
developmental changes in correlation strength is not driven by various aspects of data quality
(such as improved co-registration with age), we conducted inter-region correlation analyses on
face and scene brain regions as well as bilateral primary motor and visual cortices; see
Supplementary Fig. 3. These analyses showed that inter-region correlations in other networks
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Figure 2. Inter-region correlation analysis. Top row: Average z-scored correlation matrices across all ToM and
pain brain regions of interest (see Y-axis) per age group ( 3yo: n=17; 4yo: n=14; 5yo: n=34; 7yo: n=23; 8-12yo:
n=34; adults: n=33). Regions are in the same order along the X- and Y-axes. Bottom row: Boxplots of the within-
ToM (red), within-Pain (green), and across-network (blue) z-scored correlation values per age group. Note that




Nevertheless, the two networks were already functionally distinct in the youngest group of
children we tested. In three-year-old children only (n=17), both ToM and pain networks had
positive within-network correlations (within-ToM correlation M(SE)=21(.02); within-Pain
correlation M(SE)=.23(.02)). Within-network correlations were higher than the across-network
correlation (paired sample two-tailed t-tests (n=17): within-ToM vs. across-network: t(16)=6.2, p
<.00005, within-Pain vs. across-network: t(16)=6.9, p<.00001). By contrast, unlike adults, ToM
and pain networks were not anti-correlated in three year olds (across-network correlation
M(SE)=.05(.02)). However, significantly greater within- than across- network correlations
suggests that ToM and pain networks are functionally distinct by age three years. The strongest
within-network correlations in the three year olds were between homologous pairs of regions in
opposite hemispheres, such as right and left TPJ (ToM), and the right and left insula (Pain).
These strong correlations, between pairs of regions that are functionally homologous but
physically distant, suggest that even the data from three year old children are of high enough
quality to detect inter-region correlations when they exist; and therefore that changes with age in
other inter-region correlations reflect real changes in the functional relationships between those
regions. However, the functional separation of the two networks was not fully explained by the
strong correlations between bilateral pairs (Within-non-bilateral-ToM correlation M(SE)
=.20(.02), Within-non-bilateral-Pain correlation M(SE) =. 17(.02); paired sample two-tailed t-
tests (n=17): within-non-bilateral-ToM vs. across-network: t(16)=5.1, p=.0001, within-non-
bilateral-Pain vs. across-network: t(16)=4.4, p=.0005).
In children the strength of inter-region correlations within the ToM network was positively
correlated with behavioral performance on the ToM battery outside the scanner (kendall tau
partial correlation test, including motion as a covariate (n=122): rk(l 19)=.23, p=.0002). The anti-
correlation of ToM and pain networks was also correlated with ToM score (kendall tau partial
correlation test, including motion as a covariate (n=122): rk(l 19)=-.20, p=.001). However, there
was no relationship between within-ToM or across-network correlations and ToM score when
controlling for age in addition to motion (linear regressions testing for effect ToM score on
within-ToM and across-network correlation, including age and motion as additional predictors
(n=122): NS effects of ToM score: ts<l, ps>.3).
We additionally tested for neural differences based on performance on explicit false-belief
questions, among 3- to 5-year-old children. These questions were a subset of the questions in the
ToM behavioral battery (see Methods). There was a significant difference in within-ToM
network correlation between explicit false-belief task passers and failers (Within-ToM: Passers
M(SE)=.29(.02), Failers M(SE)=.25(.03); linear regression testing for effects of FB-Group (pass
vs. fail), age, and motion on within-ToM network correlation: effect of FB-Group (pass (n=30)
vs. fail (n=15)): b=-.70, t=-2.06, p=.046, effect of age: b=.73, t=4.4, p<.0005, effect of motion:
b=-.34, t=-2.7, p=.009). This group difference becomes marginal when response inhibition
(DCCS summary score) is additionally included in the regression (effect of FB-Group (pass
(n=30) vs. fail (n=15)): b=-.64, t=-l.80, p=.079, effect of age: b=.74, t=4.4, p<.0001, effect of
motion: b=-.33, t=-2.5, p=.02, NS effect of DCCS (response inhibition): b=-.08, t=-.59, p=.56).
There was no difference in across-network correlation between these two groups (Passers
M(SE)=.04(.02), Failers M(SE)=.03(.03); linear regression testing for effects of FB-Group (pass
vs. fail), age, and motion on across-network correlation: NS effect of FB-group (pass (n=30) vs.
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fail (n=15)): b=.51, t=1.2, p=.23, NS effect of age: b=-.29, t-1.4, p=.16, NS effect of motion:
b=-.004, t=-.02, p=.98). See Figure 3a-b.
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Figure 3. Similar functional responses in children who pass and fail explicit false-belief tasks. a) Average z-
scored correlation matrices for three to five-year-old children who pass (n30), fail (n15), or perform
inconsistently on (n=20) explicit false-belief tasks. Regions are in the same order along the x- and y- axes. b)
Boxplots of z-scored correlation values within-ToM and across-ToM-Pain brain regions, based on false-belief task
performance. Asterisk denotes a significant effect of false-belief task group (pass vs. fail) in a linear regression that
also includes age and amount of motion (number of artifact timepoints) as covariates (p<.O5); tbis group effect
becomes marginal when additionally including a measure of response inhibition (DCCS). c) Average timecourse of
response in the ToM network for false-belief passers (green), failers (red), and inconsistent performers (orange),
during viewing of "Partly Cloudy." 
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Reverse Correlation Analysis
Reverse correlation analyses are data-driven analyses used to identify events (>4 sec) in a
continuous naturalistic stimulus that evoke reliable positive hemodynamic responses in the same
region across subjects41 . Here, we first use reverse correlation analyses to identify events that
drive activity in ToM and pain brain regions, and subsequently test for developmental change in
the magnitude of response to these events in children. As a first step, we successfully replicated
previous results that responses in the fusiform gyrus are driven by face stimuli
41; see
Supplementary Fig. 4. Given these analyses have not yet been applied to pediatric data, this
replication enabled us to be more confident in our analysis stream, the use of group regions of
interest (ROns), as opposed to individually defined ROs, and the quality of our fMR data
(especially in young children, using a relatively short movie).
We applied reverse correlation analyses to the average response timecourses in the ToM network
and pain matrix in adult participants. Because the inter-region correlation analysis suggested that
ToM and pain regions comprise two functionally distinct networks by age three, we calculated
the average timecourse across ROls within each network. After identifying events based on the
timecourse data from ToM and pain networks in adults, we extracted the response magnitude of
each event from all child participants (see Methods). This analysis was used to determine 1)
which events in the movie elicit the highest responses from ToM and pain regions in adults, 2)
whether responses in ToM and pain regions in three-year-old children are driven by the same
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events that drive corresponding responses in adults, and 3) the extent to which the responses to
these events changes with age or ToM development in childhood.
In adults, the reverse correlation analysis produced seven theory of mind events (68s total,
M(SD) length 9.7(4.2)s) and twelve pain events (86s total, M(SD) length 7.2(4.7)s); see Figure 4.
All seven peak "mind" events depict (changes in) the characters' beliefs, desires, and/or
emotions: e.g. Gus is afraid that Peck will abandon him, Peck is embarrassed when Gus catches
him gazing at another cloud. A majority of the "body" events (8/12) depict the characters'
physical pain (e.g. Peck being bitten by a crocodile) or transformations to the body (e.g.
electricity changing a ball of cloud into a ram). See online manuscript (http://rdcu.be/IRh8) for
versions of Figure 4 and Supplementary Fig. 5 that include thumbnails images of events.
Additionally see Supplementary Table 3 for full descriptions of events and timing and duration
information, Supplementary Fig. 6 for a replication in an independent sample of adults, and
Supplementary Fig. 7 for correspondence between these events and previously used hand-coded
events.
Figure 4
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Figure 4. Reverse Correlation Analysis. a. The average timecourse per age group for the ToM network (top) and
Pain matrix (bottom), during viewing of "Partly Cloudy"61. Each timepoint along the x-axis corresponds to a single
TR (2 seconds); the entire movie was 168 TRs (<6 minutes). Shaded blocks show timepoints identified as ToM (red)
and Pain (green) events in a reverse correlation analysis conducted on adults (n=33); timepoints within the grey
block correspond to the opening logos of the movie and were not analyzed. Dark red and green borders show
timepoints identified as ToM and pain events, respectively, in three-year-old children (n=17). Event labels (e.g. TOl,
P01) indicate ranking of average magnitude of response in adults. Asterisks indicate significant positive correlations
between peak magnitude of response and age (continuous variable; black) and ToM behavioral score (continuous
variable; red), after correcting for multiple comparisons (age: 19 ToM/Pain events, a=.0026; ToM: 7 ToM events,
a=.007). See online manuscript for thumbnail images of events (http://rdcu.be/IRh8).
The timepoints that exceeded baseline for ToM and pain networks were almost entirely non-
overlapping, with the exception of a single timepoint (2s). This timepoint is the last timepoint of
event T05, and the first timepoint of event P05; the response magnitude of both networks is
significantly above baseline during this timepoint; see Figure 4a. This extent of overlap is
significantly less than that that would occur by chance (5/1000 random timecourse permutations
with the same number and duration of ToM and Pain events have at most one timepoint of
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overlap; p=.005), and is present despite not regressing out a global signal from the timecourses
of each network. See Supplementary Note I for a similar overlap analysis between face and
ToM, and face and pain, events. These results converge with previous evidence for a similar
functional division when participants read short verbal narratives, or when participants
endogenously shift their attention to bodily versus mentalistic aspects of one movie or
2,3,4,5,38picture
The average timecourse in ToM and pain regions in children was highly correlated with that of
adults (Pearson correlation tests between adult average timecourse and child average timecourse,
TRs 11:168, for each child age bin: ToM: 3yo: r=.28, 4yo: r=.31, 5yo: r=.60, 7yo: r=.72, 8-12yo:
r=.82 (all ps <.0005; Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons a =.01, for five age bins);
Pain: 3yo: r=.60, 4yo: r=.56, 5yo: r=.73, 7yo: r=.83, 8-12yo: r=.89 (all ps<1.xO10-1 3; a =.0 1);
see Supplementary Table 4). Nevertheless, we observed evidence of developmental change.
Among children, three pain events (P01, P04, P08) and two ToM events (TO1, T02) evoked
significantly greater responses with age (spearman partial correlation tests, including motion as a
covariate (n=122); Pain: ps<.002, rs>.29; ToM: ps<.0026, rs>.28; Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons a =.0026, correcting for 19 events/tests). The two ToM events that
showed greater responses with age are longer events that involve multiple and more complicated
mental states (Supplementary Table 3). Responses in ToM regions during a third ToM event
(T04) were significantly positively correlated with ToM score, controlling for age and motion
(linear regression testing for effects of ToM score, age, and motion on T04 response magnitude
(n=122): effect of ToM score: b=.4, t=2.98, p=.0035, NS effect of age: b=-. 14, t=-.99, p=.32, NS
effect of motion: b=-.07, t=-.77, p=.45; MC a =.007, correcting for 7 ToM events/tests); see
Figure lb. Response magnitude during ToM events did not differ significantly between children
who pass and fail explicit false-belief tasks (all ps>.08; linear regressions testing for effects of
FB-Group (pass (n=30) vs. fail (n=15)), including age and motion as covariates); see Figure 3c.
We next examined just the youngest children. As reported above, the overall timecourse of each
network in three year olds (n=17) was highly correlated with the average adult timecourses
(Pearson correlation test between adult average timecourse and average three year old
timecourse, TRs 11:168: ToM: r=.28 p=.00046; Pain: r=.60, p<l.OxO1 5 ). Reverse correlation
analysis conducted on the three year olds' data alone identified four of the twelve pain events
and one of the seven ToM events discovered in the adult sample. These events correspond to a
subset of the timepoints that were identified as ToM or pain events in three year olds (Pain:
14/32s, ToM: 4/8s). Interestingly, 8 of the remaining 18s identified as a pain event in three-year-
old children corresponds to a ToM event (T04) in adults, and the remaining 4s identified as a
ToM event corresponds to a pain event (P01) in adults (Figure 4). The remaining 10s identified
as pain events occurred immediately after adult pain event timepoints.
Relating Functional Maturity to Inter-region Correlations
We tested whether the functional maturity (i.e. similarity to adults) of a child's movie-driven
timecourse was related to the inter-region correlations measuring the child's network properties.
Functional maturity was quantified by correlating each child's timecourse with the average adult
timecourse. We found that the maturity of the movie-driven timecourse in both ToM and Pain
networks was predicted by the anti-correlation of regions across networks (linear regressions
testing for effects of across-network correlation, within- network correlation, age, and motion on
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functional maturity measure (n=122): ToM: effect of across-network correlation: b=-.4, t=-5.5,
p=2.2x10-7, NS effect of within-ToM correlation: b=.1, t=1.5, p=.14, effect of age: b=.4, t=5.3,
p=5.7x10~ 7, NS effect of motion: b=-.1, t=-1.5, p=.14; Pain: effect of across-network correlation:
b=-.51, t=-7.4, p=2.8x10-", NS effect of within-Pain correlation: b=.13, t=1.9, p=.06, effect of
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Figure 5. Relating functional maturity to inter-region correlations. In both correlations. Greater
networks, timecourse maturity (i.e. how correlated each child's timecourse is to within-network
the average adult timecourse (pearson's r), x-axis) is predicted by the extent to correlations were
which the responses in ToM and Pain networks are anti-correlated (z-scored strongly associated with
correlation values, y-axis). Both scatterplots show these values for all children agel but not with(n=122).ag, bt nt wh
timecourse maturity
(linear regressions testing for effects of timecourse maturity, age, and motion on within-network
correlations (n=122): ToM: NS effect of functional maturity: b=.05, t=.48, p=.63, effect of age:
b=.3, t=2.5, p=.Ol, effect of motion: b=-.3, t=-3.56, p=.0005; Pain: NS effect of functional
maturity: b=.07, t=.61, p=.55, marginal effect of age: b=.2, t=1.96, p=.05, NS effect of motion:
b=-.005, t--.05, p=.96). Additionally, while having an adult-like ToM timecourse was positively
correlated with ToM behavior (spearman partial correlation test, including motion as a covariate
(n=122): r5(1 19)=.54, p=l .3x10 ), this relationship did not remain significant in a regression
including age as an additional predictor (linear regression testing for effects of age, ToM score,
and motion on functional maturity of ToM timecourse (n=122): effect of Age: b=.5, t-4.2,
p<.00005, NS effect of ToM score: b=.1, t=1.2, p=.3, effect of motion: b=-.15, t=-2.1, p=.04).
Functional maturity of the ToM timecourse did not differ based on explicit false-belief task
performance (linear regression testing for effects of FB-Group (pass vs. fail), age, and motion on
functional maturity of ToM timecourse: NS effect of group (pass (n=30) vs. fail (n=15)): b=-.12,
t=-.35, p=.73, effect of age: b=.49, t=2.9, p=.005, effect of motion: b=-.43, t=-3.4, p=.002). Thus,
among children, having functionally mature, task-driven responses is predicted by a child's anti-
correlated responses in regions of the ToM and Pain networks.
Discussion
Children's brains and their cognitive abilities undergo dramatic development in early childhood.
In social cognition, for example, young children develop a remarkably sophisticated
understanding of others' desires, thoughts and emotions, as distinct from their bodily reflexes,
pains, and illnesses; much of this development occurs before children begin formal schooling at
six years old4 5'46'47. Although brain regions involved in ToM have been extensively studied in
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adults, adolescents, and older children, fMRI experiments present serious obstacles for very
young children. By using a short, engaging and naturalistic movie stimulus, we were able to
collect functional data from a large sample of children (n=122), including 65 children between
the three and six years of age. The movie stimulus, Pixar's "Partly Cloudy," depicts multiple
events that focus on two aspects of the main characters (a cloud named Gus, and his stork friend
Peck): their bodily sensations (often physical pain) and their mental states (beliefs, desires, and
emotions). We measure developmental change in cortical networks recruited for reasoning about
bodies (the pain matrix) and minds (the theory of mind network), and relate development in the
ToM network to behavioral changes in theory of mind - bridging the gap between previous
fMRI studies in older children, and a large behavioral literature on early ToM development.
The first goal of this project was to measure developmental change in the pain matrix and theory
of mind network. A key result emerged from multiple different analysis approaches: a core
aspect of development in the social brain is the differentiation of spontaneous cortical responses
to depictions of others' bodies versus minds. First, anti-correlations between the ToM and pain
networks showed particularly dramatic change with age: regions in these two networks were
uncorrelated in three year olds, but robustly anti-correlated in older children and adults. This
anti-correlation predicted the maturity (i.e. similarity to adults) of each network's timecourse of
response evoked by the movie. Second, while activity in ToM and pain networks in adults is
driven by non-overlapping mentalistic and bodily events, respectively, in three year olds some
events led to increased activity in the opposite network: the adult pain event P01 elicited activity
in the ToM network, and the adult ToM event T04 elicited activity in the pain network of three-
year-old children. These results are in line with previous evidence that functionally selective
brain regions respond less to non-preferred categories with age, 2 0,2 1,4 8,4 9 and suggest that
development of functionally selective brain regions for reasoning about others' internal states
involves increasingly accurate application of specific neural resources (i.e. distinct groups of
brain regions) to specific inputs (events depicting others' mental states versus physical
sensations).
Almost all previous publications of timecourse data in young children describe analyses of
resting state data: fMRI data collected while participants are not performing any particular
cognitive task, or in some cases, while participants are asleep 0. One advantage of measuring
inter-region correlations during a movie, as we did here, is that children's psychological state
(e.g. attention, anxiety, alertness) is likely more similar, across ages. On the other hand, a
disadvantage is that we cannot distinguish between intrinsic and task-driven contributions to the
inter-region correlations 51. For example, the development of anti-correlations between ToM and
pain networks may reflect a combination of both intrinsic changes in network structure, and
increasing functional selectivity of the movie-driven response in individual regions . Future
studies could tease apart contributions of intrinsic and task-driven connectivity by collecting both
resting-state and functional task data from the same child; however, for three-year-old children
any additional data collection within a session would be challenging.
The second goal of this project was to ask how change in the ToM network relates to children's
theory of mind cognitive abilities. All children were asked questions about other people's actions,
beliefs, desires, expectations, and moral blameworthiness. Within this set of questions, six
questions focused specifically on predicting and explaining actions based on false beliefs. The
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transition from failure to success on the false-belief task has sometimes been interpreted as
evidence of discontinuity in development around age four years: the emergence of a new theory,
or cognitive mechanism, that did not exist earlier 1 4 . A second possibility is that changes in
31-33
executive function (e.g. response inhibition) unmask children's previously existing ToM -3. A
third possibility is that children's theory of mind itself undergoes continuous and gradual
development, from relatively simple concepts of perceptions and goals in two year olds to a
sophisticated understanding of negligence and irony in early adolescence14-37,13. Each of these
possibilities makes different predictions for the patterns of neural data we measured here. Unlike
any previous fMRI study of ToM, our sample included a substantial number of children who
systematically failed explicit false-belief tests. This enabled us to test for signatures of neural
responses that predict improved performance on false-beliefs tasks, in addition to ToM reasoning
more generally.
Our data were most inconsistent with the prediction of a robust discontinuity in response,
associated with the transition from failure to success on explicit false-belief tasks. In the profiles
of neural responses, we saw no major discontinuity when children begin to systematically pass
false-belief tasks. Brain regions involved in ToM in adulthood already constitute a distinct
network in three-year-old children, which gradually becomes more integrated and distinct from
other networks over the next decade. Similarly, the timecourse of response in the ToM network
in response to a social movie is strongly positively correlated, even between three year olds and
adults. The timecourse and peak event responses show gradual continuous development over
childhood. Focusing specifically on three- to five-year-old children, the neural responses to
social movies in children who systematically fail versus pass explicit false-belief tasks were
similar: there were no differences in the magnitude of response to the seven ToM events
identified using reverse correlation analyses, and no difference in the extent of anti-correlation of
the responses in ToM and pain networks. Consistent with recent evidence that false-belief
passers have increased structural connectivity between ToM brain regions, compared to failers ,
we find that passing false-belief tasks was associated with increased functional correlations
among regions in the ToM network, but this group difference became marginal when taking
response inhibition abilities into account, and the same neural measure was also associated with
age in the full sample.
Our data were partially consistent with the prediction that spontaneous processing of others'
mental states within domain-specific regions for ToM is similar, regardless of performance on
explicit false-belief tasks. Research in adults suggests that the same ToM brain regions are
recruited to reason about mental state content, regardless of whether the stimulus is verbal or
nonverbal, instructed or spontaneous. 19',38'5556 Spontaneously generating mentalistic descriptions
of actions is a precursor of performance on explicit tasks 57, and is correlated with cortical
thinning of ToM regions in adults58 . In the current study, three-year-old children who
systematically fail false-belief tasks nevertheless recruited ToM brain regions at similar times in
the movie and as a distinct network from the pain matrix. On the other hand, we did observe
significant change within ToM brain regions, and in the dissociation between ToM and pain




Overall, our results seem most consistent with the prediction that a distinct neural response to
others minds versus bodies is already beginning to develop well before children explicitly pass
false-belief tasks, and continues to develop well after7 '8' 47 . For example, for one event in the
movie, the magnitude of response in the ToM network correlated with the child's score on the
full ToM battery (not limited to false belief items). This event (T04) shows Peck donning
protective football gear in front of Gus. In context, this event depicts Gus revising previous
beliefs and emotions (because Gus believed that Peck had abandoned him, Gus had been furious
and devastated; once Peck shows Gus the helmet and pads, Gus realizes that Peck has not
abandoned him and indeed never intended to abandon him, and Gus feels happy and relieved).
Increased activity in ToM regions during this event may reflect children's improved ability to
consider the relevance of the current event for (past) beliefs or emotions that are not explicitly
depicted59 .
These fMRI results are thus consistent with evidence in developmental psychology for slow,
continuous development of theory of mind. In individual children, the transition from failing to
passing explicit false-belief tasks occurs gradually and noisily: children who begin to answer
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explicit false-belief questions correctly often subsequently fall back to incorrect responses .
Improvement is boosted by explicit explanatory practice and feedback over a relatively long
period of time. The noisiness of development is visible in the current dataset: twenty children
answered three or four out of six explicit false-belief questions correctly, within a single testing
session. Also, mastering explicit false-belief tasks is not equivalent to having a fully mature
theory of mind60 ; older children are still learning to infer hidden emotions3 4 , discriminate degrees
of moral blameworthiness 5 3 , and understand non-literal speech like sarcasm and irony3 1. On this
view false-belief task performance is likely just one step along a long trajectory of increasingly
sophisticated understanding of other minds.
In sum, we report evidence that when people spontaneously watch an animated movie evoking
the internal states of others, distinct networks of cortical regions are recruited for events that
make salient internal states of the mind versus of the body. These networks are already
functionally distinct in three-year-old children, but show increasing within-network and
decreasing across-network correlations throughout childhood. The anti-correlation of the two
networks strongly predicts the maturity of each network, in response to the movie. Specific peak
events within the movie evoke activity that increases with age, and with theory of mind
reasoning ability. On the other hand, the most famous milestone in ToM behavioral
development, passing explicit false-belief tasks, does not correspond with a discontinuity in the
neural basis for reasoning about the minds of others.
Methods
Participants
122 3.5-12 year-old children (M(SD)=6.7(2.3); 64 females) participated in the study. 110
children were right-handed and 3 were ambidextrous (as indicated by parent or legal guardian).
This sample includes 65 children under the age of six (M(SD)=4.82(.81) years; 34 females; 54
RH/3 Ambi); this subset of children were used to test for neural differences between children
who pass (n=30; M(SD)=5.2(.70); 15 females; 26 RH/2 Ambi) and fail (n=15; M(SD)=4.08(.56);
6 females; 11 RH/4 LH) false-belief tasks. 20 children in this subset responded inconsistently to
false-belief tasks (M(SD)=4.75(.73); 13 female; 17 RH/I Ambi). An additional 19 children were
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recruited to participate and excluded from all analyses for not completing or participating in the
study (n=12), language delays (n=2), and excessive motion during the fMRI scan (n=5; see fMRI
Data Analysis for details). 33 adult participants (ages 18-39 years; M(SD)=24.8(5.3); 20 females;
32 RH/I LH) additionally participated in the fMRI portion of the study. Child and adult
participants were recruited from the local community. All adult participants gave written
consent; parent/guardian consent and child assent was received for all child participants.
Recruitment and experiment protocols were approved by the Committee on the Use of Humans
as Experimental Subjects (COUHES) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
FMRI Stimuli
Participants watched a silent version of "Partly Cloudy," 61, a 5.6-minute animated movie. 3 8 A
short description of the plot can be found online (https://www.pixar.com/partly-cloudy#partly-
cloudy-1). Previous research suggests that pediatric populations move significantly less during
fMRI scans using movie stimuli62 . The stimulus was preceded by Is of rest, and participants
were instructed to watch the movie and remain still. Participants aged five and older completed
additional tasks prior to viewing this stimulus; these tasks largely involved listening to (children)
or reading (adults) stories.
FMRI Data Acquisition
Prior to the scan, child participants completed a mock scan in order to become acclimated to the
scanner environment and sounds, and to learn how to stay still. Children were given the option to
hold a large stuffed animal during the fMRI scan in order to feel calm and to prevent fidgeting.
An experimenter stood by child participants' feet, near the entrance of the MRI bore, to ensure
that the participant remained awake and attentive to the movie. If this experimenter noticed
participant movement, she placed her hand gently on the participant's leg, as a reminder to stay
still.
Whole-brain structural and functional MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Tim Trio
scanner located at the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center at MIT. Children under age five
years used one of two custom 32-channel phased-array head coils made for younger (n=3,
M(SD)=3.91(.42) years) or older (n=28, M(SD)=4.07(.42) years) children 63 ; all other participants
used the standard Siemens 32-channel head coil. TI-weighted structural images were collected in
176 interleaved sagittal slices with Imm isotropic voxels (GRAPPA parallel imaging,
acceleration factor of 3; adult coil: FOV: 256mm; kid coils: FOV: 192mm). Functional data were
collected with a gradient-echo EPI sequence sensitive to Blood Oxygen Level Dependent
(BOLD) contrast in 32 interleaved near-axial slices aligned with the anterior/posterior
commissure, and covering the whole brain (EPI factor: 64; TR: 2s, TE: 30 ms, flip angle: 900).
As participants were initially recruited for different studies, there are small differences in voxel
size and slice gaps across participants (3.13 mm isotropic with no slice gap (n=5 adults, n=3
7yos, n=20 8-12yo); 3.13 mm isotropic with 10% slice gap (n=28 adults), 3 mm isotropic with
20% slice gap (n=l 3yo, n=3 4yo, n=2 7yo, n=1 9yo); 3 mm isotropic with 10% slice gap (all
remaining participants)); all functional data were subsequently upsampled in normalized space to
2mm isotropic voxels. Prospective acquisition correction was used to adjust the positions of the
gradients based on the participant's head motion one TR back 4. 168 volumes were acquired in
each run; children under age five completed two functional runs, while older participants
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completed only one run. For consistency across participants, only the first run of data was
analyzed. Four dummy scans were collected to allow for steady-state magnetization.
FMRI Data Analysis
FMRI data were analyzed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) 65 and custom software
written in Matlab and R. Functional images were registered to the first image of the run; that
image was registered to each participant's anatomical image, and each participant's anatomical
image was normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. This enabled us to
use group regions of interest (ROts) and hypothesis spaces created in adult datasets, and to
directly compare responses between child and adult participants. Previous research has suggested
that anatomical differences between children as young as seven years are small relative to the
resolution of fMRI data, which supports usage of a common space between adults and children
of this age (for similar procedures with children under age seven, see 66,21,67; for methodological
considerations, see 68). Registration of each individual's brain to the MNI template was visually
inspected, including checking the match of the cortical envelope and internal features like the
AC-PC and major sulci. All data were smoothed using a Gaussian filter (5mm kernel).
Artifact timepoints were identified via the ART toolbox
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifactdetect/) 69 as timepoints for which there was 1) more than
2mm composite motion relative to the previous timepoint or 2) a fluctuation in global signal that
exceeded a threshold of three standard deviations from the mean global signal. Participants were
dropped if one-third or more of the timepoints collected were identified as artifact timepoints;
this resulted in dropping five child participants from the sample (see Participants). Number of
artifact timepoints differed significantly between child and adult participants (Child (n=122):
M(SD)=10.5(10.6), Adult (n=33): M(SD)=2.8(4), Welch two-sample t-test: t(137.7)=6.49,
p<.000001). Among children, number of motion artifact timepoints was not correlated with age
(spearman correlation test (n=122): rs(120)=.02, p=.86) or ToM score (kendall tau correlation
test (n=122): rk(120)=-.005, p=.94). Number of artifact timepoints did not differ between young
(3-5 year old) children based on false-belief task performance (linear regression tests for effect of
FB-Group on number of motion artifact timepoints: NS effect of FB-group (Pass (n=30) vs. Fail
(n=15)): b=-.04, t=-.12, p=.9; NS effect of FB-group (Pass (n=30), Inc (n=20), or Fail (n=15)):
bs<.05, ps>.9) or response inhibition (linear regression test for effect of DCCS on number of
motion artifact timepoints (n=64): NS effect of DCCS summary score: b=.16, t=1.18, p=. 2 5).
See Supplementary Fig. 8 for visualization of the amount of motion per age group. Despite
amount of motion being matched across children, and therefore likely not driving developmental
effects within the child sample, we include number of motion artifact timepoints as a covariate in
all analyses. Number of artifact timepoints is highly correlated with measures of mean
translation, rotation, and distance (rs>.8). Because this measure is not normally distributed,
spearman correlations were used when including amount of motion as a covariate in partial
correlations.
Region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted using group ROIs. ToM and pain matrix group
ROIs were created in an independent group of adults (n=20), scanned by Evelina Fedorenko and
colleagues. These data were preprocessed and analyzed with procedures identical to those used
for participants in the current study. Reverse correlation analyses were conducted in this separate
group of adults, using 10mm group ROIs surrounding peaks reported in previous publications
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(ToM regions70; Pain matrix 7 1). Seven ToM and nine pain events were identified (ToM: 60s
total, M(SD) length: 8.6(4.6)s, Pain: 66s total, M(SD) length: 7.3(4.4)s). We subsequently used a
general-linear model to analyze BOLD activity of these participants as a function of condition,
using these events. Second-level random effects analyses were used to examine the group-level
response to Mental > Pain and Pain> Mental (p<.001, k=10, uncorrected). We then drew 9mm
spheres surrounding the peak activation in each region, to create new group ROIs that were
tailored to the stimulus, but defined in an independent sample of adults (see Supplementary Fig.
I and Supplementary Table 2 for more information on all group ROIs, and Supplementary Fig. 7
for details of the convergence between events across the two adult samples and ROIs).
All timecourse analyses were conducted by extracting the scaled preprocessed timecourse from
each voxel per group ROI. We applied nearest neighbor interpolation over artifact timepoints
(for methodological considerations on interpolating over artifacts before applying temporal
filters, see 72 ,73 ), and regressed out two kinds of nuisance covariates to reduce the influence of
motion artifacts: 1) motion artifact timepoints, and 2) five principle component analysis (PCA)-
74based noise regressors generated using CompCor within individual subject white matter masks .
White matter masks were eroded by two voxels in each direction, in order to avoid partial
voluming with cortex. CompCor regressors were defined using scrubbed data (e.g. artifact
timepoints were identified and interpolated over prior to running CompCor).
For inter-region correlation analyses only, we additionally regressed out the raw timecourse
extracted from bilateral primary motor cortex (Ml). Primary motor cortex ROIs were 10mm
spheres drawn around peak coordinates generated with Neurosynth (http://neurosynth.org/;
search term: "primary motor," forward inference from 273 studies; coordinates: [38,-24,58], [-
38,-20,58]). These ROIs are included in the expanded inter-region correlation analysis shown in
Supplementary Figure 4; the bilateral Ml timecourse was not regressed out for this
supplementary analysis. However, because this analysis showed that the within-MI inter-region
correlation increases with age among children, we regressed the bilateral M 1 timecourse from
the ToM and Pain timecourses for the inter-region correlation analyses reported in the main text,
to ensure that the age effects in the ToM and pain networks are above and beyond developmental
effects present in regions like primary motor cortex, and that within-network correlations are not
falsely inflated by commonalities in signal fluctuation across the brain.
The residual timecourses were then high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 100 seconds. Timecourses
from all voxels within an ROI were averaged, creating one timecourse per group ROI, and
artifact timepoints were subsequently excluded (NaNed).
In inter-region correlation analyses, each ROI timecourse was correlated with every other ROI's
timecourse, per subject, and these correlation values were Fisher z-transformed. Within-ToM
correlations were the average correlation from each ToM ROI to every other ToM ROI, within-
Pain correlations were the average correlation from each Pain ROI to every other Pain ROI, and
across-network correlations was the average correlation from each ToM ROI to each Pain ROI.
This procedure is similar to that used by4 . In order to test for developmental change in within-
and across-network correlations, we conduct linear regressions to test for 1) significant
differences between adults and children, in regressions that include group (child vs. adult) and
number of artifact timepoints as predictors, and 2) significant effects of age (as a continuous
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variable), ToM performance, and number of artifact timepoints among children, and 3)
significant group differences between children who pass and fail explicit false-belief tasks,
including number of artifact timepoints and age as predictors. In order to test whether ToM and
pain networks are coherent and specialized early in childhood, we use t-tests to compare within-
versus across-network correlations in three-year-old children (n= 17). Within- and across-network
correlation measures were normally distributed (ps>.22, one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests), and variance in within-ToM, within-Pain, and across-network correlations did not differ
across children and adults, or false-belief passers vs. failers (F-tests to compare two variances:
children (n=122) vs. adults (n=33): Fs(32,121)>1.l, ps>.66; pass (n=30) vs. fail (n=15):
Fs(14,29)>.78, ps>.65).
Initial reverse correlation analyses were conducted on adult participants only. Each ROI
timecourse was z-normalized, and timecourses within each network were averaged across ROIs,
resulting in one timecourse for face regions, ToM regions, and the pain matrix per adult
participant. Except for the first ten timepoints (5 TRs rest, followed by 5 TRs of the movie
introduction (Disney castle and Pixar logos)), the residual signal values across adult subjects for
each timepoint were tested against baseline (0) using a one-tailed t-test. This procedure is similar
to that used by . Events were defined as two or more consecutive significantly positive
timepoints within each network. Events were rank-ordered according to the average magnitude
of response to the peak timepoint in adults, and labeled according to the ordering (e.g. event TO]
is the ToM event that evoked the highest magnitude of response in the ToM network).
In adults, we conducted an overlap analysis to determine whether the number of timepoints
labeled as both ToM and pain events was statistically fewer than would occur by chance. We
constructed 1000 permutations of ToM and pain timecourses, which had the same number and
duration of events. The constructed timecourses were 158 TRs in length (the experiment was 168
TRs; the first 10 TRs were excluded from the reverse correlation analysis because the movie
started on TR 11). For each permutation, we randomly scrambled the order of ToM and pain
events. We then filled in the timepoints between events with zeros, with a random proportion of
zeros between events such that the total number of zeros was equal to the total number of non-
event timepoints in the original timecourses (ToM: 125 TRs; Pain: 116 TRs). Events within a
timecourse (ToM or Pain) necessarily had to be separated by at least one timepoint, since they
would otherwise be counted as a single event. The first event of each timecourse could be
preceded by zero zeros, and the last event of each timecourse could be followed by zero zeros.
We calculated the sum of the number of timepoints tagged as ToM and pain events in each pair
of permutations (ToM and pain timecourses), and subsequently calculated the proportion of
permutations that resulted in the same or a smaller amount of overlap as observed in the reverse
correlation analysis.
In order to test for developmental effects in the magnitude of response to ToM and pain events,
we defined a peak timepoint per event as the timepoint with the highest average signal value in
adults, and tested for significant correlations between magnitude of response at peak timepoints
and age (as a continuous variable), including amount of motion (number of artifact timepoints)
as a covariate. Because this measure of motion is non-normally distributed, we employed
spearman correlations. For ToM regions only, we used linear regressions to test for a significant
relationship between peak magnitude of response and theory of mind behavior (overall, in all
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children), and to test whether responses at peak timepoints differed between children who pass
(n=30) and fail (n=15) explicit false-belief tasks. Response magnitude at all peak events was
normally distributed (all ps>.23, one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Response magnitudes
showed similar variance across false-belief task passers (n=30) and failers (n=15) (F-tests to
compare two variances: all Fs(13,28)>.7, ps>.07), with the exception of one event (T03:
F(14,28)=.30, p=.02). A permutation test was used to test for group differences in magnitude of
response to this event75 . We ran the reverse correlation analysis in three-year-old participants
only (n=17), in order to examine response specificity at this young age, and to better understand
developmental differences.
Finally, we tested whether the functional maturity of each child's timecourse responses (i.e.
similarity to adults) was related to the inter-region network correlations. We calculated the
Pearson correlation between each child's ToM timecourse (averaged across ROIs) and the
average adult ToM timecourse; we similarly calculated the Pearson correlation between each
child's pain matrix timecourse and the average adult pain matrix timecourse. The timecourses
used for this analysis were the same as those used for the reverse correlation analysis, prior to z-
normalization (TRs 11:168). We tested if, across children, this measure of functional maturity
per network was correlated with within-network and across-network inter-region correlations, or
related to ToM behavior. The neural maturity measure was normally distributed in both networks
(ps>.29, one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Variance in this measure in the ToM network
did not differ between children who pass (n=30) and fail (n=15) false-belief tasks (F test to
compare two variances: F(14,29)>1.00, ps>.95). We additionally calculated and report the
Pearson correlation between the average timecourse of children in each age group and the
average adult timecourse.
All of the analyses reported in this manuscript should be considered exploratory, not
confirmatory, in that the analyses described here were not chosen prior to data collection, and
data collection was not completed with this specific set of analyses in mind. While we
deliberately chose this stimulus in order to measure neural responses in very young children
(ages 3-4 years), older children visited the lab to participate in a different study, and additionally
completed the protocol of the current study. We then recognized the opportunity of analyzing the
full cross-sectional dataset, and chose analyses based on the stimulus (time series analyses
seemed to utilize more data and be more sensitive than previous analysis methods 8 ), and on







After the scan, all children completed a behavioral task battery including (in order) an explicit
theory of mind battery and a measure of nonverbal IQ (under 5 years: WPPSI block design 7,
over 5 years: nonverbal KBIT-11 79). Children under age seven then completed a computerized
version of the Dimensional Change Card Sort task as a measuring of response inhibition.
Performance on DCCS was captured using the summary score 44 ; one child (an inconsistent FB
task performer) failed to complete the DCCS task.
Explicit ToM Task and False-Belief Composite Score
All children completed a custom-made explicit ToM battery 2 1 (https://osf.io/G5ZPV/), which
involved listening to an experimenter tell a story and answering prediction and explanation
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questions that required reasoning about the mental states of the characters. Because this task was
designed to capture variability in ToM reasoning across a wide age-range of children, the
questions varied in difficulty. Easier items involved reasoning about similar and diverse desires,
true beliefs, and emotion prediction; harder items included reasoning about false beliefs, moral
blame-worthiness, and second-order false beliefs. Two analogous booklets were used; children
ages 3-4 and 10-12 years old listened to a story about students finding snacks, and five-year-old
children listened to a story about students finding books; 7-9 year-old-children were split among
the books (snacks: n=16; books: n=33). Different booklets were used across children because
children of different ages participated in different studies that all involved the current protocol.
However, the two booklets were designed for repeated measures designs: analogous stories and
questions across the two booklets had identical syntax, but different semantic content: one story
was about helping children find their books, the other was about finding snacks. A previous
study using the "finding books" booklet suggests the validity of this task to capture theory of
mind development in children ages five to twelve years old2 1 . These booklet tasks and
instructions are available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/G5ZPV/; DOI:
10.1 7605/OSF.IO/G5ZPV; ARK: c7605/osf io/g5zpv).
Each child's performance on the ToM battery was summarized as the proportion of questions
answered correctly, out of 24 matched items (14 prediction items and 10 explanation items). An
additional two control items were asked to ensure that children were paying attention; after
ensuring all children answered these questions correctly, these items were not further analyzed.
Children ages 3-5 years old were also categorized based on their performance on a false-belief
composite score based on six explicit false-belief questions (4 prediction, 2 explanation) within
the ToM booklet. These six questions were chosen because they were canonical explicit false-
belief questions describing changes in location or unexpected contents'1 ,12 ,80 . The composite
score demonstrated acceptable reliability (Cronbach's alpha=.71). Children were categorized as
explicit false-belief "passers" if they answered five or six out of six false-belief questions
correct, "inconsistent performers" if they answered three or four questions correct, and "failers"
if they answered zero to two questions correct.
We tested for significant correlations between age, DCCS and ToM, and for differences in these
scores between children who pass and fail false-belief tasks. We use Kendall's rank correlation
tau, given non-normal distributions of ToM score (Shapiro-Wilk normality test: w=.9, p<.00001)
and DCCS score (w=.75, p<.0000 1), and given the frequency of ties in both of these measures.
Data Availability
The fMRI and behavioral data collected and analyzed during the current study are available
through the OpenfMRI project (https://openfmri.org/; Link:
https://www.openfmri.org/dataset/ds000228/ DOI: 10.5072/FK2V69GD88). The ToM
behavioral battery is additionally available through OSF (https://osf.io/G5ZPV/; DOI:
10.1 7605/OSF.IO/G5ZPV; ARK: c7605/osf.io/g5zpv).
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Supplementary Note 1: Face events overlap analysis
We conducted an overlap analysis to determine whether the amount of overlap between
timepoints identified as face events and timepoints identified as ToM or pain events was
significantly different from that expected by chance. The overlap analysis was identical to the
analysis used to determine whether ToM and pain events were significantly non-overlapping,
described in Methods. The permuted face timecourses included seven face events, with durations
of 16, 4, 5, 7, 4, 4, 4 TRs (see Supplementary Figure 4). Face and ToM events had 4 TRs of
overlap in the actual timecourses; 111/1000 random permutation tests showed the same or
smaller amount of overlap (p=. 11). Face and pain events had 15 TRs of overlap in the actual
timecourses; 928/1000 random permutation tests showed the same or smaller amount of overlap
(p=.93). Thus, the amount of overlap between face and ToM events, and face and pain events,
did not differ from that expected by chance.
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Age Range Gender Handedness Raw IQ Scaled/M (SD) (#F) (RILJAmbi) M (SD) M (SD)
3yo 17 3.52-3.993.75(.18)
4yo 14 4.06-4.864.43 (.29)
6yo 34 5.01-5.995.51 (.29)
7yo 23 7-7.967yo 23 7.54 (.37)
8-12yo 34 8-12.3A l 33 49.77 (.18)
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Supplementary Table 1. Demographic information and behavioral data by age group. Number of participants
(N), age range and average and standard deviation of age (years), gender, handedness, raw and standardized
measures of nonverbal IQ, DCCS summary score (possible range: 0-3)6, ToM score (proportion of all questions
answered correctly; possible range: 0-1), and number of children in each explicit false belief task group (pass,
inconsistent, fail), per age group. Nonverbal IQ was measured via the WPPSI block design task for children ages 3-4
years 7, and via the KBIT-2 matrices task for children ages 5-12 years
8
. Children ages 7 and older did not complete
the DCCS task. False belief task passers answered 5 or 6 of 6 questions correctly, inconsistent performers answered
3-4 questions correctly, failers answered at most 2 of 6 questions correctly.
Supplementary Table 2
Network ROI Center Size
Contrast Coordinate (voxels)
ToM
ToM > Pain RTPJ [48 -60 30] 376
LTPJ [48 -62 30] 368
PC [0 -54 34] 382
DMPFC [-6 54 36] 217
MMPFC [-4 58 16] 275
VMPFC [-4 56 -16] 198
Pain
Pain > ToM R82 [60 -28 38] 388
LS2 [-62 -32 34] 269
Rinsula [426-6] 309
Linsula [-42 -2 -4] 240
RMFG [50 42 12] 142
LMFG [46 3614] 256
AMCC [0 2 42] 249
Face
Face > Object RFFA [38-42 -22] 1019
LFFA [-40-52 -18] 531
Supplementary Table 2. Group regions of interest. Contrast used, regions identified, peak/center coordinate [x y
z], and size (number of voxels) for each region of interest in the ToM network and Pain matrix, and for the bilateral
fusiform regions used in Supplementary Note I and Supplementary Figure 4. See Supplementary Figure 1 for a































































Peak Timepoint (TR) Description
Peck flies away from Gus after seeing the baby shark (T06),
131 landing on another (happier) cloud. Peck and the happy cloud





Peck stares longingly at a happy cloud who is making puppies.
Gus notices this, and looks worried. Peck notices that Gus
caught him looking longingly, and feels bashful.
Baby crying, then becomes happy when given a helmet.
Peck dons football gear, to explain to Gus that he did not
abandon him, but rather was acquiring protective equipment
such that he could continue to deliver Gus's (dangerous) babies.
Pan from happy clouds to Gus, who expresses loneliness.
124 Peck is startled by the baby shark Gus has made. He notices a1happy cloud who is making chicks.
64 Peck and Gus greet each other happily (they are friends).
118 Gus pulls porcupine spines out of Peck's head.
73 Alligator baby is biting Peck's head repeatedly.
111 Peck tosses porcupine baby; expressing pain.
39 Cloud makes baby animals (lightning).
56 Gus makes baby alligator (lightning).
135 Gus expresses anger (lightning).
160 Peck is electrocuted by baby eel (lightning).
29 Flock of birds fly through clouds.
143 Gus begins to cry heavily (rain shower).
49 Baby reaches for and is given helmet.
84 Peck's feathers fall off; Gus brushes Peck off.
100 Peck is hit by baby ram in bundle he is trying to carry.
Supplementary Table 3. ToM and Pain Event details. Time (in stimulus), duration (seconds), and peak timepoint
(TR) and description for each ToM and Pain event.2 Peak timepoint is the timepoint with the greatest average
response magnitude in adult participants. Event labels (TO1, P01) reflect rank order of average response magnitude
in adults. *Asterisks indicate events replicated in reverse correlation analysis of an independent sample of adults
(Supplementary Figure 6).
Supplementary Table 4
Age Grou ToM Pain Face Scene M1 V1 BI-FFA
O . . 0.75 0.61 0.11 . .
4yo 0.31 0.56 0.59 0.67 0.06 0.61 0.60
5yo 0.60 0.73 0.71 0.77 0.35 0.78 0.68
7yo 0.72 0.83 0.84 0.80 0.44 0.74 0.82
8-12yo 0.82 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.53 0.76 0.83
Supplementary Table 4. Average timecourse correlations. This table provides the Pearson correlation value (r)
between the average timecourse of response in each network included in the expanded IRC analysis, for each age
group, and the corresponding average timecourse of response in adults. These timecourses are the same as those
used for the reverse correlation analysis (the MI timecourse is not included as a regressor), prior to z-normalization.
All correlations are significantly positive (ps<.0005) except those shaded in grey (3yo Ml: p=. 1 6 ; 4yo Ml: p=.46).
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Supplementary Figure 1
Supplementary Figure 1. Group Regions of Interest. ToM (red) and pain (green) regions were defined based on
group-level contrast images in n=20 adults scanned by Evelina Fedorenko and colleagues (see Methods and
Supplementary Figure 6). Bilateral fusiform regions (blue) were created by and described in'. See Supplementary
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Supplementary Figure 2. Inter-regional correlations by age. Correlations are the raw (non z-scored) r-values (y-
axis), calculated on the "raw" timecourses (without regression of the bilateral-MI timecourse). Correlation values
are shown for all children (n=122), with age on the x-axis. Top row: Within-ToM (red), Within-Pain (green), and
across-ToM-Pain (dark blue) network correlations. Middle row: Within-Face (orange), Within-Scene (light blue),
and across-Face-Scene (navy) network correlations. Bottom row: Within-MI (purple), Within-VI (bright blue), and
across-M 1-VI (light blue) network correlations. See Results (main text) and Supplementary Figure 3 for statistics on
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Supplementary Figure 3. Expanded inter-regional correlation analyses. Top row shows interregional z-scored
correlation matrices for an expanded list of brain regions in the following order (ToM regions: RTPJ, LTPJ, PC,
DMPFC, MMPFC, VMPFC, Pain regions: RS2, LS2, RInsula, Llnsula, RMFG, LMFG, daMCC, Face regions:
RSTS, LSTS, ROFA, LOFA, RFFA, LFFA; parcels from', Scene regions: RRSC, LRSC, RTOS, LTOS, RPPA,
LPPA; parcels from', primary motor cortex: RPM, LPM, primary visual cortex: R Calcarine Sulcus, LCalcSulc.
Primary motor and visual cortex ROIs are 10mm spheres drawn around peak coordinates generated with Neurosynth
(http://neurosynth.org/; Ml coordinates: [38,-24,58], [-38,-20,58]; Vl coordinates: [-10 -86 2], [10 -86 2], see
Methods). Boxplots show within- and across-network z-scored correlation values for all participants (n=122
children, n=33 adults), binned by age group, for ToM and Pain networks (top row of boxplots), Face and Scene
networks (middle row) and bilateral primary motor and visual cortex regions (bottom row). All age correlation tests
were spearman partial correlation tests, including amount of motion (number of artifact timepoints) as a covariate.
Significant positive age correlations among children (n=122) are present for within-ToM (rs=.39, p<.OO0l), within-
Pain (rs=.38, p<.OOOI), within-Scene (rs=.23, p=.Ol), and within-Mi regions (rs=.30, p=.O0l; within-Face: rs=.06,
p=.53, within-V 1: r2=-. 16, p=.09). Because the within-Mi correlation increases with age, including it as a regressor
in the interregional correlation analyses in the main text ensures that reported age effects in the ToM and pain
networks are above and beyond developmental effects present in regions like primary motor cortex. The Ml
timecourse is not regressed out from the timecourses analyzed for this figure/the expanded IRC analysis. Across-
ToM-Pain network correlations decrease with age (e.g., become more anti-correlated: r2=-.26, p=.OO5). Across-
Face-Scene and Across-Ml-VI correlations do not show significant change with age: Across-Face-Scene: rs=.02,
p=.8; Across-Mi -V 1: .18, p-.O5). Positive correlations between within-ToM and within-Pain correlations and age
were significantly stronger than within-Face and within-Vi correlations, but not significantly stronger than within-
Scene and within-MI correlations (Williams' test of differences in age correlations: Within-Face: vs. within-ToM:
z=2.69, p=.Ol, vs. within-Pain: z=2.66, p=.OI; within-Scene: vs. within-ToM: z=1.33, p=.18, vs. within-Pain: z-1.3,
p=.19; Ml: vs. within-ToM: z=.76, p--.44, vs. within-Pain: z--.73, p=.47; Vi: vs. within-ToM: z-4.35, p=O , vs.
within-Pain: z-4.32, pn=O). The across ToM-Pain anti-correlation was significantly stronger than the across Face-
Scene and across MI-Vi anti-correlations (Face-Scene: z(122)=2.2, p=.O3; Mi-VI: z(i22)=3.39, p=0). See
Supplementary Figure 2 for scatter plots of raw correlation values by age, and Supplementary Table 4 for
correlations between the average timecourse of each age group and adults, for these additional networks.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Bilateral Fusiform Reverse Correlation Analysis. a) Bilateral fusiform regions of
interest (ROIs). Regions are face parcels created with the group-constrained subject specific (GSS) method applied
in n=30 adults, using a faces > objects contrast', and made publically available
(http://web.mit.edu/bcs/nklab/GSS.shtml). A subset of participants (n=17 total; n=2 adults, n=12 8-12yos, n=1 7yo,
4yo, 3yo) had incomplete coverage of the ventral visual stream; however, all participants had measurable neural
responses in at least 100 voxels in all face ROIs. b) Average timecourse of response extracted from bilateral
fusiform ROIs, per age group. The average timecourse in bilateral fusiform ROIs in children was highly correlated
with that of adults (Pearson correlation: r=.86, p<1.0x10~47). This correlation remained high when comparing adults
to three-year-old children alone (Pearson correlation: r=.72, p<l.0x10''). Shaded light orange blocks denote 7
events (88s total, M(SD) length 12.6(8.8)s) identified in a reverse correlation analysis of the timecourse of response
in adult participants (n=33; see Methods); dark orange outlines denote 4 events (18s total M(SD) length 4.5(1)s)
identified in a reverse correlation analysis of the timecourse of response in three-year-old children (n=17). Event
labels (e.g. FOl, F02) reflect rank order of magnitude of response in adults. A majority of the timepoints identified
by the reverse correlation analysis in three year olds fall within adult events F02, F03, and F07 (8/9 TRs); the
remaining timepoint immediately follows adult event F07. c) Short description, timing and duration, timepoint of
peak response, and response magnitude by age group for each event identified in the reverse correlation analysis.
Error bars represent standard error. Peak timepoints were chosen based on the adult data, included here for
illustration. Statistical tests of age-related change were computed only on data from children (n=122). The
magnitude of response in bilateral fusiform does not change with age among children (spearman partial correlation
including motion as covariate; Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons a=.0071, correcting for 7
events/tests; Irls<.24, ps>.01). All events included at least one face, and close-ups of faces; some events featured
particularly salient faces (e.g. faces with painful expressions: FOl, F02, F05). See online version for thumbnail
images of events (http://rdcu.be/lRh8).
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Supplementary Figure 5
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ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain 1 ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain
Peck flies away to kappy Peck naught gazing at Baby Crying, then happy Peck dons gear to show Pan from happy /ods to Peck starbled looks at Peck and Gus greeting/
cloud happy clouds why he left lonely cloud (Gus) happy n/od interaction
P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06
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*' 11 11
E 05 5 5 5 - 5 -.1
Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM M 3yo
Gus pulls porcupine spines Alligatcr biting Peck Peck tossing porcupine Cloud makes anima s Gus makes alligator Gus is mad (lightning)
from Peck's head (lightningn (lightning) hp 4yo
P07 P08 P09 P10 P11 P12 
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Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM Pain ToM
Peck electrocuted by eel Birds fly through clouds Gus crying (rain shower) Baby reaches fores Feathems fal off Gus Peck hit by rem in baghelmet brushes Peck off
Supplementary Figure 5. Reverse Correlation Analysis: ToM and Pain events. The reverse correlation analysis
in adults identified seven ToM events (top) and twelve pain events (bottom). A description is provided for each
event; see online version of this figure for thumbnail images (http://rdcu.be/IRh8). The bar graphs show the average
response magnitude of response per age group in the ToM and Pain networks, for each event. Peak timepoints were
chosen based on the adult data, included here for illustration. Statistical tests of age-related change were computed
only on data from children (n=u122). Asterisks denote events that evoke significantly greater responses with age
(black; partial spearman correlation controlling for motion and correcting for multiple comparisons (MC) (19 events,
Pe=.002 6)), or ToM behavioral performance (red; linear regression including age and motion as additional predictors,
and correcting for MC (7 events, g=.007)). Event labels (e.g. TOI, T02) in bold type are those that were replicated in
an independent sample of adults (n=20; Supplementary Figure 6). See Supplementary Table 3 for event timing,
duration, and full descriptions.
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Supplementary Figure 6






Supplementary Figure 6. Comparison of reverse correlation analysis results across two adult samples. We
analyzed fMRI data from an independent sample of adults (n=20), collected by Evelina Fedorenko's lab, who
viewed "Partly Cloudy" 2 in the scanner. We used this sample to create independent, stimulus-tailored group ROIs
(see Methods). We also used this sample to test whether the events identified by the reverse correlation analysis in
our adult sample (n=33) were replicated in an independent sample of adults. Because we used this independent
sample of adults to create the group ROIs used for our sample of interest, we created a different set of group ROIs
for the reverse correlation replication analysis of these participants (to avoid using non-independent ROIs). The
group ROls used in the independent sample were 10mm spheres surrounding peak coordinates reported in previous
publications (ToM regions 3; Pain matrix4). This figure shows the average timecourse of response in the primary
adult sample (n=33, dark purple) and the independent replication sample (n=20, light purple), in each network.
Shaded blocks indicate events identified by reverse-correlation in the primary adult sample; dark borders indicate
events identified by reverse-correlation in the replication sample (ToM: red, Pain: green). Seven ToM and nine pain
events were identified in the reverse correlation analysis of this independent sample of adults (ToM: 60s total,
M(SD) length: 8.6(4.6)s, Pain: 66s total, M(SD) length: 7.3(4.4)s). All events identified in the independent group of
adults (using group ROIs3 '4) were also identified in our adult participants. Three pain events that were identified in
our primary sample of adults were not labeled as events in the independent sample of adults: P08, P09, and P11
(9/12 overlapping pain events comprised of 52s of overlap, and 7/7 overlapping ToM events comprised of 54s of
overlap). Thus, the reverse correlation analysis approach successfully identifies events that reliably evoke responses
in ToM and pain brain regions across adult subjects, and across two independent adult samples. This suggests that







Supplementary Figure 7. Comparison of Reverse Correlation analysis and original event coding. A previous
study coded "mental," "social," and "pain" events of the movie stimulus, in order to compare the magnitude of
response across conditions and localize ToM and pain brain regions using contrasts (ToM regions: Mental > Pain;
Pain matrix: Pain > Mental)5. We compared the coding created by the experimenters to the event labels suggested by
the reverse correlation analysis in our adult participants (n=33). This figure shows the average timecourse of
response in adult participants in ToM (top) and pain (bottom) networks. Shaded blocks indicate events identified by
reverse correlation analysis (ToM: red, Pain: green). Colored borders indicate condition labels constructed by
previous experimenters for the purpose of using the movie stimulus as a functional localizer for identifying ToM and
pain brain regions5. While most ToM events identified by the reverse correlation analysis were at least partially
included in the original coding (6/7 ToM events labeled as Mental or Social), only two of twelve pain events were
included in the coding. This lends support to the use of reverse correlation analysis for identifying reliable events
that evoke responses in particular regions, rather than experimenter-based coding, for further study. The reverse
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Supplementary Figure 8. Amount of motion in fMRI data. a) Number of artifact timepoints identified in the
timecourse of response (one run per participant, 168 timepoints total), by age group (3yo: n=17, 4yo: n=14, 5yo:
n=34, 7yo: n=23, 8-12yo: n=34, adult: n=33). Artifact timepoints are timepoints in which there is 2mm motion
and/or a global signal change greater than three standard deviations from the mean, relative to the previous
timepoint. Error bars show standard deviation from the mean. b) Mean translation (motion in x, y, z directions) in
millimeters per age group, including (dark) and excluding (light) artifact timepoints. Error bars show standard
deviation from the mean.
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Chapter 3: Development of Brain Networks for Social Functions:
Confirmatory Analyses in a Large Open Source Dataset
During natural viewing of movies, human observers show robust activity in distinct brain
networks, driven by the content of the movies. For example, scenes that emphasize characters'
thoughts and feelings evoke activity in the "Theory of Mind" (ToM) network, whereas scenes
that emphasize characters' bodily and physical states evoke activity in the "Pain Matrix". The
current study investigates the developmental origins of the cortical dissociation between these
networks, and the links between cortical and cognitive changes in children's social development.
In particular, we sought to confirm results of a previous exploratory study on children (n=122, 3-
12 years) and adults (n=33) who watched Pixar's animated short "Partly Cloudy" while
undergoing fMRI. The previous results found that 1) ToM and pain networks are functionally
distinct by age three years, 2) functional selectivity increases throughout childhood, 3) the
magnitude of response during one scene was correlated with cognitive performance on a
behavioral test of ToM, and 4) the "functional maturity" of the response timecourse was linked
to the inter-region correlations within and between the two networks. We analyzed a large
independent publicly available dataset of children, adolescents, and young adults (n=241, ages 5-
20 years) who viewed Jacob Frey's "The Present"i while undergoing fMRI. Participants
additionally completed a resting state scan (n=200), enabling us to further characterize the link
between inter-region correlations and stimulus-driven responses. We find confirmatory evidence
for an early functional dissociation between ToM and pain brain regions (by age five years), and
for developmental increases in functional selectivity with age, and with a behavioral index of
social reasoning. We additionally provide evidence that the relationship between the stimulus-
driven response and inter-region correlations within and between ToM and pain networks during
movie viewing is specific to network properties measured during the movie; inter-region
correlations measured at rest were not related to the functional maturity of the response. Given
the intense financial and time investments required to collect large samples of fMRI data in
young children, the availability of the public dataset is critical to strengthen and enrich the results
from the in-house dataset. This study thus provides insight into the scientific benefits of open
source data in developmental cognitive neuroscience.
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Introduction
Evidence from fMRI studies has suggested a striking cortical division between brain regions that
process information about others' minds (the Theory of Mind (ToM) network), and those that
process information about others' bodies (the Pain Matrix). This cortical dissociation has been
studied across multiple experimental contexts in adults2 5 , and has recently been characterized in
6
an exploratory study of children as young as three years old . In order to measure functional
responses in such young children, the prior study used a naturalistic movie-viewing paradigm:
children (n=122, 3-12 years) and adults (n=33) viewed Disney Pixar's "Partly Cloudy" 7 while
undergoing fMRI. This movie includes scenes that emphasize characters' thoughts and feelings,
and scenes that emphasize characters' bodily and physical states, making it an ideal stimulus for
measuring functional responses in ToM and pain brain regions5,6
The results of this prior study provided insights into the development of the functional division
between these two cortical networks. A key result was that signatures of the functional division
between ToM and pain brain regions were present in three-year-old children: responses in ToM
brain regions were more correlated with other ToM regions, than with regions in the Pain Matrix,
and vice versa. Additionally, responses in three-year-old children were significantly correlated
with the average adult timecourse, suggesting early "functional maturity." This study also found
significant developmental change in inter-region correlations and functional maturity throughout
childhood, suggesting continual development and refinement of the functional responses in both
networks. For example, while three-year-old timecourses generally looked similar to those of
adults, some ToM scenes evoked responses in the Pain Matrix, and some pain scenes evoked
responses in the ToM network. The responses in these networks became increasingly distinct
(anti-correlated) over childhood. Additionally, across all children, responses to a particular ToM
scene were correlated with cognitive performance on an independent behavioral test of ToM
(https://osf.io/g5zpv/). If robust, such a neural marker could be a useful index for designing and
evaluating interventions aimed to improve social cognitive abilities. Finally, this prior study
provided evidence for a relationship between inter-region correlations within and between ToM
and pain brain regions, and the development of stimulus-driven functional responses within each
network.
Here, we sought to provide confirmatory evidence for these results by analyzing a large, publicly
available dataset of five to twenty year olds (n=241) who viewed Jacob Frey's "The Present"I
while undergoing fMRI, and additionally completed a behavioral metric of social reasoning: the
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ8). Confirmatory evidence strengthens the confidence
in results based on exploratory analyses, and in this case, tests the generalizability of the results
to a more diverse sample of participants and under a new experimental context (i.e., a different
movie paradigm and behavioral measure of social reasoning). Developing robust generalizable
neural markers of social cognitive behaviors is critical for developing and testing the
effectiveness of social cognitive training paradigms and clinical interventions.
The current study additionally aimed to clarify the link between the development of stimulus-
driven functional responses and inter-region correlations. Because participants did not complete
a resting state scan, the previous study could not determine the extent to which inter-region
correlations during movie viewing reflected stimulus-driven (functional) responses vs. intrinsic
network properties. Intrinsic networks are cortical regions that have correlated (and anti-
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correlated) timecourses of activity at rest9" 0 , i.e., in absence of stimuli. These intrinsic networks
largely correspond to the functional divisions in cortex: brain regions that are correlated during
cognitive tasks are also correlated at rest9 " 1,12
One hypothesis is that the relationship between functional maturity and inter-region correlations
is driven by the stimulus driven response in these two networks during movie viewing. That is,
systematic functional responses to stimuli organize these brain regions into two functionally
distinct, anti-correlated networks. Inter-region correlations during functional tasks could
subsequently shape intrinsic inter-region correlations at rest. Previous work has found that
stimulus-elicited connectivity predicts resting state connectivity patterns longitudinally 3 , and
resting state connectivity can be altered via intensive exposure to particular cognitive tasks'4 .
Thus, engaging specific brain regions via functionally specific tasks could drive regions within a
network to become correlated with one another, and anti-correlated with regions in other
networks, and these functional dissociations may influence the intrinsic connectivity between
brain regions at rest. Alternatively, this relationship could be driven by the intrinsic properties of
the ToM and pain networks. Intrinsic networks are apparent by the end of the first year of life",
if not earlier'6 , and become more distinct over childhood '. Development of intrinsic networks
could plausibly precede and influence the emergence of systematic functional responses. While
the current cross-sectional study cannot determine predictive relationships or causal order of
development between intrinsic and functional networks, it can test whether the functional
maturity of responses in ToM and pain brain regions are specifically related to inter-region
correlations during movie viewing, or are more generally related to inter-region correlations that
are intrinsic, i.e., present at rest.
Thus, the current study was conducted with two goals. First, we sought to confirm the previous
results by analyzing a publicly available dataset of 5 - 12 year old children who viewed Jacob
Frey's "The Present"I while undergoing fMRI. Second, because many participants additionally
completed a resting state scan, we used this sample to characterize the nature of the link between
stimulus-driven responses and inter-region correlations within and between the ToM and Pain
networks during movie viewing.
Results
We sought to confirm results of a previous exploratory study on children (n=122, 3-12 years) and
adults (n=33) who watched Pixar's animated short "Partly Cloudy" while undergoing fMRI. The
previous results found that 1) ToM and pain networks are functionally distinct by age three
years, 2) network differentiation increases throughout childhood, 3) the magnitude of response
during one scene is correlated with cognitive performance on a test of ToM, and 4) the
"functional maturity" of the response timecourse is linked to the inter-region correlations of the
networks. We attempted to replicate these results in an independent, large, and diverse sample of
participants who viewed a different movie (Jacob Frey's "The Present"') while undergoing
fMRI.
Replication: Inter-region Correlation Analyses
As in the original study, we first confirmed that ToM and Pain brain regions were significantly
more correlated with within-network brain regions, compared to brain regions in the opposite
network. Higher within - across network correlations are one indication of functional
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specialization. Among teenagers and young adults, within-network correlations (M(SE) Wi-
ToM: .34(.02), Wi-Pain: .23(.01)) were significantly higher than across network correlations
(M(SE) ac-TP: -. 15(.01); within vs. across-network two-tailed paired t-tests: ToM: t(52)=21.4,
p<2.2x10-16; Pain: t(52)=22.9, p<2.2x10-").
We then tested for developmental change in inter-region correlations. Because the age range of
the current sample (ages 5 - 20 years) differs from that of the previous study (ages 3 - 12 years,
and adults), we conducted primary inter-region correlation analyses in the full sample, and
additionally report evidence from age-matched child samples (5 - 12 year olds) from the two
studies (see Supplementary Materials for the results of age-matched analyses in the prior study).
Consistent with the previous results, within-network inter-region correlations increased
significantly with age (linear regression testing for effects of age and motion on within-ToM
correlation: effect of age: b=.15, t=2.4, p=.02, effect of motion: b=-.22, t=-3.4, p=.0007; on
within-Pain correlation: effect of age: b=.17, t=2.6, p=.009, NS effect of motion: b=-.12, t--1.8,
p=.08), and across network inter-region correlations decreased significantly with age (effect of
age: b=-.20, t=-3.2, p=.001, effect of motion: b=.31, t=5.0, p=9.9x10 7 ); see Figure 1 and
Supplementary Figure 1. In both studies, developmental change with age was less apparent in the
narrower, matched age range (5 - 12 year old children). In the current sample, we did not find
significant developmental change with age in within-network correlations (spearman partial
correlations including motion as covariate: ToM: rs(182)=.14, p=.055; Pain: rs(182)=. 11, p=.12),
or in across-network correlations (r,(182)=-.12, p=.10), in 5 - 12 year old children, but all
correlations showed developmental trends in the predicted direction.
Figure 1
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Figure 1. Developmental Change in Inter-region Correlations. a) Average z-scored correlation matrices across
all ToM and pain brain regions of interest (see y-axis) per age group (5yo: n=16; 6yo: n=21; 7yo: n=26; 8 -l2 yo:
n=123; adolescents/young adults (YA; 13-20 years): n=55). Regions are in the same order along the X-axes and Y-
axes. b) Z-scored inter-region correlations (y-axis) by age (x-axis) within the ToM network (left, red), within the
Pain network (middle, green), and across the ToM-Pain networks (right, blue).
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The previous study found evidence for functional network differentiation in children as young as
three years old. In the current sample, the youngest children scanned were five years old. In these
children, responses in ToM and Pain brain regions were more correlated with within-network
brain regions than brain regions in the opposite network (n=16 5yo; M(SE) within-ToM:
.25(.04), within-Pain: .19(.03), across-ToM-Pain: -.07(.04); within vs. across-network correlation
paired two-tailed t-test: ToM: t(15)=7.3, p=2.7xl0-6, Pain: t(l5)=7.0, p=4.5x1 0-6).
We then tested for significant correlations between inter-region correlations in ToM brain
regions and scores on the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ8), a parent report
questionnaire that measures social cognitive reasoning. The previous study found a significant
relationship between performance on a ToM behavioral battery and within-ToM and across-
ToM-Pain inter-region correlations, but these relationships did not remain significant when
additionally controlling for age. In the current sample, there were no significant correlations
between within-ToM or across-ToM-Pain inter-region correlations and SCQ scores among
children (partial correlations including motion as covariate: rs<. 11, ps>.2), or in the full sample
(rs<1.061, ps>.4).
Replication: Reverse Correlation Analyses
Reverse-correlation analyses offer a data-driven way to determine what kinds of stimuli drive
responses in particular brain regions. We conducted reverse correlation analyses on the neural
responses in adolescent and young adult participants (n=55) while they watched "The Present."I
Reverse correlation analyses of this stimulus produced seven ToM events (40 seconds total,
M(SD) length: 5.7(3.0) seconds) and three Pain events (21.6 seconds total, M(SD) length:
7.2(1.4) seconds); see Figure 2. Six of the seven ToM events clearly depicted moments that
involved reasoning about mental states (beliefs, goals, emotions) of the characters (e.g., boy
curiously opening present, boy expressing annoyance, and gaining a new understanding of the
boy, upon realizing that he, like the puppy, has lost his leg). The remaining ToM event
introduced the boy character and showed him playing video games. The three Pain events
depicted moments involving physical pain or clumsiness (due to the missing leg). See
Supplementary Table I for more information about the timing and content of the events. Out of
the 245 timepoints tested (all but the first 5 TRs (4s)), there were zero timepoints that reliably
evoked significantly positive responses in both ToM and Pain events.
Responses to one ToM event (T01) increased significantly with age among 5-12 year old
children (partial spearman correlation test, including motion as a covariate: r,(175)=.23,
p=.0024; Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons a=.005, for ten events; all other events:
ps>.009). Responses to a second ToM event (T02) were positively correlated with SCQ score in
a linear regression that included age and motion as covariates (effect of SCQ: -.21, t=-2.4,
p=.01 8 , effect of age: b=.19, t=2.3, p=.02, NS effect of motion: b=-.05, t=-.57, p=.57; all other
events SCQ ps>.12), but this relationship did not survive Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons (a=.007, for seven ToM events).
As in the previous study, we additionally conducted reverse correlation analyses on the youngest
participants scanned (age 5 years old, n=16). Responses in five year olds were generally highly
correlated with the average adolescent/young adult timecourse (M(SE) of Pearson correlation:
ToM: .23(.04), Pain: .22(.04); one sample t-tests against zero: ts(15)=6.1, ps<2.2x10-5). In five
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year olds, reverse correlation analyses identified two of the seven ToM events and one of the
three Pain events defined in the adolescent/young adult participants; see Figure 2. These events
made up a majority of the timepoints identified as events in the five year olds (18/32 TRs). Three
of the remaining 14 TRs immediately preceded or followed these events. The remaining 11 TRs
comprised one ToM event and one Pain event, which shared a single timepoint (6 TRs each);
neither of these events were identified in the adolescent/young adult sample. See Supplementary
Figure 2 and Supplementary Table I for more information about all events.
Figure 2
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Figure 2. Functional Timecourses during "The Present." a) The average timecourse per age group for the ToMi
network (top) and Pain matrix (bottom), during viewing of Jacob Frey's "The Present."1 Each timepoint along the x-
axis corresponds to a single TR (800ms); the entire movie was 250 TRs (<4 min). Shaded blocks show timepoints
identified as ToM (red) and Pain (green) events in a reverse correlation analysis conducted on adolescent/young
adult participants (13-20 year olds; n=55); timepoints within the gray block were not analyzed. Dark red and green
borders show timepoints identified as ToM and pain events, respectively, in 5-year-old children (n=16). Event labels
(e.g., T0l, P01) indicate ranking of average peak magnitude of response in adolescents/young adults. Black asterisk
indicates significant positive correlation between peak magnitude of response and age (continuous variable) among
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children, after correcting for multiple comparisons (10 ToM/Pain events, a=.005). Red asterisk indicates significant
positive correlation between peak magnitude of response and SCQ score (continuous variable) among children; this
correlation does not survive correcting for multiple comparisons (7 ToM events; a=.007, p=.02). b) Example frames
and descriptions for the five events with the highest magnitude of response in adolescents/young adults, per network
(see Supplementary Fig. 2 for all events, and Supplementary Table 1 for full event descriptions and timing and
duration information). Thumbnail images used with permission from Jacob Frey.
Replication: Functional Maturity
The current dataset included adolescents/young adults (13-20 years old), rather than adults (in
the previous study: ages 18-39 years old). Response timecourses among 5 - 12 year old children
were generally positively correlated with the average timecourse of adolescents and young adults
(n=186 5-12yo: M(SE) Pearson correlation value (r): ToM: .30(.0 1), Pain: .27(.0 1)). However, as
in the previous study, functional maturity (i.e., similarity to responses in adolescents/young
adults) in ToM and Pain networks increased with age among 5-12 year old children (spearman
partial correlations including motion as a covariate: ToM: r,(1 82)=.20, p=.006; Pain:
rs(182)=.19, p=.01). Functional maturity in the ToM network was not significantly correlated







































Figure 3. Relating Functional Maturity to Inter-region Correlations.
Scatterplots show timecourse maturity (i.e., how correlated each child's
timecourse is to the average adolescent/young adult timecourse (Pearson's r,
x-axis) while viewing Jacob Frey's "The Present."' The y-axis shows z-
scored inter-region correlation values within-ToM (red), within-Pain
(green), and across-ToM-Pain (blue) networks, as measured while viewing
a) "The Present", or b) at rest.
There were significant effects
of within- and across-network
correlations on functional
maturity in the ToM network
(effect of across-ToM-Pain
correlation: b=-. 17, t-2.2,
p=.03, effect of within-ToM
correlation: b=.25, t=3.4,
p=.0008, NS effect of age:
b=.13, t=1.8, p=.07, NS effect
of motion: b=-.09, t=-1.3,
p=.21); see Figure 3a. In the
Pain network, only the across-
network correlation
significantly predicted
functional maturity (effect of
across-ToM-Pain correlation:
b=-.41, t=-5.9, p=1.5x10 -, NS
effect of within-Pain
correlation: b=.11, t=1.6,
p=.l, effect of age: b=.13,
t=1.9, p=.06, NS effect of
motion: b=-.07, t=-1.0, p=.30).
For subsequent comparison to
the resting state data, we
confirmed that this same pattern of evidence was apparent in the low/matched motion subset of



















n=75 5-12yo). In this subset, functional maturity in both networks was predicted by the anti-
correlation between the two networks (ToM: effect of across-ToM-Pain correlation: b=-.39, t=-
2.8, p=.007, NS effect of within-ToM correlation: b=. 10, t=.75, p=.46, NS effect of age: b=.03,
t=.28, p=.78, NS effect of motion: b=-2.0, t=-1.9, p=.07; Pain: effect of across-ToM-Pain
correlation: b=-.43, t=-3.9, p=.0002, NS effect of within-Pain correlation: b=.08, t=.74, p=.46,
NS effect of age: b=.0I, t=.93, p=.36, NS effect of motion: b=-.05, t=-.50, p=.62).
Extension: Inter-region Correlations During Resting State
A subset of the sample completed a resting state scan (n=200), enabling us to test if the pattern of
results from the inter-region correlation analyses was specific to functional responses during a
social, naturalistic movie-viewing paradigm. All inter-region correlation measures were highly
correlated across movie-viewing and rest scans, even when controlling for age and motion
(within-ToM: b=.50, t=5.2, p=1.04 x 10-6, NS effect of age and motion: ps>.7; within-Pain:
b=.49, t=5.2, p=9.3 x 10-7, NS effect of age and motion: ps>.4; across-ToM-Pain: b=.47, t=4.5,
p=1.7 x 10-5, NS effect of age and motion: ps>.6); see Supplementary Figure 3.
Within-network correlations (M(SE) within-ToM: .51(.02), within-Pain: .29(.02)) were higher
than across-network correlations (M(SE) across-ToM-Pain:-.23(.02)) during rest in
adolescents/young adults (within vs. across-network correlation paired two-tailed t-test: ToM:
t(48)=21, p<2.2x10- 16; Pain: t(48)=19.2, p<2.2x10-16).
In the full sample (ages 5 - 20 years), within-network inter-region correlations increased
significantly with age (linear regression testing for effects of age and motion on within-ToM
correlation: effect of age: b=.37, t=5.6, p=6.7xl0-8, effect of motion: b=-.20, t=-3.1, p=.002; on
within-Pain correlation: effect of age: b=.26, t=3.7, p=.0003, NS effect of motion: b=-.002, t=-
.03, p=.97), and across network inter-region correlations decreased significantly with age (effect
of age: b=-.45, t=-6.9, p=5.4xl0-", NS effect of motion: b=.04, t=.60, p=.55); see Figure 4.
Interestingly, while within-ToM and within-Pain network correlations did not increase
significantly with age among 5 - 12 year old children (spearman partial correlations including
motion as covariate: within-ToM: rs(148)=.15, p=.07; within-Pain: rs(148)=.07, p=.41),
consistent with the results from the movie viewing task, across-network correlations during rest
decreased with age (rs(l48)=-.28, p=.0005). There were no significant correlations between
within-ToM or across-ToM-Pain inter-region correlations measured at rest and SCQ scores
among children (partial correlations including motion as covariate: rs<1.081, ps>.4), or in the full
sample (rs<.041, ps>.6).
Very few five year olds were included in the resting state sample (n=7). However, even in this
small sample, within-network correlations (M(SE) within-ToM: .32(.03), within-Pain: .26(.04))
were significantly higher than across network correlations (M(SE): -.08(.08); within vs. across-
network correlation paired two-tailed t-test: ToM: t(6)=4.0, p=.008; Pain: t(6)=4.0, p=.007).
Next, we tested if the developmental separation of functional responses in the ToM and pain
networks differed by task ("The Present" vs. resting state). We conducted this analysis on a
subset of participants (n=106; including n=75 5-12yo) who had low and a matched amount of
motion in both scans. We used a mixed effects regression to test for main effects of age, task
(movie vs. rest), motion, and a task-by-age interaction, on the within - across network
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correlation difference, per network. If the task-by-age interaction was non-significant, we
repeated the regression without the interaction term and considered statistical evidence from the
second regression only. Regressions included a subject identifier as a random effect in order to
account for non-independence of data across the two tasks. In the full sample, the within - across
network correlation difference in both networks was larger during the resting state scan, and
there was a significant task-by-age interaction such that the positive effect of age on the within -
across difference was stronger in the resting state (ToM: effect of task (rest > movie): b=.50,
t=5.5, p=O, NS effect of age: b=.15, t=1.8, p=.08, effect of motion: b=-.19, t=-2.9, p=.005,
significant task-by-age interaction: b=.26, t=2.9, p=.005; Pain: effect of task: b=.39, t=4.1,
p=.0001, NS effect of age: b=.17, t=1.9, p=.06, effect of motion: b=-.15, t-2.2, p=.03,
significant task-by-age interaction: b=.27, t=2.8, p=.006). Among 5 - 12 year old children, the
within - across network correlation difference in both networks did not increase with age, and
was larger during the resting state scan (ToM: effect of task (rest > movie): b=.39, t=3.6,
p=.0006, NS effect of age: b=.15, t=1.6, p=.11, effect of motion: b=-.21, t=-2.7, p=.00
8
, no
significant interaction; Pain: significant effect of task (rest > movie): b=.26, t=2.3, p=.03, NS
effect of age: b=.17, t=1.8, p=.07, effect of motion: b=-.16, t=-2.0,
interaction); see Figure 4.
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(ToM: NS effect of
across-TP: b=-.07, t=-
.66, p=.51, NS effect of
within-ToM: b=. 10,
t=.92, p=.36, NS effect
of age: b=.15, t=1.7,
p=.10, NS effect of
motion: b=-.13, t=-1.4,
p=.16; Pain: NS effect
of across-TP: b=-.03,
t=-.35, p=.73, NS effect
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of within-Pain: b=.07, t=.80, p=.43, NS effect of age: b=. 12, t= 1.4, p=. 16, effect of motion: b=-
.18, t=-2.2, p=.03). The same pattern of evidence was apparent in the low/matched subset of
participants (ToM: NS effect of across-TP: b=-. 12, t=-.84, p=.40, NS effect of within-ToM: b=-
.06, t=-.41, p=.68, NS effect of age: b=.07, t=.66, p=.51, effect of motion: b=-.25, t=-2.1, p=.04;
Pain: NS effect of across-TP: b=-.06, t=-.46, p=.64, NS effect of within-Pain: b=. 11, t=.81,
p=.42, NS effect of age: b=.18, t=1.6, p=.12, NS effect of motion: b=-.06, t=-.52, p=.6 1); see
Figure 3b.
We conducted lasso regressions in the low-motion subset of participants (n=106) to
simultaneously test for effects of inter-region correlations as measured at rest and as measured
during movie viewing on functional maturity, per network. The predictors included in these
regressions were: across-TP-movie, across-TP-rest, within-[ToM or Pain]-movie, within-[ToM
or Pain]-rest, age, and motion (average number of artifact timepoints across the movie and
resting state scans). As determined by minimizing Mallow's Cp18 , in the ToM network,
functional maturity was best predicted by a model that included across-TP-movie (b=-.07), wi-
ToM-movie (b=.30), motion (b=-.01), and within-ToM-rest (-.24) predictors, in that order. In the
Pain network, functional maturity was best predicted by a model that included all predictors, in
the following order: across-TP-movie (b=-.09), wi-Pain-movie (b=.23), age (b=.008), across-TP-
rest (b=.06), motion (b=-.004), within-Pain-rest (b=. 18).
Discussion
One challenge in developmental cognitive neuroscience, developmental psychology, and
cognitive neuroscience is to design and execute studies that are easily replicable1 9 as well as
generalizable to diverse samples20 . "Big Data" offers one way to address this challenge, by
providing large, diverse datasets that enable discovery and replication of generalizable patterns
or principles of brain development. In the current study, we analyzed a diverse, publicly
available fMRI dataset to replicate and extend the results of a previous exploratory fMRI study.
A key goal was to determine the robustness of previously identified neural markers of brain
development that relate to behavioral measures of social cognition.
We provide confirmatory evidence that ToM and pain brain regions are functionally distinct in
children as young as five years of age. Inter-region correlation analyses revealed strong, positive
correlations between brain regions within each network, and anti-correlated responses across the
two networks. Reverse correlation analyses identified distinct events that evoked responses in
each of these networks; these events were consistent with previous evidence that ToM brain
regions preferentially respond to scenes that highlight mental states (beliefs, desires, emotions),
and "Pain Matrix" regions preferentially respond to scenes that highlight bodily sensations
(physical pain).
While responses in both networks in children were generally highly correlated with the average
timecourse of responses in adolescents and young adults, we also observed significant
developmental change in functional responses to the movie. Responses to one ToM event (T01)
increased significantly with age. This event showed the boy, who had previously expressed
annoyance at the three-legged puppy his mother gave him, softening, and feeling conflicted
about softening, while watching the puppy. As in the previous study, the event that showed
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change with age was a relatively long event involving complicated mental state reasoning, and
was the event with the highest response magnitude in adults.
One benefit of conducting confirmatory analyses in publicly available datasets is that it tests the
generalizability of results to samples that are more diverse than those typically acquired by a
single lab. Indeed, the current sample had a large range of SCQ scores, and included participants
whose scores are above typical cut-offs indicating social difficulties. Given the range and
variability of SCQ scores, this dataset could offer a more sensitive test case for how real world
variability relates to variability in neural responses. In fact, just like the in previous study, we
found that magnitude of responses to a particular ToM event (T02) were correlated with SCQ
score. While this result does not survive correcting for multiple comparisons across all seven
ToM events, event T02 bears the most resemblance to the kind of event that was related to ToM
behavior in the prior study6 . Event T02 involves the revelation (for the audience members) that
the boy, too, is missing a leg. In the context of the movie, this scene provides insight into the
boy's behavior: he was initially put off by the puppy's missing leg, because he is adapting to his
own new physical limitations, but eventually warms up to the puppy and feels encouraged to
play outside rather than sit inside and play video games all day. As in the previous study,
increased activity in ToM regions during this event may reflect children's improved ability to
spontaneously consider the relevance of the current scene for past beliefs or emotions that are not
explicitly marked. Together, these results signal that tasks of social cognition that are enriched
for this particular demand may be ideal for relating behavioral and neural measures of ToM.
Given the large range and variability of SCQ scores, why isn't this measure more sensitive to
other aspects of the functional response in ToM regions? In the previous study, proportion
correct on a ToM task was correlated with inter-region correlations, functional maturity, and
response magnitude to a ToM event in the ToM network; the correlation with response
magnitude remained significant when additionally controlling for age. In the current study, SCQ
score was correlated with the response magnitude to one ToM event (described above), but
uncorrelated with the other neural measures. One possible explanation for the overall weak
relationship is that the SCQ measure is not optimal for measuring individual differences in social
cognition that are relevant for these neural responses. The SCQ is a parent questionnaire
comprised of Yes/No questions about their child's social and communication skills8 . Many of
these questions ask parents to "focus on the time period between the child's fourth and fifth
birthday," which can be challenging, especially for parents of the oldest participants. The
previous study used a publicly available ToM behavioral battery to measure ToM reasoning
(https://osf.io/g5zpv/), which requires children to answer prediction and explanation questions
that draw on a large number of concepts in ToM (e.g., similar/diverse desires, true/false beliefs,
knowledge access, moral blameworthiness, mistaken referents, non-literal speech). A second
possible explanation is that apparent deficits captured by the SCQ are not caused by differences
in basic processing of social stimuli, as reflected by inter-region correlations and properties of
the functional response in ToM brain regions. Instead, these deficits may be better captured by
measures of other neural systems, like those underlying social motivation, or by measures of the
interactions between different neural systems2 .
The results of the current study provide several new insights into the results of the previous
study. First, while we generally replicate evidence for developmental change with age, these
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trends are most apparent in a wide age range of children. For example, in the previous sample as
well as in the current sample, within-network correlations showed moderate (non-significant)
developmental increases between ages five to twelve years. However, expanding the age range to
include younger participants (as in the previous study) and older participants (as in the current
study) revealed strong evidence for developmental change with age. Thus, measuring
developmental change in ToM and pain brain regions may require large samples that utilize wide
age ranges. One challenge for this kind of research is designing an experimental paradigm that is
suited for such wide age ranges. Movie viewing paradigms offer one promising solution to this
challenge, as they are generally engaging for participants of many ages.
Second, while functional maturity (i.e., similarity to the average "adult" timecourse) was
significantly correlated with the extent to which the ToM and pain brain regions were anti-
correlated (as reported by the previous study), this measure was also significantly positively
correlated with the extent to which brain regions within each network were correlated, in the
ToM network. This pattern of results was also true in the previous study, when analyzing inter-
region correlations in raw timecourses (see Supplementary Materials). Thus, it is likely that both
within-network and across-network correlations contribute to the maturity of the functional
response in ToM and Pain brain regions.
What is the nature of the link between the stimulus driven timecourse in ToM and pain brain
regions, and the inter-region correlations within and between these two networks? We measured
inter-region correlations in ToM and pain brain regions while at rest, in order to determine
whether the link between functional maturity and inter-region correlations was specific to
stimulus-driven responses, or reflective of intrinsic properties of these two networks. In the
current dataset, the responses in the ToM and pain brain regions showed high within-network
correlations and negative across-network correlations at rest, and inter-region correlations
measured at rest were significantly correlated with those measured during naturalistic movie
viewing. Interestingly, within-network correlations were higher in absence of stimuli, relative to
during movie viewing. Previous studies have suggested that the extent of the correlation within-
and across- ToM and pain brain regions varies by task. However, evidence regarding the
direction of the effect of tasks on intrinsic correlations is mixed. Some studies report enhanced
inter-region correlations during tasks, relative to rest . Others, like ours, show reduced inter-
region correlations during task, relative to rest24 2 5 . One possibility is that the direction of this
effect depends on the relevance of the content of the movie for the functional regions
examined26 27
Critically, only inter-region correlations measured during movie viewing were significantly
correlated with the functional maturity of the responses in ToM and pain networks. This is
consistent with previous evidence that the correlations between "default mode" brain regions are
altered during narrative processing 28. Importantly, this result suggests that, despite the high
correlation between the two measures, the differences between inter-region correlations
measured during a task versus at rest are relevant for relating these measures to functional
properties of the neural response.
Inter-region correlations measured during the task and at rest also had different rates of
developmental change with age. In the full sample, there was a significant age by task (movie vs.
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resting) interaction such that the within - across network correlation difference showed more
developmental change as measured during rest, compared to during movie viewing. This is
suggestive of different developmental trajectories of functional and intrinsic properties of these
two networks: functional responses may develop early, and subsequently undergo more gradual
change in childhood, whereas "intrinsic" properties may undergo more rapid change during
childhood. While consistent with previous evidence that inter-region correlations during
functional tasks can influence later correlations at rest13' 4 , future longitudinal or training studies
are necessary to clarify the causal order of development of functional and intrinsic network
properties in ToM and pain brain regions.
In sum, the current study used strategies for analyzing functional responses during naturalistic
movie viewing to replicate previous evidence concerning developmental changes in functional
responses in social brain regions, and to better understand the relationship between inter-region
correlations during movie viewing, "intrinsic" inter-region correlations present at rest, and
functionally selective responses. Further, we demonstrate the promise of naturalistic movie
viewing experiments for replicating results across research sites and samples, and for future
studies of pediatric and clinical populations.
Methods
Participants
Participants were a subset of participants recruited by the Child Mind Institute. The final sample
included 241 participants, 200 of whom additionally had usable resting state data. We
downloaded participants from Data Releases 1.1 and 2.1 who completed both "The Present" in
addition to an anatomical (T1) scan (n=322); 314 of these participants additionally completed a
resting state scan. Participants were excluded from analyses for excessive motion during the scan
(Present: n=7; Rest: n=45) or failed registration/lack of sufficient coverage (Present: n=74; Rest:
n=66, see fMRI Data Analysis for detailed exclusion criterion). For inter-region correlation
analyses, three additional participants were subsequently excluded for having outlier correlation
values (see Inter-region Correlation section of Methods), leaving n=238 ("Present") and n=200
(Resting) participants for these analyses.
In order to make comparisons between this sample and a previous study6 , we grouped
participants by age as children (n=186 5-12 year old participants; M(SD) age: 9.1(2.1) years, 60
females, n=153 right-handed; resting state subset: n=151, M(SD) age: 9.3(2.1) years, 50 females,
n=124 right-handed) and adolescents/young adults (n=55 13-20 year old participants: M(SD)
age: 15.3(1.9) years, 26 females, n=49 right-handed; resting state subset: n=51, M(SD) age:
15.4(1.8) years, 25 females, n=45 right-handed). We additionally created a low-motion subset of
participants in order to directly compare response timecourses during "The Present" to those at
rest (children (ages 5-12 years): n=81, M(SD) age: 9.4(2.1); full sample (ages 5-19 years: n=106,
M(SD) age: 10.8(3.1) years; see Methods for more details about this subset).
All participants were recruited by the Child Mind Institute via a community-referred recruitment
model2 9 . All adult participants gave written consent; parent/guardian consent and child assent
was received for all child participants. Recruitment and experiment protocols were approved by
the Chesapeake Institutional Review Board; the Committee on the Use of Humans as
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Experimental Subjects (COUHES) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Child
Mind Institute approved data access and analyses.
FMRI Stimuli
During the functional MRI scan, participants watched Jacob Frey's "The Present,"' a 3.5-minute
animated movie (https://vimeo.com/152985022). During the resting state scan, participants were
instructed to keep their eyes open and fixate on a crosshair in the middle of the screen.
FMRI Data Acquisition
Prior to the scan, participants completed a mock scan in order to become acclimated to the
scanner environment, and to learn how to stay still.
Whole-brain structural and functional MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Tim Trio
scanner located at the Rutgers University Brain Imaging Center, using the standard Siemens 32-
channel head coil and CMRR simultaneous multi-slice echo planar imaging sequence. TI -
weighted structural images were collected in 224 sagittal slices with .8mm isotropic voxels
(%FOV Phase: 100%). Functional data were collected with a gradient-echo EPI sequence
sensitive to Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast in 60 slices covering the whole
brain (TR: 800ms, TE: 30ms, flip angle: 3 10, multi-band acceleration: 6). Functional data during
"The Present" were acquired in a single 3.5-minute run (250 volumes); resting state data were
collected across two 5.1-minute runs (375 volumes per run).
FMRI Data Analysis
FMRI data were analyzed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) 30 and custom software
written in Matlab and R, using identical procedures to those used in the prior study that was the
target for replication study6 . Functional images were registered to the first image of the run; that
image was registered to each participant's anatomical image, and each participant's anatomical
image was normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. Registration of
each individual's brain to the MNI template was visually inspected, including checking the
match of the cortical envelope and internal features like the AC-PC and major sulci. All data
were smoothed using a Gaussian filter (5mm kernel).
Artifact timepoints were identified via the ART toolbox
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact-detect/) 31 as timepoints for which there was 1) more than
2mm composite motion relative to the previous timepoint or 2) a fluctuation in global signal that
exceeded a threshold of three standard deviations from the mean global signal. Data were
excluded from analyses if one-third or more of the timepoints collected (per scan type) were
identified as artifact timepoints (Present: 83 TRs, n=7 participants excluded; Resting: 250 TRs,
n=43 participants excluded; n=2 additional participants excluded for >83 TRs motion in
truncated Resting scan). For subsequent analyses of the resting state scan, we used the first 250
TRs only, in order to match amount of data analyzed across tasks. We included number of
motion artifact timepoints as a covariate in all analyses. In the current dataset, number of artifact
timepoints was highly correlated with mean translation during both scans (rs>.62; ps<2.2x10-
12). Because this measure was not normally distributed (ps<3.5x1 0- 16), spearman correlations
were used when including amount of motion as a covariate in partial correlations. Number of
artifact timepoints (henceforth, "Motion") during "The Present" decreased significantly with age
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in the full sample (Child (n=186): M(SD)=14.6(15), Adolescents/Young Adults (n=55):
M(SD)=9.0(9.4), linear regression on motion: effect of age: b=-.21, t=-3.2, p=.00 1); the effect of
age was marginal during the truncated resting state scan (Child (n=151) M(SD)=I0.3(20.4),
A/YA (n=51) M(SD)=8.3(24.8), linear regression on motion: effect of age: b= -. 13, t=-1.9,
p=.06). Among 5 - 12 year old children, motion was significantly negatively correlated with age
in the resting state scan only (spearman correlation test: Present: r,(l84)=-. 11, p=.13; Resting:
rs(149)=-.17, p=.04). SCQ score was not correlated with motion during either scan (spearman
correlation test: Present: rs=-.05, p=.5 1; Resting: r=-.0 1, p=.88). See Supplementary Figure 4 for
visualization of the amount of motion in this sample.
In order to directly compare inter-region correlations during "The Present" and at rest, we
created a low- and matched-motion subset of participants (n=106 participants, including n=81 5
- 12 year old children). To create this subset, we first selected participants who had fewer than
10% of timepoints identified as motion artifact in both scans (<25 timepoints); participants were
subsequently excluded based on the difference in motion between the two scans, until a motion-
matched sample was obtained (two-tailed paired t-test on number of artifact timepoints: children:
t(80)=-.46, p=.64; full sample: t(105)=-.34, p=.74). Then, because this sample was specifically
created to test for significant task-by-age interactions on inter-region correlations, we excluded
the four oldest participants with the largest difference in motion between the two scans, such that
the task-by-age interaction on amount of motion was non-significant (children: NS effect of task-
by-age interaction: p=. 12; regression on motion without interaction: NS effect of task: p=.65, NS
effect of age: p=.07; full sample: NS effect of task-by-age interaction: p=. 18; regression on
motion without interaction: NS effect of task: p=.74, effect of age: p=.001).
Region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted using group ROIs. ToM and pain matrix group
ROIs were created in an independent group of adults (n=20), scanned by Evelina Fedorenko and
colleagues, as previously described6 . We used these group ROIs for easy comparison to the
previous study.
All timecourse analyses were conducted by extracting the scaled, preprocessed timecourse from
each voxel per group RO. We applied nearest neighbor interpolation over artifact timepoints
(for methodological considerations on interpolating over artifacts before applying temporal
filters, see 3 2 ,3 3), and regressed out two kinds of nuisance covariates to reduce the influence of
motion artifacts: 1) motion artifact timepoints, and 2) five principle component analysis (PCA)-
based noise regressors generated using CompCor within individual subject white matter masks34 .
White matter masks were eroded by two voxels in each direction, in order to avoid partial
voluming with cortex. CompCor regressors were defined using scrubbed data (i.e. artifact
timepoints were identified and interpolated over prior to running CompCor). The residual
timecourses were then high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 100 seconds. Timecourses from all
voxels within an ROI were averaged, creating one timecourse per group ROI, and artifact
timepoints were subsequently excluded (NaNed).
Inter-region Correlation Analyses
In inter-region correlation analyses, each ROI timecourse (excluding the first three timepoints)
was correlated with every other ROI's timecourse, per subject, and these correlation values were
Fisher z-transformed. Within-ToM correlations were the average correlation from each ToM
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ROI to every other ToM ROI, within-Pain correlations were the average correlation from each
Pain ROI to every other Pain ROI, and across-network correlations was the average correlation
from each ToM ROI to each Pain ROI. Based on the previous study, we defined a range of
expected values for inter-region correlations. We calculated this range as the average within-
ToM, within-Pain, and across-ToM Pain correlation in the 5-12 year old and adult participants
from the original study, plus or minus three standard deviations (wi-ToM: -.03 - .83; wi-Pain: -
.05 - .75; ac-ToM-Pain: -. 55 - .51). We included adults as well as 5-12 year old children to
calculate these values, in order to better suit the current sample (ages 5-20 years old). Data points
that fell outside of this range were considered outliers and were excluded from inter-region
correlation analyses (Present: n=3; Resting: n=1 1).
In order to test for developmental change in within- and across-network correlations, we
conducted linear regressions to test for 1) significant effects of age (as a continuous variable) in
the full sample (ages 5 - 20 years), in regressions that additionally included number of artifact
timepoints as a predictor, and 2) significant effects of age (as a continuous variable), SCQ, and
number of artifact timepoints among children. In order to test whether ToM and pain networks
are functionally dissociated early in childhood, we used t-tests to compare within- versus across-
network correlations in five-year-old children (n= 16). During both types of scans, within-ToM
correlations were normally distributed (Present: p=.0 6 ; Rest: p=.10; Shapiro-Wilk normality
test), but within-Pain and across-network correlation measures were not (Present: ps<.0002;
Rest: ps<.00005).
Reverse Correlation Analyses
Initial reverse correlation analyses of "The Present" task were conducted on adolescent/young
adult participants only (n=55). Each ROI timecourse was z-normalized, and timecourses within
each network were averaged across RO1s, resulting in one timecourse for the ToM network and
one timecourse for the pain matrix per participant. Except for the first five timepoints (4s), the
residual signal values across adult subjects for each timepoint were tested against baseline (0)
using a one-tailed t-test. Events were defined as five or more consecutive significantly positive
timepoints within each network (i.e., as in the previous study6 , events were at least 4s in
duration). Events were rank-ordered according to the average magnitude of response to the peak
timepoint, and labeled according to the ordering (i.e. event TOI is the ToM event that evoked the
highest magnitude of response in the ToM network).
In order to test for developmental effects in the magnitude of response to ToM and pain events,
we defined a peak timepoint per event as the timepoint with the highest average signal value in
adults, and tested for significant correlations between magnitude of response at peak timepoints
and age (as a continuous variable), including amount of motion (number of artifact timepoints)
as a covariate. Because this measure of motion is non-normally distributed, we employed
spearman correlations. For ToM regions only, we used linear regressions to test for a significant
relationship between peak magnitude of response and score on the Social Communication
Questionnaire (SCQ). Response magnitude to eight of ten events was normally distributed (all
ps>.06, Shapiro-Wilk normality test); response magnitude to events T03 and P02 were non-
normally distributed among children (ps<.02). As in the previous study6 , we additionally ran the
reverse correlation analysis in the youngest children scanned (five-year-old participants; n=16).
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Functional Maturity
Finally, we tested whether the functional maturity of each child's timecourse responses (i.e.
similarity to adolescents/young adults) during "The Present" was related to the inter-region
network correlations. We calculated the Pearson correlation between each child's ToM
timecourse (averaged across ROIs) and the average adult ToM timecourse; we similarly
calculated the Pearson correlation between each child's pain matrix timecourse and the average
adult pain matrix timecourse. The timecourses used for this analysis were the same as those used
for the reverse correlation analysis, prior to z-normalization (TRs 6:250). We tested if, across
children, this measure of functional maturity per network was correlated with within-network
and across-network inter-region correlations, or related to SCQ score. The neural maturity
measure was normally distributed in the Pain (p=. 10, Shapiro-Wilk normality test) but not ToM
network (p=.004). We additionally calculated the Pearson correlation between the average
timecourse of children (all children, and five year olds separately) and the average
adolescent/young adult timecourse.
Comparison to Previous Results
For easy comparison to the results of the prior study, we reanalyzed the previous sample to
include 5 - 12 year old children only (i.e., excluding 3 - 4 year olds). The analysis procedures
were identical to those described above; information about the participants and experimental
paradigm were described previously 6. The results of these analyses are included in the
Supplementary Materials.
Behavioral Measures
We used the Social Communication (SCQ8 ) score as a measure of individual differences in social
cognition. We initially downloaded two phenotypic measurements collected by the Child Mind
Institute that characterize social behavior: the SCQ and the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS3 ).
While the Child Mind Institute is additionally conducting ADOS screening 36, these data are not
yet available for download. The SRS and SCQ measures were significantly positively correlated
in the current sample (rs(191)=.70, p<2.2x10-16), even when including age as a covariate
(p<2x1 016). Neither of these measures were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk normality test:
ps<3.4x10-7). Because these measures were highly correlated, and the SCQ task is identical for
all participants (whereas younger participants complete a different version of the SRS), we used
SCQ scores as the primary behavioral measure of individual differences in social cognition.
Scores on the Social Communication Questionnaire were significantly correlated with age
(r,(193)=.19, p=.01), reflecting more variable and high scores among older children who
contributed fMRI data to the current study.
Data availability
The fMRI and behavioral (phenotypic) data analyzed in the current study were made publicly
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Supplementary Materials
Reanalysis of Previous Study: 5 -12 Year Old Participants Only
For the closest comparison of the results of the previous study to the current results, we re-
analyzed the previous study excluding the three and four year old children.
Developmental Change in Inter-Region Correlations
In the previous study, evidence for developmental increases in within-network inter-region
correlations depended on including the youngest children scanned (ages 3-4 years old); within-
network correlations were not significantly correlated with age among the 5-12 year old children
(spearman partial correlations including motion as covariate: ToM: rs(88)=-.03, p=.75; Pain:
rs(88)=.08, p=.45). However, evidence for decreases in across-network correlations with age
remained significant in 5-12 year old children (r,(88)=-.35, p=.0007 ).
Functional Maturity
In the previous study, "functional maturity" (i.e., similarity to responses in adults) among 5 - 12
year olds increased with age in both networks, and was significantly positively correlated with
the extent to which the ToM and Pain networks were anti-correlated during the task (controlling
for age, within-network correlations, and motion). That is, children who had more anti-correlated
ToM and Pain response timecourses also had timecourses that were more similar to adult
participants. These results remained significant among 5 - 12 year old participants (excluding 3
- 4 year olds): functional maturity increased with age (spearman partial correlations including
motion as a covariate: ToM: rs(91)=.38, p=.0002; Pain: rs(91)=.48, p=1.5x10-6) and was
predicted by the anti-correlation of responses in the two networks (linear regressions testing for
effects of across-network correlation, within-network correlation, age, and motion on functional
maturity measure (n=91): ToM: effect of across-network correlation: b=-.7, t-7.3, p=1.4xl10-'
effect of within-ToM correlation: b=.02, t=.28, p=.007, NS effect of age: b=.13, t=1.6, p=.10,
effect of motion: b=-1.7, t=-2.1, p=.04; Pain: effect of across-network correlation: b=-.69, t=-6.7,
p=1.7x10- 9, NS effect of within-Pain correlation: b=.22, t=2.3, p=.03, effect of age: b=.22, t-2.6,
p=.01, NS effect of motion: b=-.10, t=-1.4, p=.17). However, these results show that within-
network correlations also positively predicted functional maturity.
Reanalysis of Previous Study: 5 -12 Year Olds Only & Ml Timecourse Regression
In the previous study, primary inter-region correlation analyses were conducted on residual
response timecourses, after regressing out the average bilateral primary motor (Ml) cortex
timecourse. Inter-region correlation analyses of the raw timecourses were included as
supplementary analyses. In the current study, we conducted inter-region correlation analyses on
the raw timecourses (without regressing out the MI timecourse). Below we report the re-analysis
of the original sample, excluding three and four year old participants, using residual timecourses
(with Ml regressed out).
Developmental Change in Inter-Region Correlations
As in the analyses of the raw timecourse (above), evidence for developmental increases in
within-network inter-region correlations in the previous dataset depended on including the
youngest children scanned (ages 3-4 years old); within-network correlations did not change with
age among the 5-12 year old children (spearman partial correlations including motion as
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covariate: ToM: r,(88)=-.03, p=. 7 5; Pain: r,(88)=. 13, p=.2 1). However, evidence for decreases in
across-network correlations with age remained significant in 5-12 year old children (r,(88)=-.35,
p=.0007).
Functional Maturity Analysis
The previous study suggested that across-network inter-region correlations (and not within-
network inter-region correlations) were significantly correlated with functional maturity. This
result remains the same in an analysis of 5 - 12 year old participants only (linear regressions
testing for effects of across-network correlation, within-network correlation, age, and motion on
functional maturity measure (n=91): ToM: effect of across-network correlation: b=-.5, t=-6.3,
p=1.lx1O-8, NS effect of within-ToM correlation: b=.02, t=.22, p=.82, effect of age: b=.2, t=2.1,
p=.04, effect of motion: b=-.2, t=-2.6, p=.01; Pain: effect of across-network correlation: b=-.57,
t=-7.1, p=3.1x10- , NS effect of within-Pain correlation: b=.09, t=1.2, p=.22, effect of age: b=.3,
t=3.3, p=.001, NS effect of motion: b=-.08, t=-1.0, p=.3).
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Supplementary Figure 1. Inter-region Correlations during Movie Viewing and at Rest. All scatter plots show
z-scored inter-region correlations (y-axis) by age (x-axis) within the ToM network (left, red/purple), within the Pain
network (middle, green/orange), and across the ToM-Pain networks (right, blue/grey). Circles show inter-region
correlations as measured during Jacob Frey's "The Present"'; triangles show inter-region correlations as measured
during the length-matched resting state scan (250 TRs; included in all main analyses); plus signs show inter-region
correlations as measuring during the full resting state scan (750 TRs). The top row includes data from all
participants (n=238 for "The Present", n=200 for resting). The middle row includes data from the low/matched
motion subset of participants (n=106). The bottom row shows all data from the current sample (identical to the top
row) as well as data from the prior study6 ("Pixar", diamond data points). Pixar participants include n=91 children (5
- 12 years old) and n=1 1 adults (18-21 years old). Older adults (n=22, ages 22-39 years) and younger children (n=31
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Supplementary Figure 2. Inter-region Correlations during Movie Viewing and at Rest are Correlated. Scatter
plots show z-scored inter-region correlations as measured during "The Present" (x-axis), by those measured during
rest (y-axis) within the ToM network (left, red), within the Pain network (middle, green), and across the ToM-Pain
networks (right, blue), in the low/matched motion subset of participants (n=106).
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Supplementary Figure 3. Reverse Correlation Events. Thumbnail images of each event identified by the reverse
correlation analysis of the timecourse of response during "The Present" in adolescent and young adult participants
(ages 13-20 years, n=55). Thumbnails are shown in order of presentation during the movie; event names reflect the
rank order of average response magnitude to the peak timepoint during each event. See Supplementary Table I for
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Supplementary Figure 4. Amount of Motion during FMRI Scans. Plots show mean number of artifact
timepoints (>2mm motion, > 3 standard deviation from average global signal) per age group during "The Present"
(solid bars) and during the resting state scan (striped bars). The plot on the left includes all participants (n=241); the
plot on the right includes the low/matched motion subset of participants (n=106). Error bars show standard deviation
from the mean.
Supplementary Table 1
Time in Movie Peak Timepoint
Event (m:s:ms) Duration (s) (TR) Description
TOI 2:13:80 - 2:21:00 140 175 Boy is softening, seems conflicted. Watches puppy.
Boy heads towards door. It becomes clear that he is missing a leg, like the
T02 2:58:60 - 3:10:60 190.4 238 puppy. Puppy and boy go outside together.
ToM T03 1:52:20 - 1:56:20 117.6 147 Boy looks annoyed; puppy heads towards ball in box.
Events T04 1:21:00 - 1:25:00 86.4 108 Boy looks annoyed; puppy looks around.
T05 0:41:80 - 0:46:60 45.6 57 [Mom just told boy to open present]. Boy says "for me?" and looks at box.
T06 1:40:20 - 1:44:20 105.6 132 Boy notices ball; puppy approaches boy expectantly.
T07 0:10:60 - 0:14:60 17.6 22 Boy playing video game.
Pain P01 1:31:40 - 1:39:40 99.2 124 Puppy slams into cabinet. Boy wipes nose.
Events P02 1:04:20 - 1:09:80 72 90 Boy notices missing leg and tosses puppy to floor. Boy hits present box.TP3 2:24:20 - 2:32:20 154.4 193 Puppy carries ball over to boy, fumbling a bit because of his missing leg.
Supplementary Table 1. Reverse Correlation Events. Table includes the name, time, duration, peak timepoint,
and description of each event identified by the reverse correlation analysis of the timecourse of response during
"The Present" in adolescent/young adult participants (n=55). Event name indicates the rank of the event (TO1 is the
event with the highest peak magnitude of response, T02 the second highest, etc.). See Supplementary Figure 3 for








Chapter 4: Language Facilitates Theory of Mind Development: Behavioral and Neural
Evidence from Individuals with Delayed Access to Language
Language abilities are clearly related to performance on theory of mind (ToM) tasks in
childhood, but the precise role of language in ToM development continues to be debated.
Language could play a causal role in ToM development, either by facilitating conversations
about the minds of others and/or by enabling sophisticated representations of mental states.
Alternatively, it is possible that language proficiency is simply a task demand of most ToM
measures and is not otherwise required for ToM development. One difficulty in teasing apart
these alternatives is that language and ToM develop in tandem for most children. Deaf children
who use sign language offer a way to address this question because while they are otherwise
neurotypical, they have varying ages of exposure to an accessible language, corresponding to
when they were first exposed to sign language. Indeed, deaf children with delayed exposure to
language have delayed ToM development, specifically false-belief understanding, compared to
both hearing children and to deaf children exposed to sign language from infancy. Here, we used
verbal and non-verbal measures of behavioral ToM alongside fMRI to investigate ToM
development in signing children (4-12 years old) as a function of the age at which they were first
exposed to a sign language (birth-7 years). In addition, we investigated the effect of age of sign
language exposure on the neural signature of ToM processing in d/Deaf adults. Among children,
delayed access to language was associated with reduced scores on verbal tests of advanced ToM
reasoning (e.g., second order false belief, moral blameworthiness). The effect of delayed
language was limited to verbal tasks of advanced ToM reasoning, and was not observed in
conceptually analogous non-verbal ToM tasks. Responses in brain regions associated with ToM
showed reduced selectivity to mental state stimuli in children who had delayed access to
language in a verbal story task, but were indistinguishable from those of native signing
participants during a nonverbal naturalistic viewing task. The difference in response selectivity
during the verbal task was not present in adults. While the effects of delayed access to language
are most apparent in verbal contexts, they likely reflect a facilitative role for language on
expression and development of ToM reasoning. Importantly, effects of delayed access to
language on ToM are no longer present in adults who gain early access to and proficiency in sign
language.
Note: This study is in collaboration with Jorie Koster-Hale, Naomi Caselli, Rachel Magid,
Rachel Benedict, Halie Olson, Jennie Pyers, and Rebecca Saxe.
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Introduction
The human ability to represent and reason about the internal mental states of others is described
as having a "Theory of Mind" (ToM): a rich, structured theory that enables us to link observable
behaviors to unobservable beliefs, desires, and emotions. Like many cognitive capacities, this
theory improves dramatically during early childhood. While there is evidence that this
improvement is domain-specific 1-3, environmental and experiential factors contribute to social
cognitive change. For example, language abilities in childhood are strongly correlated with and
predictive of performance on early ToM milestones46. But the precise role of language on theory
of mind development continues to be debated. Language could play a causal role in ToM
development, either by facilitating conversations about the minds of others 7' 8 and/or by enabling
sophisticated representations of mental states-. Alternatively, it is possible that language
proficiency is simply a task demand of most ToM measures (e.g., for expression of ToM
competence) but is not otherwise required for ToM development. Evidence in support of this
view comes largely from studies showing simultaneous success on non- or low-verbal ToM tasks
and failure on verbal ToM tasks12 13 or early success on versions of ToM tasks with reduced
linguistic demands14 -6
One challenge in teasing apart these alternatives is that language and ToM develop in tandem for
most children. Behavioral studies have made progress by studying ToM development in children
with varying amounts of linguistic input. For example, maternal use of mental state vocabulary
predicts early false-belief reasoning in hearing children' 7 and in children who are d/Deafe8 . These
studies suggest that the amount of linguistic input directly impacts - and accelerates - early ToM
development. A second strategy is to study individuals who have varying ages of exposure to an
accessible language. For example, while d/Deaf individuals are otherwise neurotypical, many
deaf people experience language deprivation: limited access to any language- spoken or signed -
during childhood. Indeed, deaf children with delayed exposure to language have delayed ToM
development, specifically false-belief understanding, compared to both hearing children and to
deaf children exposed to sign language from infancy" 9 2 1.
Using neuroimaging to measure the functional responses in "social" brain regions in d/Deaf
individuals could offer key insight into this debate. Human adults and children recruit a specific
network of brain regions when reasoning about the minds of others2 2 (for reviews, see 3'2 4).
These brain regions respond preferentially to mental state content, and response selectivity (e.g.,
the specificity and extent of this preference) increases in early childhood 2 1-27. The two
hypotheses described above - that language is either critical for or superficially related to ToM
development - make distinct predictions about the neural responses in these brain regions. For
example, if early language input is critical to normal theory of mind development, a strong
interpretation would predict that brain regions specialized for ToM would not develop without
this input. Correspondingly, delayed access to language would result in temporary
developmental delays or even lifelong differences in the preferential responses to mental state
content in these regions. On the other hand, if language is only superficially related to theory of
mind development, responses in ToM brain regions should be similar despite difficulties on
verbal tasks of ToM for individuals with delayed access to language.
The current study uses fMRI in addition to behavioral testing to characterize the impact of
delayed access to language on ToM development, behaviorally and neurally. In addition to
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providing novel neuroimaging evidence, the current study builds on previous research in two key
ways. First, we focus on children who are currently fluent and proficient in ASL. Additionally,
non-native signing children were exposed to sign language relatively early in development
(before age 7 years). This focus makes potential deficits in ToM easier to interpret: measured
deficits in ToM reasoning are less likely to be driven by linguistic task demands in a sample that
is matched on current ASL proficiency. This focus additionally provides important information
to clinicians and educators about the potential impact of early exposure to ASL on social
development in childhood.
Second, we measure behavioral ToM reasoning using tasks that include relatively advanced ToM
concepts, such as reasoning about moral blameworthiness during accidents, non-literal speech,
and second-order false-beliefs. Almost all prior studies on ToM reasoning in d/Deaf children
with delayed access to language focuses on false-belief task performance. The false-belief task
was developed to be a diagnostic measure for whether an individual is capable of representing
the contents of another mind2 8 -3 0, and has proven to be a useful tool for studying developmental
change in theory of mind in typical development 3 1, in clinical populations 32 ,33, and across
cultures. However, reasoning about others' minds includes progressively more sophisticated
concepts than (false) beliefs that children go on to master after age five years 35 ,2 7 . The current
study uses behavioral and neural measurements of ToM reasoning, including concepts that
develop before and after false-belief reasoning, in verbal and non-verbal contexts, in order to
characterize the impact of delayed access to language on ToM reasoning.
Results
We used verbal and non-verbal tasks to measure ToM, behaviorally and neurally, in native
signing (NS; n=21, 4-12.7 years old, M(SD) = 8.19 (2.2) years, 10 female), and early signing
(ES; n=12 6.2-12.1 years old, M(SD) = 9.29 (1.9) years, 5 female) children. Native signing
children received exposure to ASL from birth, whereas ES children received exposure to ASL
after an initial delay of .25 - 7 years (M(SD) = 2.9 (2.2) years). We additionally measured neural
responses in native signing (n=20, 20-54 years old, M(SD) = 30.2(9.5), 13 female) and non-
native signing (n=16, 21-64 years old, M(SD) = 38.1(12.7) years, 4 female) adults (see Methods
and Supplementary Table 1 for additional details).
Behavioral Results
All participants were recruited via a screening process that ensured proficiency in ASL. Child
participants additionally completed a measure of receptive ASL (the ASL-RST). Receptive ASL
proficiency increased with age (r(29)=.54, p=.00 2 ), but there was no difference in receptive ASL
as a function of the age of ASL onset (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.09, t=-.55, p=.59,
positive effect of age: b=.57, t=3.4, p=.002).
Given that some participants experienced delayed access to language, we measured ToM
reasoning using both verbal (ToMv) and non-verbal (ToMNV) tasks. The verbal task involved the
experimenter telling a story in ASL, and required children to answer prediction and explanation
questions about the mental states of the characters. This task was largely based on an English
version used to measure ToM behavior in hearing children (https://osf.io/g5zpv/) 27. The non-
verbal task involved watching an experimenter place a series of three to five pictures on a board,
which presented characters undergoing a sequence of events. After the initial sequence, the
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experimenter would place two pictures side by side and use the prompt "What comes next?" for
action or emotion prediction items, or say "You decide- is this good (pointing to thumb up), bad
(pointing to thumb down), or okay (point to neutral thumb)?" for moral reasoning items.
Children responded via pointing to one of two pictures (action/emotion prediction items), or to a
picture of a thumbs up, thumbs down, or neutral thumb (moral reasoning items). The script and
materials for the verbal and non-verbal ToM tasks are publicly available via the Open Science
Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/kyu3f/)
Across all children, performance on both tasks was significantly positively correlated with age
(ToMv: r(26)=.40, p=.04; ToMNv: r(31)=.63, p=9.3x10- 5). Additionally, performance on the
verbal and nonverbal ToM tasks was significantly positively correlated (r(26)=.63, p=.0003)).
This relationship remained significant when controlling for age (effect of ToMNV: p=.004; NS
effect of age: p=.61) and age and receptive ASL score (effect of TOMNV: p=.007; NS effect of
age: p=.61; NS effect of ASL: p=.87).
Critically, we tested if performance on either ToM task varied based on age of ASL onset. There
was a significant negative effect of age of ASL onset on verbal ToM performance, such that
children who experienced longer delays before exposure to ASL performed worse on the verbal
ToM task (negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.54, t=-3.4, p=.002; positive effect of age:
b=.56, t-3.5, p=.002; see Figure la, and Supplementary Figure 1). This effect remained
significant when additionally including ASL proficiency as a covariate (negative effect of age of
ASL onset: b=-.52, t=-3.2, p=.004, positive effect of age: b=.51, t--2.8, p=.009, NS effect of
receptive ASL: b=. 10, t=.59, p=.56). In follow-up analyses, there was no effect of ASL-onset on
control items (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-. 12, t=-.66, p=.52; positive effect of age: b=.48,
t=2.6, p=.02). This effect appeared to be driven by more advanced items (conceptually and
linguistically, see Figure Ib). There was no such effect of age of ASL onset on non-verbal ToM
task performance (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.21, t=-1.5, p=.15; positive effect of age:
b=.70, t=4.8, p=4.1x10-5). See Figure Ic-d.
We additionally tested for differences in non-verbal IQ, spatial working memory, and response
inhibition as a function of age of ASL onset. Age of ASL onset was not correlated with spatial
working memory span (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.27, t=-1.4, p=.18; positive effect of
age: b=.61, t=3.2, p=.004), but was significantly negatively correlated with standardized non-
verbal IQ score in this sample (b=-.38, t=2.3, p=.03). The difference based on age of ASL onset
in the verbal ToM task remained significant when additionally including standardized non-verbal
IQ as a covariate (negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.33, t=-2.2, p=.04; positive effect of
age: b=.38, t=2.7, p=.01; positive effect of non-verbal IQ: b=.42, t=2.8, p=.009).
Behavioral Results: Exploratory Analyses
Given reduced performance in early signers during verbal but not non-verbal ToM tasks, we
conducted follow-up analyses to test for effects of age of ASL onset on ToM performance by
concept category. Verbal and non-verbal tasks both included (1) "easy" items, which involved
reasoning about desires, emotions, and true beliefs, (2) false belief items, and (3) moral judgment
items. The verbal task additionally included items that involved reasoning about (4) lies and
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Figure 1. Theory of Mind Behavior a) Proportion correct on verbal (ASL) ToM task (y-axis) by age (x-axis). Blue
squares show deaf native signers who were born to d/Deaf parents (DoD); Green circles show hearing native signers
who were born to d/Deaf parents (CoDA); Orange triangles show deaf early signers, all of whom were born to
hearing parents (DoH). b) Mean proportion correct for native (blue) and early (orange) signers, on verbal (ASL)
ToM task (y-axis), by question category. Error bars show standard error from the mean. c) Proportion correct on
non-verbal ToM task (y-axis) by age (x-axis). Blue squares show deaf native signers who were born to d/Deaf
parents (DoD); Green circles show hearing native signers who were born to d/Deaf parents (CoDA); Orange
triangles show deaf early signers, all of whom were born to hearing parents (DoH). d) Mean proportion correct for
native (blue) and early (orange) signers on non-verbal (NV) and verbal (V) ToM tasks, by (analogous) question
categories. Error bars show standard error from the mean.
These categories were created to sensitively capture differences in conceptual content, while
minimizing the total number of categories (maximizing items per category). We plotted
proportion correct on these item categories per group (native signers and early signers), in order
to visualize which categories contributed to the performance difference by age of ASL onset in
the verbal task. This visualization suggested that reduced performance on the verbal task was
driven by more advanced ToM items: those that involved making moral judgments based on
intent, and reasoning about lies, second-order false-beliefs, and non-literal speech (see Figure
1 b).
Next, we conducted post-hoc linear regressions to test for effects of age of ASL onset and age on
false-belief items and moral judgment items. There was no difference in proportion correct for
false-belief items based on age of ASL onset in either task (Verbal FB: NS effect of ASL onset:













onset: b=.005, t=.03, p=.98, marginal effect of age: b=.36, t=2.0, p=.057). In a mixed effect
linear regression that additionally tested for an effect of task (including subject as a random
identifier), and a task-by-age of ASL onset interaction, there was an effect of task such that
performance was higher during the verbal task, in addition to a positive effect of age, and no
effect of age of ASL onset (NS effect of ASL onset: b=-.02, t=-. 11, p=.91, effect of task: b=.79,
t=3.7, p=.00 1, effect of age: b=.20, t=3.7, p=.0009, NS task*ASL-onset interaction: b=-. 17, t=-
.80, p=.43; see Figure Id).
For moral items, age of ASL onset was negatively correlated with performance in the verbal task
(effect of ASL onset: b=-.39, t=-2.1, p=.04, NS effect of age: b=.18, t=.90, p=.38), but there were
no differences based on age of ASL onset in the non-verbal task (NS effect of age of ASL onset:
b=-. 14, t=-.76, p=.45, effect of age: b=.39, t=2.2, p=.04). In the subsequent mixed effects linear
regression, age and the task-by-age of ASL onset interaction were marginal predictors of
performance on moral items (NS effect of ASL onset: b=-. 11, t=-.60, p=.55, effect of task: b=.30,
t=1.5, p=.15, marginal effect of age: b=.29, t=-1.7, p=.057, marginal task*ASL-onset interaction:
b=-.35,1 t=-1.7, p=.09; see Figure I d).
FMRI Results: ASL Story Task
During the ASL Story task, participants watched movies of a woman telling stories in ASL,
which involved characters and their mental states (Mental condition), characters and their
physical appearance or social relationships (Social condition), or descriptions of physical objects
and events in the world (Physical condition). Based on behavioral ratings, stories were matched
across conditions for linguistic features (e.g., syntactic complexity, number of signs, number of
verbs), psychological features (e.g., how easy to understand, how interesting), and imageability.
Stories were told using simple language, in an enthusiastic, narrative way. Participants would see
the main story, followed by a pause, and then a final sentence that was either a natural
continuation of the story, or an ending drawn from a different story stimulus. Participants used a
button box to indicate whether the ending followed the initial story segment or not. We measured
three properties of the neural response in ToM brain regions during the story task: response
selectivity in ToM brain regions, inter-region correlations between ToM and language brain
regions, and response lateralization in the temporal lobe. Story task analyses were pre-registered
(https://osf.io/kyu3f/).
First, we measured response selectivity. Previous work suggests that ToM brain regions become
increasingly functionally selective during early childhood2 -2 7 . We tested if delayed access to
linguistic input results in delayed or disrupted functional specialization of ToM brain regions.
Among child participants, there was a significant negative effect of age of ASL onset, such that
children who had a longer delay before accessing ASL have less selective responses in RTPJ and
DMPFC (negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.34, t=-2.1, p=.049; marginal positive effect of
age: b=.31, t=2.0, p=.06; NS effect of ROI: b=.02, t=.08, p=.94; NS effect of motion: b=.20,
t=1.3, p=.21; See Figure 2a and Supplementary Figure 2). While no variables predicted
selectivity in a standard mixed effects regression additionally including non-verbal IQ as a
covariate (all ps>. 15), a lasso regression (which excludes predictors in order to determine the
best model fit), suggested that a model with all predictors best explained response selectivity (in
order of inclusion: nonverbal IQ: b=6.40; age of ASL onset: b=-5.83; motion: b= 6.76; age:
b=5.95). The negative effect of age of ASL onset was significant in the full sample (children and
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adults; negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.30, t=-2.2, p=.03; NS effect of age group: b=-
.18, t=-.85, p=.40; NS effect of ROI: b=-.15, t=-.84, p=.40; positive effect of motion: b=.29,
t=2.1, p=.03), but there was no effect of delayed access to language on response selectivity
among adults alone (NS effect of age of ASL: b=-.24, t=-1.23, p=.23; NS effect of ROI: b=-.24,
t=-1.0, p=.32; NS effect of motion: b=.22, t=1.2, p=.26). We did not find evidence for a
relationship between response selectivity and performance on either ToM behavioral task
(ToMv: NS effect of ToMv: b=.18, t=.97, p=.35, NS effect of ROI: b=-.10, t=-.34, p=.74, NS
effect of motion: b=.14, t=.78, p=.45; ToMNV: NS effect of ToMNV: b=.29, t=1.8, p=.0 8 , NS
effect of ROI: b=-.03, t=-.12, p=.91, NS effect of motion: b=.29, t=1.9, p=.08). Supplementary
analyses of group regions of interest show a similar pattern of results (see Supplementary
Materials and Supplementary Figure 2).
Second, we measured the lateralization of the suprathreshold response (p<.001) to the Mental >
Physical contrast in the temporal lobe. In children and adults, the response to Mental > Physical
was not lateralized to either hemisphere (M(SE) laterality index: adults: .10(.04), children: -
.08(.05); t-test (mu=0): ps>.06). Responses in children were marginally less left-lateralized than
adults (marginal effect of age group: b=-.48, t=-1.9, p=.07, NS effect of motion: b=.05, t=.42,
p=.68). Among children, there was no effect of age (NS effect of age: b=.02, t=.09, p=.93, NS
effect of motion: b=-1.7, t=-.78, p=.44) or ToM (ToMv: NS effect of ToMv: b=.07, t=.38, p=.71,
NS effect of motion: b=-. 17, t=-.80, p=.43; ToMNV: NS effect of ToMNV: b=.21, t=.99, p=. 3 3 ,
NS effect of motion: b=-.16, t=-.75, p=.46) on response lateralization. Critically, response
lateralization did not differ as a function of age of ASL onset, either in the full group (NS effect
of age of ASL onset: b=.15, t=.85, p=.40, NS effect of age group: b=-.41, t=-1.5, p=.15, NS
effect of motion: b=-.05, t=-.27, p=.79), or among children (NS effect of age of ASL onset:
b=.15, t=.68, p=.51, NS effect of age: b=-.87, t=-.04, p=.97, NS effect of motion: b=-.14, t=-.63,
p=.54) or adults (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.006, t=.02, p=.98, NS effect of motion:
b=.16, t=.60, p=.56; see Figure 2b). Analyses conducted at a more lenient threshold (p=.Ol)
yielded the same pattern of results.
Finally, we measured the extent to which responses in the ToM network and the language
network were correlated during this task. Correlated response timecourses among brain regions
could reflect similar functional selectivity profiles (two regions activate and deactivate to the
same content within the stimulus), information transfer or division of labor between regions (two
regions work concurrently to process different aspects of the same stimulus), and/or intrinsic
network properties (two regions activate and deactivate together regardless of stimulus).
We measured inter-region correlations in ToM and language brain regions, in both age groups.
Because of paradigm differences between children and adults, inter-region correlation analyses
were conducted in each age group separately. Within both age groups, responses of brain regions
within each network were highly correlated (M(SE) of within-ToM correlations: children:
.19(.03), adults: .36(.03); M(SE) of within-Language correlations: children: .25(.03), adults:
.31(.02)). Response timecourses in language and ToM brain regions were also significantly
positively correlated across-network during this task, in both age groups (M(SE) of across-ToM-
Lang correlations: children: .15(.02); adults: .17(.02); t-test against zero (mu=0): children:
t(23)=7.2, p=2.6x10-7; adults: t(35)=10.5, p=2.1x10- 2 ). Language brain regions were
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significantly more correlated with other regions within the language network, relative to regions
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Figure 2. Neural Responses to Story Task a) Bars show the mean selectivity index
for the response in RTPJ and DMPFC, in native signing (NS; light blue) and early
signing (ES; orange) children, and native signing (NS; dark blue) and non-native
signing (NNS; brown) adults. Selectivity index was calculated as the average beta
estimate to (Mental - Social / Mental - Physical)* 100. Error bars show standard error
from the mean. Asterisk indicates a significant effect of age of ASL onset on
selectivity among children, such that early signers have less selective responses. b)
Mean laterality index for NS and ES children, and NS and NNS adults. Laterality
index was calculated as (NumVoxL - NumVoxR)/(NumVoxL + NumVoxR), where
NumVox is number of suprathreshold voxels to the Mental > Physical contrast within
the temporal lobe (p<.001; results unchanged at p<.O 1). Error bars show standard error
from the mean. c) Proportion correct on non-verbal ToM task (y-axis) by age (x-axis).
c) Box plots (top) show z-scored inter-region correlations within the ToM network,
within the language network, and across the ToM-language networks, for native
signing (blue) and early signing (orange) children, and native signing (blue) and non-
native signing adults (orange). Correlation matrices (bottom) show average z-scored
correlation values across all ToM and language brain regions of interest, for native
signing (left) and non-native signing (right) children (top) and adults (bottom).
Regions are in the same order along the x- and y-axes: R/LTPJ, PC, D/M/VMPFC,
RSTS, RSTS/RMidAntTemp (overlap), R/LMidAntTemp, LAntTemp,
















































(ToMv: NS effect of
wi-ToM: b=.09, t=.31,
p=.76, NS effect of
wi-Lang: b=-.21, t=-
.51, p=.62, NS effect
of ac-ToM-Lang:
b=.27, t=.69, p=.50,
NS effect of motion:
b=.09, t=.34, p=.74;
ToMNv: NS effect of
wi-ToM: b=.09, t=.32,
p=.75, NS effect of
wi-Lang: b=.05, t=.13,
p=.90, NS effect of ac-ToM-Lang: b=-.20, t=-.57, p=.58, NS effect of motion: b=-.07, t=-.28,
p=.79; see Figure 2c).
The key goal was to determine if delayed access to language impacts the functional correlations
within or between ToM and language networks. We found no evidence for an effect of age of
ASL onset on functional correlations within ToM brain regions (children: NS effect of age of
ASL onset: b=-.06, t=-.30, p=.77, NS effect of age: b=.02, t=.72, p=.48, NS effect of motion: b=-
.03, t=-1.5, p=.14; adults: NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.40, t=1.6, p=.12, effect of motion:
b=-.67, t=-2.7, p=.0l), within language brain regions (children: NS effect of age of ASL onset:
b=-.01, t=-.04, p=.97, NS effect of age: b=.05, t=.23, p=.82, NS effect of motion: b=-.32, t=-1.5,
p=. 15; adults: NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-. 17, t=-.65, p=.52, effect of motion: b=-.26, t=-
1.0, p=.32), or across the two networks (children: NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.09, t=.42,
p=.6 8 , NS effect of age: b=.17, t=.79, p=.4 4 , NS effect of motion: b=-.23, t=-1.1, p=.29; adults:
NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.46, t=-1.9, p=.06, NS effect of motion: b=-.09, t=-.37, p=. 7 1).
In a subsequent regression excluding the four late signing adults, the marginal effect of age of
ASL onset was non-significant (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.33, t=-l.5, p=.14, NS effect
of motion: b=-.03, t=-.12, p=.90; see Figure 2c).
FMRJ Results. Non- Verbal Movie Viewing
We additionally measured neural responses during a non-verbal naturalistic movie-viewing task:
Disney Pixar's "Partly Cloudy"3 6 . This movie has been shown to drive responses in ToM brain
regions as well as the "extended Pain Matrix,"3 and has previously been used to measure
developmental change in these regions in children27 . Based directly on this previous work, we
measured four properties of the neural response in ToM brain regions during this task. Three
properties arguably reflect functional maturation of the ToM network: (1) inter-region
correlations (within the ToM network, and across ToM and Pain networks), (2) the extent to
which the timecourse of response in ToM brain regions is similar to (positively correlated with)
an average adult response timecourse, and (3) the response magnitude to three particular events
embedded within the movie. Previous work using a large, cross-sectional sample of children
found a significant positive correlation between response magnitude during these events and age
(TO 1, T02) and performance on a verbal ToM behavioral battery (T04)27
Interregional correlations within the ToM network were significantly higher than across ToM-
Pain network correlations in children (t(53.6)=12.3, p<2.2x10-16) and in adults (t(55.3)=14.8,
p<2.2xl0-16), and, critically, similarly high despite delayed access to language in children (NS
effect of age of ASL onset: b=.17, t=1.1, p=.26, positive effect of age: b=.60, t=4.1, p=.0004, NS
effect of motion: b=-.25, t=-1.8, p=.08), and adults (NS effect of ASL onset: b=.23, t=.80, p=.43,
NS effect of motion: b=-.31, t=-1.1, p=.2 9 ). In the full sample, within-ToM correlations were
higher in individuals with a longer delay before ASL exposure (marginal positive effect of age of
ASL onset: b=.34, t=2.0, p=.047, negative effect of age group (child): b=-.59, t=-2.3, p=.02,
negative effect of motion: b=-.39, t=2.4, p=.02 ); this effect was marginal upon excluding late
signing adults (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.28, t=2.0, p=.052, negative effect of age
group(child): b=-.63, t=-2.5, p=.02, negative effect of motion: b=-.30, t=-2. 1, p=.04). Across-
ToM-Pain network correlations did not differ based on ASL onset in children (NS effect of age
of ASL onset: b=.24, t=1.2, p=.23, NS effect of age: b=-.31, t=-l.5, p=.14, NS effect of motion:
b=.22, t=l.l, p=.26), adults (NS effect of ASL onset: b=-.41, t=-1.6, p=.12, positive effect of
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motion: b=.68, t=2.7, p=.OI) or in the full sample (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.21, t=-1.2,
p=.24, NS effect of age group: b=.20, t=.78, p=.44, effect of motion: b=.46, t=2.7, p=.009; see
Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. Neural Responses to Movie Task a) Box plots (top) show z-scored inter-
region correlations within the ToM network, within the Pain matrix, and across the
ToM-Pain networks, for native signing (blue) and early signing (orange) children,
and native signing (blue) and non-native signing adults (orange). Correlation
matrices (bottom) show average z-scored correlation values across all ToM and Pain
brain regions of interest, for native signing (left) and non-native signing (right)
children (top) and adults (bottom). Regions are in the same order along the x- and y-
axes: R/LTPJ, PC, D/M/VMPFC, R/LS2, R/LInsula, R/LMFG, dAMCC. b)
Scatterplot shows the functional maturity (i.e. similarity to average adult timecourse,
Pearson's r) (y-axis) by age (x-axis) among child participants. Native signing
participants are shown as blue squares (deaf children of d/Deaf adults) and green
circles (hearing children of d/Deaf adults), early signing participants are shown as
orange triangles. c) Bars show mean response magnitude in the ToM network in
native signing (NS, blue) and early or non-native singing (ES, NNS, orange) children
and adults, to three ToM events (TOl, T02, T04), which previously showed
developmental change with age (TO 1, T02) and ToM score (T04).
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there was a significant
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driven by a moderate
correlation between age
and age of ASL onset
among early signing
children who completed
this task (r=.3 1). In a follow-up regression with the interaction term removed, the effect of ASL
onset remained non-significant, and age became a significant predictor of functional maturity
(NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.08, t=-.48, p=.64, positive effect of age: b=.49, t=3.0,
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p=.007, negative effect of motion: b=-.39, t=-2.5, p=.02). There was no effect of age of ASL
onset in the full sample (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.003, t=.02, p=.99, NS effect of age
group: b=.40, t=l.5, p=.14, NS effect of motion: b=-.25, t=-1.5, p=.15; NS ASL-onset-by-age
interaction), or in adults alone (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.16, t=-.56, p=.58; NS effect
of motion: b=-.09, t=-.3 1, p=.76).
Across all children, functional maturity was significantly positively correlated with performance
on the non-verbal ToM task (effect of non-verbal ToM: b=.34, t=2.1, p=.045; effect of motion:
b=-.49, t=-3.02, p=.006), but this relationship did not remain significant when additionally
controlling for age (effect of non-verbal ToM task: b=.04, t=.16, p=. 8 7 , marginal effect of age:
b=.44, t=2.0, p=.06, effect of motion: b=-.40, t=-2.5, p=.02). Performance on the verbal ToM
task was not correlated with functional maturity (effect of verbal ToM: b=.10, t=.52, p=.61;
effect of motion: b=-.61, t=-3.2, p=.005).
Finally, there was no difference in the response magnitude during the ToM events of interest
(events TO I, T02, and T04) as a function of age of ASL onset in children (NS effect of age of
ASL onset: b=-.05, t=-.53, p=.60, positive effect of age: b=.11, t=2.24, p=.03, NS effect of event
(T06): b=-.002, t=-.009, p=.99, negative effect of event (T07): b=-.79, t=-3.4, p=.001, negative
effect of motion: b=-.30, t=-3.1, p=.005). There was no effect of age of ASL onset in the full
sample (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.03, t=-.23, p=.82, NS effect of age group: b=.36,
t= 1.9, p=.06, NS effect of event (T06): b=-.22, t=-1.4, p=. 16, negative effect of event (T07): b=-
.43, t=-2.7, p=.008, NS effect of motion: b=-.17, t=-1.4, p=.17), or among adults (NS effect of
age of ASL onset: b=-.15, t=-.70, p=.49, NS effect of event (T06): b=-.38, t=-1.8, p=.08, NS
effect of event (T07): b=-.22, t=-.O, p=.3 1, NS effect of motion: b=-.04, t=-.21, p=.83; see
Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure 3). Among children, response magnitude to these events
was not correlated with either ToM task (ToMv: p=.33; ToMNV: p=.06).
Exploratory Analyses
The results of the planned fMRI analyses found evidence for reduced selectivity in children with
delayed exposure to language during the story task, but no neural differences between native and
early signers during the movie task. One difference between the analyses is that the story task
analyses focused on responses in specific regions of interest (RTPJ and DMPFC, defined
individually), whereas the movie analyses used the average response across multiple ToM brain
regions (bilateral TPJ, precuneus, D/M/VMPFC, group ROIs). In exploratory analyses, we
examined the effect size of age of ASL onset on selectivity during the story task in all
individually defined ToM ROIs. Among children, the effect of age of ASL onset on selectivity
was significant in RTPJ alone (effect of age of ASL onset: p=.03; all other ROIs, ps >.2). Age of
ASL onset did not have a significant effect on selectivity in any ROI among adults (ps>.2; see
Table 1).
We subsequently analyzed responses to the movie-viewing task in these individual RTPJ ROIs.
While inter-region correlations require the analysis of multiple brain regions, functional maturity
and response magnitude to particular events can be measured in individual regions. There was no
effect of age of ASL onset on functional maturity in RTPJ among children (NS effect of age of
ASL onset: b=.08, t=.34, p=.74, NS effect of age: b=.10, t=.35, p=.73, NS effect of motion: b=-
.29, t=-1.2, p=.25), in the full sample (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.17, t=-.93, p=.36, NS
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effect of age group: b=-.05, t=-. 16, p=.88, NS effect of motion: b=-.09, t=-.50, p=.62), or among
adults (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.34, t=-1.2, p=.23, NS effect of motion: b=.04, t=.14,
p=.89). Similarly, there was no effect of age of ASL onset on the magnitude of response to
events TOI, T02, and T04 among children (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.18, t=-1.6, p=.13,
NS effect of age: b=. 11, t=1.6, p=. 12, NS effect of event (T06): b=.01, t=.03, p=.98, negative
Table 1
ROI Predictor Children Adults
RTPJ ASL-onset b=-.47, t=-2.3, p.03 b=-.30, t=-1.1, p=.28
Age b=.28, t=1.4, p=.18
Motion b=.11, t--.55, p=.59 b=.28, t=1.0, p=.31
E DMPFC ASL-onset b=-.09, t=-.39, p=.71 b=-.17, t---.60, p=.55
Age b=.34, t-l.6, p=. 13
Motion b=.43, t-1.6, p=.14 b=.15, t=.54, p=.59
LTPJ ASL-onset b=-.17, t--.81, p=.43 b=-.13 t=-.46, p=.65
Age b=.39, t--1.9, p=.07
Motion b=-.03, t--.13, p=.90 b=.22, t=.82, p=.42
MMPFC ASL-onset b=-.27, t---l.1, p=.27 b=.05, t=.17, p=.87
Age b=.25, t--1.1, p=.31
Motion b=.13, t-.55, p=.5 9  b=.01, t=.02, p=.99
. VMPFC ASL-onset b=-.30, t=-1.1, p=.3 b=.04, t=.13, p=.90
Age b=. 17, t=.62, p=. 55
Motion b=.23, t=.84, p=.42 b=-.04, t--. 15, p=.88
PC ASL-onset b=-.03, t---.17, p=86 b=.20, t=-.71, p=.48
Age b=-.06, t--32, p=.76
Motion b=.65, t=3.3, p=.005 b=.02, t=.09, p=.93
Table 1. Selectivity of Responses to ASL Story Task by
ROI. Full statistics for results of linear regressions testing for
significant effects of age of ASL onset (ASL-onset), age, and
mo~tio-n "n resC onse' seetv N O P lane tests in the-
effect of event (T07): b=-l.04, t=-4.1,
p=.0002, NS effect of motion: b=.11,
t=.99, p=.34), in the full sample (NS effect
of age of ASL onset: b=-.13, t=-1.07,
p=.29, NS effect of age group: b=-.04, t=-
.26, p=.79, NS effect of event (T06): b=-
.10, t-.58, p=.56, negative effect of event
(T07): b=-.83, t=-4.7, p=O, NS effect of
motion: b=.07, t=.62, p=.5 4 ), or among
adults (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-
.08, t=-.42, p=.68, NS effect of event
(T06): b=-.18, t=-.74, p=.46, negative
effect of event (T07): b=-.65, t=-2.7,
p=.009, NS effect of motion: b=.O 1, t=.06,
p=.95). The same pattern of results was
obtained in identical analyses of group
RTPJ ROIs.
p y, y .7 Fialw etdfrdfeecsi
main analyses focused on responses in RTPJ and DMPFC; Finally, we tested for differences i
analyses of responses in other ToM ROIs (LTPJ, MMPFC, response selectivity in RTPJ during the
VMPFC, PC) were exploratory. Significant effects are in bold: movie, based on age of ASL onset.
selectivity of the RTPJ is reduced based on age of ASL onset, Selectivity was calculated as the average
among children. response to the seven ToM event peaks,
minus the average response to the twelve Pain event peaks. We found no differences in the
selectivity of RTPJ during the movie task, among children (NS effect of age of ASL onset:
b=.06, t=.28, p=.79, NS effect of age: b=.36, t=1.3, p=. 2 2, NS effect of motion: b=-.12, t=-.50,
p=.62), adults (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.24, t=-.85, p=.40, NS effect of motion: b=.03,
t=.10, p=.92), or in the full sample (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b==.13, t=-.67, p=.51, NS
effect of age group: b=-.22, t=-.75, p=.46, NS effect of motion: b=-.05, t=-.28, p=.78).
Discussion
Social cognitive and language abilities undergo dramatic development in childhood. A key
debate concerning Theory of Mind development is the extent to which language plays a causal
role in ToM development, versus a superficial role in the expression of ToM competence during
verbal tasks. In order to provide insight into this debate, we measured multiple aspects of ToM
reasoning, behaviorally and neurally, in children and adults who experienced delayed access to
language. Among children, we find evidence for neural and behavioral delays based on age of
ASL onset in verbal, but not non-verbal contexts. There were no neural differences based on age
of ASL onset among adults, in either task. Though differences based on age of ASL onset were
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most apparent in verbal contexts, our results are most consistent with the hypothesis that
language facilitates theory of mind development, in addition to expression of ToM competence.
We measured ToM reasoning among child participants via verbal and non-verbal behavioral
tasks. Children who experienced delayed access to language performed similarly to their native
signing peers on verbal and non-verbal versions of the false-belief task, but showed behavioral
ToM delays on more advanced (verbal) ToM questions (e.g., reasoning about the moral
blameworthiness of individuals who cause harm accidentally, lies and second-order false-beliefs,
and non-literal speech (sarcasm)). Interestingly, performance differences on questions
concerning moral blameworthiness were only apparent in the verbal task; there were no
differences based on age of ASL onset on analogous non-verbal questions concerning moral
blameworthiness.
We additionally used fMRI to measure multiple properties of the neural response while
participants either watched stories (in ASL) or watched a non-linguistic social movie. During the
story task, we measured response selectivity, response lateralization, and inter-region
correlations between ToM and language brain regions. We observed reduced selectivity in ToM
brain regions based on the age of ASL onset: children who experienced a longer delay prior to
ASL exposure had less selective responses in the right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ). Reduced
selectivity was not a product of altered response lateralization: there were no differences in
response lateralization based on age of ASL onset. Additionally, reduced selectivity was not
related to altered inter-region correlations within- and across- ToM and language networks:
within-network correlations of ToM and language regions and across-network correlations
between ToM and language regions were high regardless of age of ASL onset. In contrast to the
fMRI results from the story task, there were no differences based on age of ASL onset in ToM
neural responses to the non-verbal movie task. We measured inter-region correlations between
ToM and pain brain regions, and the extent to which functional responses in the ToM network
were similar to an average adult timecourse ("functional maturity"). Like response selectivity,
27these two measures increase with age during childhood . We additionally measured the
magnitude of response to particular events in the movie (events TO1, T02, and T04). Responses
to these events were previously found to be positively correlated with age (TO 1, T02) and theory
of mind behavior (T04) 2 7. None of these measures appeared to be affected by age of ASL onset,
even when focusing specifically on responses in RTPJ. Responses to the movie in early signers
were indistinguishable from those of native signers, among children and adults.
Given these results, does language facilitate conceptual change in ToM, or does language simply
enable the expression of ToM competence? The behavioral and neural data appear to converge
and suggest that delayed access to language leads to delays in ToM reasoning in verbal but not
non-verbal contexts. At first glance, this pattern of results could suggest that the primary role of
language is to facilitate expression of ToM competence in verbal contexts. However, when
considering the aspects of ToM measured in each task, these results are most consistent with the
hypothesis that language plays a facilitative role in theory of mind development, in addition to
expression.
Multiple behavioral studies have reported delays in ToM reasoning - and specifically, reasoning
8,20,21about false-beliefs - in children who experience delayed access to language . In contrast to
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these studies, we saw similar performance on false-belief items in verbal and non-verbal tasks,
regardless of age of ASL exposure. Interestingly, across all participants, performance on false-
belief items was higher in the verbal task relative to the analogous false-belief items in the non-
verbal task. It is unlikely that children's actual false belief understanding varies across these
analogous tasks; rather, this suggests that the format of the task matters for measuring ToM
competence. Verbalizing ToM concepts could boost performance by facilitating the
representations of those ToM concepts during the task, by providing representational
structure 9' 10,38, and/or by providing specific mental state verbs 39. Or, verbalizing ToM concepts
could boost performance by mitigating executive function and working memory demands40 . An
of these mechanisms could be impacted by delayed access to or low proficiency in language ,
which could contribute to the delays in false belief task performance in prior studies and to the
success of the children in our sample. In the current study, all non-native signing child
participants were proficient in ASL and received access to sign language relatively early in
development ("early signers," having received access to sign language between ages .25 - 7
years). Prior studies suggest that the age of exposure to a sign language predicts the extent of
delay on many aspects of language development42 . Early exposure and proficiency in sign
language could reduce delays on false-belief tasks by providing earlier access to the facilitative
benefits of language for ToM.
Though we did not find evidence for a delay in false-belief reasoning, we did observe behavioral
ToM delays on more advanced ToM questions, involving reasoning about the moral
blameworthiness of individuals who cause harm accidentally, lies and second-order false-beliefs,
and non-literal speech (sarcasm). One possibility is that reduced performance on these items
reflects ongoing delays in ToM development, even after successfully "catching up" on false-
belief reasoning. In favor of this interpretation, early signers did not perform worse on control
items in the verbal task, which were designed to ensure that children could follow the narrative
and provide simple (linguistic) responses. A second possibility is that the observed effects of
delayed access to language on these items are task-related, i.e., related to expression of ToM
understanding. Most advanced ToM categories (lies/second-order false beliefs, mistaken
referents, and non-literal speech) did not have analogous items in the non-verbal ToM task, due
to the difficulty in communicating these concepts clearly in a non-verbal context. These items
involved complicated ToM concepts embedded within linguistically complicated stories, making
it difficult to tease apart whether performance deficits in these categories reflect delays in ToM
per se, or delays in language. However, moral judgment questions, which involved assigning
moral blame by reasoning about the intentions of the character, were included in both non-verbal
and verbal tasks. Early signers performed worse than native signers on the moral judgment
questions in the verbal task only, consistent with the interpretation that observed differences
based on age of ASL onset were task-related. Still, it remains possible that early signers can
catch up to their native signing peers on earlier developing aspects of ToM development, and
simultaneously shown ongoing delays on other, later developing aspects.
The results from the behavioral tasks certainly suggest a role for language in the expression of
ToM competence, but the extent to which language plays a role in ToM development is unclear
based on the behavioral data alone. The results from the neuroimaging data are particularly
suggestive of a role for language in facilitating ToM development per se. A key result of the
current study is that the response selectivity of RTPJ was reduced in children with delayed
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access to language in the verbal story task. The response selectivity measure indexes the
preferential neural response to mental state information relative to general social information
(e.g., physical appearance or social relationships). Previous studies have found that ToM brain
regions become increasingly functionally selective during childhood, via decreases in responses
to non-preferred stimuli 2 1 . The RTPJ in particular has a highly selective response profile in
adults 22 , and functional selectivity of the RTPJ is significantly correlated with behavioral ToM
reasoning in children26 . Increasingly functionally selective responses reflect more refined
boundaries between preferred and non-preferred stimuli, as a brain region becomes specialized
for the particular computational demands of ToM processes. Thus, early and extensive exposure
to language may facilitate the discrimination of concepts relevant for ToM processing, and for
the development of functionally selective responses in the RTPJ.
In contrast to the story task, the selectivity of the RTPJ was not reduced based on age of ASL
onset during the non-verbal movie task. What aspect of ToM drives the difference between these
two tasks? An obvious possibility is that these results reflect the stimulus modality of the
experiments. That is, the stories were presented in ASL whereas the movie was non-linguistic. In
our sample, all children were equally proficient on an existing test of ASL (the ASL-RST).
Nevertheless, sentences about mental states have unusually complex syntax, whose
comprehension might not be fully captured by basic language comprehension scores. Delayed
access to language could specifically affect transforming complex syntactic contractions into
conceptual representations. Perhaps extensive developmental experience with these sentences
facilitates the extraction of complex meaning from linguistic inputs 9 . Children with delayed
linguistic experience would then be inefficient at this transformation, reflected by less selective
neural activity. One puzzle for this view, though, is why the change in selectivity occurs by
decreasing the response to social stories, not by increasing the response to mental stories.
A second possibility is that the relevant difference between the stories and the movie is not the
stimulus modality but the content, specifically of the Social control condition. Both the stories
and movie tasks evoked mental states, including mistaken beliefs and changing emotions; the
Social stories described the physical appearance and enduring relationships of characters,
whereas the control (Pain) events in the movie depicted physically painful experiences and
bodily transformations. It is possible that selectivity in the stories task relies more on the
distinction between mental states vs. social traits, and that differentiation of these two categories
is more impacted by developmental experience than the differentiation of mental vs. bodily
states. Individuals with delayed access to ASL may still be refining the distinction between
mental and social content, despite having developed other distinctions between conceptual
categories.
Critically, the reduction in selectivity during the story task was not observed among adults:
neural responses to mental state stimuli in d/Deaf adults exposed to sign language after a delay
were indistinguishable from those observed in native signers, regardless of task. This suggests
that neural differences early in development between native signing and early signing children
are ultimately resolved in adults who have prolonged exposure to and proficiency in a sign
language. One open question for future research is whether there is a critical or sensitive period
during which linguistic input must be received in order to develop the typical neural profile in
43ToM regions
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In sum, the current study suggests that language plays a facilitative role for forming,
manipulating, and/or discriminating ToM concepts in childhood. Children with delayed access to
language show typical profiles of ToM development in non-verbal contexts, neurally and
behaviorally. However, all children receive a performance boost on behavioral measures of
analogous verbal ToM questions, suggesting that language is facilitative for expression of ToM
competence. Similarly, cortical regions for thinking about others' thoughts become functionally
specialized in childhood despite delayed access to language (as shown with the non-verbal movie
task), but the extent of specialization is reduced in proportion to the extent of the language delay.
Reduced selectivity in ToM brain regions reflects delays in the refinement of conceptual
categories that distinguish between preferred and non-preferred stimuli, and corresponding
deployment of ToM-specific computational processes in ToM brain regions. Importantly,
differences in functional specialization based on age of ASL onset are resolved in adults who
received early and prolonged exposure to a sign language.
Taken together, these results point to an important facilitative role for language on the
development and expression of ToM reasoning in childhood. Early exposure and proficiency in
ASL provides earlier access to these facilitative benefits. Language deprivation has behavioral
consequences for social development: late signing and oral deaf children consistently perform
worse on standard tasks of ToM8'4445 . The current results suggest that early access to and
proficiency in sign language facilitates social development in childhood, and protects against
extensive or permanent delays in social development associated with language deprivation.
Methods
Participants
Child participants were 21 native signers (NS; 4-12.7 years old, M(SD) = 8.19 (2.2) years, 10
female), who received exposure to ASL from birth (15 deaf children and 6 hearing children of
d/Deaf adults), and 12 "early signers" (ES; 6.2-12.1 years old, M(SD) = 9.29 (1.9) years, 5
female), who were born to hearing parents and received exposure to ASL after an initial delay of
.25 - 7 years (M(SD)= 2.9 (2.2) years).
Adult participants included 20 NS (20-54 years old, M(SD)= 30.2(9.5), 13 female). In contrast
to the native signing children, who were all born to d/Deaf parents, three native signing adults
were born to hearing parents (n=10 NS d/Deaf born to d/Deaf parents, n=7 NS children of d/Deaf
parents). All non-native signing adults were born to hearing parents (n=16, 21-64 years old,
M(SD)= 38.1(12.7) years, 4 female). Whereas all non-native signing children were early signers,
non-native signing adult participants included 12 ES and 4 "late signers" (LS). LS adults
received exposure to ASL at ages 11, 15, 18, and 20 years; early signers received exposure to
ASL by age seven years (12 ES adults: 1.5-7 year delay, M(SD) = 3.3 (1.9) years; combined ES
and LS delay M(SD)= 6.5 (6.2) years).
Participants were recruited via the researchers' social networks and by snowball sampling. Child
participants were also recruited with help from several schools for the deaf. All participants were
screened by a native ASL signer to determine current ASL fluency, and only fluent signers were
recruited to participate in the study. Child participants signed an assent form; adult participants
and parents of child participants signed a consent form. All assent and consent forms and
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experimental protocols were approved by the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects (COUHES) at MIT. See Supplementary Table I for additional information about
participants.
Behavioral Battery
The custom-made verbal ToM task was an ASL-adapted version of a battery previously used to
measure ToM in hearing children (https://osf.io/g5zpv/) 27. The task involved watching an
experimenter tell a story, and answering 26 prediction and 24 explanation questions about the
mental states of the characters, in the context of helping them find their snacks. 12 additional
control questions were asked and used to ensure task comprehension; these items were not
included in the summary score. The script and materials for this task are publicly available via
the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/kyu3f/). The summary score was calculated as
the proportion of questions answered correctly (ToMv); for follow-up analyses we additionally
calculated summary scores for the control, false-belief, and moral judgment items.
The custom-made non-verbal ToM task involved watching an experimenter place a series of
three to five pictures on a board, which presented characters undergoing a sequence of events. In
the first part of the task, the experimenter would then place two pictures side by side and use the
prompt "What comes next?" Children responded by pointing to the picture that best completed
the series (19 items). The second part of the task focused on moral reasoning (11 items). Before
these items, the experimenter said "You decide- is this good (pointing to thumb up), bad
(pointing to thumb down), or okay (point to neutral thumb)?" They then showed a series of
pictures for each item, ending with a single picture of a character who inflicted harm either
accidentally or intentionally. Children responded by pointing to the thumbs up, thumbs down, or
neutral thumb picture, suggesting that the character was "good," "bad," or "okay." Children
completed 6 practice trials before the initial sequence-completion questions, and an additional 3
practice trials immediately before the moral reasoning questions. Practice trials ensure that
children understood the task instructions, but were otherwise not analyzed. The summary score
was calculated as the proportion of questions answered correctly (ToMNV); for follow-up
analyses we additionally calculated summary scores for the false-belief and moral judgment
items. The protocol and materials for this task are also available via OSF (https://osf.io/kyu3f/).
Children additionally completed the American Sign Language Receptive Skills Test (ASL-
RST) 4 6. After completing an initial vocabulary check (n=20 trials), children watched an adult
signing in a movie, and responded by pointing to the picture (out of a 4-picture array) that
corresponded to the sign. Children completed three practice trials after the vocabulary check and
prior to the receptive skills test. Two items were ultimately excluded from analysis (item 37:
BOX DOG-IN-FRONT and item 42: INTERSECTION HOUSE-TOP-RIGHT), because more
than 75% of participants answered these items incorrectly.
Finally, children completed a standardized task of nonverbal IQ (KBIT-11 47), and, when possible,
a measure of spatial working memory (computerized CORSI task48' 49; n=24).
FMRI: ASL Story Task
During the fMRI scan, participants watched movies of a woman telling stories in ASL, which
involved characters and their mental states (Mental condition), characters and their physical
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appearance or social relationships (Social condition), or descriptions of physical objects and
events in the world (Physical condition). A subset of stimuli (24/42) were English stories
previously used to measure neural responses in hearing children and adults 25 ,2 6, translated into
ASL. The child paradigm included 14 of these 24 stimuli (4 Mental, 5 Social, 5 Physical), and
ten novel stimuli (see https://osf.io/kyu3f/ for all stimuli). All 42 stories were normed by 10
naive, Deaf native signers. Based on behavioral ratings, stories were matched across conditions
for linguistic features (e.g., syntactic complexity, number of signs, number of verbs),
psychological features (e.g., how easy to understand, how interesting), and imageability. Stories
were told using simple language, in an enthusiastic, narrative way.
To encourage engagement during the story task, stories were presented in two consecutive
segments: the main story (29-41 s) and a final sentence containing the story ending or the ending
of an unrelated story (4-8s). The stimuli were followed by a 3s pause during which participants
responded to the prompt by pushing one of two buttons ("Yes" or "No"), and a rest period (8-
24s; such that each block lasted 60s). Half of the presented stories were followed by the correct
ending ("Yes" response). Incorrect responses were drawn randomly from another story. The
story ending was not included in subsequent analyses. During the prompt, story ending, and
response portion of the experiment, an image of a check (left) and an "X" (right) was displayed
to encourage participants to answer the question, and remind them which buttons corresponded
to "yes" and "no" answers. Child participants were introduced to the task and completed four
practice trials prior to the scan.
Stimuli were presented in Matlab 2010a running on an Apple MacBook Pro. Child participants
heard 24 stories (8 per condition) across four 8.3-minute runs. Adult participants heard 30 stories
(10 per condition) across five 10.3-minute runs. All children saw the same 8 stories per
condition; each adult participant saw 10 of 14 stories per condition. Stories were counterbalanced
across runs and participants. Participants also saw 8 (child) or 20 (adult) clips of non-signs; the
non-sign stimuli were excluded from the present analyses. Each run included six 60-second
blocks (2 per condition), as well as 10 seconds of rest at the beginning and end of each run. The
order of conditions in each run was palindromic (e.g., A B C C B A) and counterbalanced across
runs.
An experimenter in the control room monitored participants during the scan. For child
participants, a second experimenter stood in the MRI room near the participant's feet. If the
participant moved noticeably during the scan, this experimenter would place her hand on the
child's leg, as a reminder to stay still. In between functional runs of the scan, the experimenter in
the control room communicated with participants by signing via live video. Participants used the
button box to response to questions like "Are you okay?" and "Are you ready to continue?"
Participants were also given a squeeze ball that would alert the experimenters in the control room
if they wanted to stop the scan session.
Behavioral performance on the task was measured via accuracy (proportion of questions
answered correctly) on trials from included functional runs only; trials from runs that were
excluded due to excessive motion were not analyzed. Participants generally performed well
above chance on this task (M(SD) per condition: Children: Mental: .80(.23), Social: .79(.19),
Physical: .68(.23); Adults: Mental: .87(.15), Social: .87(.17), Physical: .83(.17)). Among
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children, there was no effect of age of ASL onset on accuracy, but older children were more
accurate, and on average, children performed worse on Physical condition trials (effect of age:
b=.38, t=2.5, p=.0 2 , NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.21, t=-l.4, p=.18, negative effect of
Physical condition (compared to Mental): b=-.54, t=-2.7, p=.009, NS effect of social condition:
b=-.03, t=-. 13, p=.89; no significant age*ASL-onset or ASL-onset*condition interactions). In a
second regression that additionally included receptive ASL score, the results were unchanged,
and there was no effect of ASL proficiency (effect of age: b=.37, t=2.3, p=.04, NS effect of age
of ASL proficiency: b=.15, t=.91, p=.37, NS effect of ASL onset: b=-.19, t=-1.3, p=.23, negative
effect of Physical condition (compared to Mental): b=-.53, t=-2.6, p=.Ol, NS effect of social
condition: b=.07, t=.36, p=.72). Among adults, there was an effect of age of ASL onset such that
adults who experienced a longer delay before exposure to language performed worse overall on
the task, and an effect of condition such that adults performed marginally worse on Physical
condition trials (negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.53, t=-4.5, p=.0001, marginal negative
effect of Physical condition (compared to Mental): b=-.24, t=-1.8, p=.08, NS effect of social
condition: b=.002, t=.Ol, p=.99; no significant ASL-onset*condition interactions). This pattern
of results remained the same when excluding the four adults who received relatively late
exposure to ASL (after age 10; negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.34, t=-2.7, p=.Ol,
marginal negative effect of Physical condition (compared to Mental): b=-.32, t=-1.8, p=.08, NS
effect of social condition: b=-.04, t=-.22, p=.83; no significant ASL-onset*condition
interactions).
Six children did not complete more than one run of the story task experiment and were therefore
excluded from analyses (see Supplementary Table 1).
FMRI: Movie Viewing
After the story task, participants watched a silent version of "Partly Cloudy," a 5.6-minute non-
verbal animated movie. A short description of the plot can be found online
(https://www.pixar.com/partly-cloudy#partly-cloudy-1). The stimulus was preceded by 10s of
rest, and participants were instructed to watch the movie and remain still. Previous work has
suggested that this movie stimulus can be used to localize ToM brain regions37 , and to study
developmental change in the response of ToM brain regions in children 7 . Seven adult and two
child participants did not complete the movie viewing (see Supplementary Table 1).
FMRI Data Acquisition
Prior to the fMRI scan, children watched a movie of their choice in a mock scanner while
practicing lying still on their back for 10-15 minutes. Hearing children (native signing children
of d/Deaf adults) listened to a recording of scanner sounds during the mock scan. If participants
moved during the mock scan, their movie paused for three seconds, reminding and training them
to stay still.
Whole-brain structural and functional MRI data were acquired on a 3-Tesla Siemens Tim Trio
scanner located at the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center at MIT, using one of two custom
32-channel phased-array head coils made for children50 or the standard Siemens 32-channel head
coil; all adult participants were scanned using the standard 32-channel coil. TI-weighted
structural images were collected in 176 interleaved sagittal slices with 1mm isotropic voxels
(GRAPPA parallel imaging, acceleration factor of 3; adult coil: FOV: 256mm; pediatric coils:
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FOV: 192mm). Functional data were collected with a gradient-echo EPI sequence sensitive to
Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast in 3 mm isotropic voxels with a 20% slice gap
(n=7 adults, n=28 children) or 3.13 mm isotropic voxels with no slice gap (n=29 adults, n=1
child) in 32 interleaved near-axial slices aligned with the anterior/posterior commissure, and
covering the whole brain (EPI factor: 64; TR: 2s, TE: 30ms, flip angle: 900); all functional data
were subsequently upsampled in normalized space to 2mm isotropic voxels. Prospective
acquisition correction was used to adjust the positions of the gradients based on the participant's
head motion one TR back51 . 310 (adults) or 250 (children) volumes were acquired in each run of
the story task, and functional data was acquired across five (adults) or four (children) runs. 155
volumes were acquired during the single run of the movie viewing. Four dummy scans were
collected and excluded to allow for steady-state magnetization in each run.
FMRI Data Analysis
All analysis decisions (including preprocessing, region of interest selection and definition,
motion exclusion and treatment procedures, calculation of selectivity indices) and planned
analyses for the stork task were published via OSF (https://osf.io/kyu3f/)12 ,. Story and movie
task analyses were constrained by methods used in prior studies, in order to facilitate
comparisons across studies2 7. Exploratory analyses are specifically marked as such.
FMRI data were analyzed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom software
written in Matlab. Functional images were registered to the first image of the first run; that image
was registered to each child's anatomical scan, and each child's anatomical scan was normalized
to a common brain space (Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template). All data were
smoothed using a Gaussian filter (5mm kernel).
Motion artifact timepoints were identified using the ART toolbox
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact detect/)5 4 as timepoints for which there was 1) more than
2mm of motion in any direction relative to the previous timepoint or 2) a fluctuation in global
signal that exceeded a threshold of three standard deviations from the mean global signal. Runs
were excluded from analyses if one-third or more of the timepoints collected were identified as
motion artifact timepoints (Story task: n=83 (child) or 103 (adult) timepoints; Movie: n=56
timepoints). Participants were excluded from analyses of the story task if they had fewer than
two runs of usable data (n=3 child and 0 adult participants). The movie task consisted of a single
run; 3 child participants were excluded for excessive motion during the movie task. In previous
work the total number of included timepoints has been highly correlated with mean translation
(e.g., r>.5). In the present dataset, this measure was not significantly correlated with mean
translation in either task, in children or adults (rs<.3 1, ps>.15). Because mean translation is a
direct measure of the amount of motion between analyzed functional images, we used mean
translation to test for differences in motion based on ASL onset or age, and included this
measure in all linear regressions including neural measures (as pre-specified in the analysis
plan). Mean translation during the story task was not significantly correlated with age or ToM
behavior, among children (Age: rs(22)=-.05, p=.82; ToMv: rk(1 9)=.05, p=.82; ToMNV: rk( 22 )=-
.06, p=.79), or with age of ASL onset in children (rs(22)=-.20, p=.34). Among adults, age of ASL
onset was positively correlated with mean translation during the story task (r,(34)=.78, p=2.3x10-
8). This correlation remained significant when excluding the four adults who received exposure
to ASL relatively late (after age 10; rs(30)=.59, p=.0004). Among children, mean translation
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during movie viewing was not significantly correlated with age or nonverbal ToM score (Age:
rs(26)=-.15, p=.4 4 ; ToMNV: rk( 2 6 )-. 0 8 , p=.70), but was significantly negatively correlated with
performance on the verbal ToM task (ToMv: rk(2 1)=-.4 9 , p=.0 2 ). Mean translation during the
movie task was not correlated with age of ASL onset in children (rs(26)=.03, p=. 8 9 ); but this
relationship was significantly positive in adults (r,(27)=.74, p=5.5x10-6), even when excluding
adults who received access to ASL relatively late (rs(24)=.63, p=.0005). See Supplementary
Table I for amount of motion per participant, and Supplementary Figure 4 for a visualization of
motion in each task per signing and age group. Data were high-pass filtered with a cutoff of 500
(story task) or 100 seconds (inter-region correlation analyses for both tasks, see below), in order
to remove low-frequency noise, after interpolating over artifact timepoints5s,56. We additionally
implemented SPM's image scaling.
Analyses of FMRJ Story Task Data
We used a general-linear model to analyze BOLD activity of each participant as a function of
condition. Data were modeled in SPM8 using a standard hemodynamic response function (HRF).
Boxcar regressors for each condition and the response period were convolved with the standard
HRF, and nuisance covariates were included for run effects, motion artifact timepoints, and
signal of no interest (five PCA-based regressors generated with CompCor5 7 from timecourses
extracted from individual eroded white matter masks).
We conducted Region of Interest (ROI) analyses on two ROIs: the right temporoparietal junction
(RTPJ) and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC). Previous work has suggested that
development of these regions is related to behavioral theory of mind abilities in childhood5 8 .
Detailed results from exploratory analyses of other ToM ROIs (left temporoparietal junction,
middle medial prefrontal cortex, and precuneus) are reported in supplementary materials.
Individual ROIs were defined as contiguous (minimum k=10) suprathreshold (p<.001) voxels
within a 9mm radius sphere of the peak voxel to the Mental > Physical contrast, within
previously defined region search spaces. Region search spaces were defined based on a random
effects analysis using a False Belief > False Photograph contrast in a separate group of 462
typically developing adults 59 . We extracted the mean beta value per condition from these two
regions, and calculated selectivity as (Mental - Social) / (Mental - Physical)*100. This
calculation has previously been used in previous studies26 (https://osf.io/jh68b/). Because the
Mental and Physical difference is used to identify ROIs, this measure focuses on the relative
difference between Mental and Social conditions. In supplementary analyses, we additionally
measure selectivity in group ROls which were 10mm spheres drawn around the peak coordinates
of the random effects analysis used to create search spaces 9 , excluding voxels that overlapped
with language group ROIs. We used these group ROIs for easy comparison of results to other
studies (e.g., https://osf.io/jh68b/). Unlike individual ROts, the voxels analyzed in group ROls
did not necessarily respond more to the Mental condition compared to the Physical condition
(voxels in group ROts are not selected based on their functional response profile). Thus, we
extracted average beta values and calculated selectivity as (Mental - Social) * 100. See
Supplementary Table 2 for additional information about individual and group regions of interest.
Based on previous analyses, we expected the selectivity measure to be between -50 and 200 in
individual ROIs, and excluded participants whose selectivity values fell outside of this range
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(https://osfio/kyu3f/). This resulted in excluding a single native-signing adult participant from
analyses of the DMPFC ROI (selectivity value= -64.2).
For inter-region correlation analyses, preprocessed, scaled timecourses were extracted from each
voxel per group ROI. The five principle component analysis (PCA)-based noise regressors and
motion artifact timepoint regressors (included as nuisance regressors in the story task) were
regressed from these timecourses, and the residual timecourses were high-pass filtered with a
cut-off of 100 seconds. Timecourses from all voxels within an ROI were averaged, creating one
timecourse per group ROI, and artifact timepoints were subsequently NaNed. Each ROI
timecourse was correlated with every other ROI timecourse, per subject, and these correlation
values were Fisher z-transformed. Within-ToM, within-Lang, and within-Pain network
correlations were calculated as the average correlation value between brain regions within each
of these networks. Similarly, across-ToM-Lang and across-ToM-Pain correlations were
calculated as the average correlation value between ToM and Language, or ToM and Pain, brain
regions, respectively. This exact procedure was used in a previous study27 . In order to test if
different brain networks (ToM-Lang, ToM-Pain) are significantly correlated with one another,
we use t-tests to compare within- versus across-network correlations.
We additionally measured the extent of response lateralization to the Mental > Physical contrast
in a large ROI encompassing the bilateral temporal lobe. The ROI was created from publicly
available right hemisphere search spaces (http://saxelab.mit.edu/ToMgroupMaps.php) 59; the right
hemisphere was flipped to create the left hemisphere ROI. The lateralization index (LI) was
calculated as the number of suprathreshold voxels in the left hemisphere minus the number of
suprathreshold voxels in the right hemisphere, divided by the sum of the number of
suprathreshold voxels in the left and right hemispheres60 . We used a threshold of p<.001,
uncorrected, and confirmed that results were not threshold dependent by repeating analyses at
p<.Ol. We planned to exclude participants if the denominator was smaller than 20 (indicating
fewer than 20 suprathreshold voxels, bilaterally); zero participants fit this exclusion criterion.
Using this measure, large positive LI values indicate strong left lateralization, whereas an LI of
zero indicates no response lateralization.
Analyses of FMRI Movie Viewing Data
As in the story task, we conducted inter-region correlation analyses using the response
timecourses during movie viewing. Based on previous work, we analyzed responses from ToM
brain regions (the same group ROts used for the story task), and the extended "Pain Matrix." A
previous study found that responses in these two networks were driven by this movie, and that
brain regions within these two networks become increasingly correlated within-network, and
increasingly anti-correlated across-network, during childhood. Aside from the networks
analyzed, inter-region analysis procedures were identical to those described above for the story
task.
Second, we tested whether the functional maturity of each participant's timecourse responses
(i.e. similarity to adults) varied as a function of the age at which they were first exposed to
language. We calculated the Pearson correlation between each participant's ToM timecourse
27(averaged across ROIs) and the average adult ToM timecourse, derived from a previous study2.
Participants saw a truncated version of the movie, compared to the stimulus used in the previous
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paper, such that the task ended with the end of the movie, as opposed to including movie credits.
Thus, we used TRs 11:155 (instead of TRs 11:168) for all inter-region correlation analyses, and
adapted the average adult timecourse from the previous study accordingly.
Finally, we tested for differences in the magnitude of response in ToM brain regions to three
specific events in the movie. Response magnitude to two of these events was previously found to
increase with age in three to twelve year old children (events TOl and T022 7). The third event
depicts Peck, the stork character, putting on football gear in front of Gus, the cloud character. In
the context of the movie, this action indicates to Gus that Peck had not previously abandoned
him, as he had feared, and indeed never intended to. In a previous study with three to twelve
year old children, the average magnitude of response in ToM brain regions to this event (referred
to as event T04) was significantly positively correlated with performance on a verbal ToM
behavioral battery, controlling for age and motion (and correcting for multiple comparisons)2.
Thus, neural responses to this event could be considered a sophisticated measure of cognitive
ToM.
Statistical Regressions
We used linear regressions to test if properties of the neural response in ToM brain regions
differed as a function of age of first exposure to language. For the story task, we measured
response selectivity of ToM brain regions (RTPJ and DMPFC), inter-region correlations (within-
and between- ToM and language brain regions), and response lateralization. For the movie-
viewing task, we measured inter-region correlations (within- and between- ToM and pain brain
regions), functional maturity, and response magnitude in the ToM network to events TO 1, T02,
and T04 of the movie. We conducted regressions on each of these measures within children,
within adults, and, when possible (due to identical experimental procedures), across the full
sample. We tested for effects of the age of ASL onset, a continuous variable ranging between
.25-7 years in early signing children, and 1.5-20 years in early/late signing adults, on each of
these neural properties. Age of ASL onset for children of d/Deaf adults was zero. We
additionally included age group (child vs. adult) or age (within children only) as a covariate. As
specified in the analysis plan, we first tested for significant Age (or Age-Group)*ASL-onset
interactions, and if the interaction term was not significant, removed it from the regression. All
regressions on story task data included data from both ROIs, and tested for a significant effect of
ROI. Regressions on the response magnitude to the three ToM events similarly included data
from all events, and tested for a significant effect of Event. We included mean translation as a
between-subject predictor in all regressions, and a subject identifier as a random effect in
regressions that included non-independent measurements (e.g., data from two ROIs, or three
ToM events, per subject). Continuous regression variables were standardized, such that the units
of the regression beta coefficients are the same. Among children, we additionally tested for
significant correlations between neural measures and performance on the verbal and non-verbal
ToM tasks.
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Supplementary Materials
Analysis of Response Selectivity in RTPJ and DMPFC Group ROIs (ASL Story Task)
We tested if delayed access to linguistic input results in delayed or disrupted functional
specialization of ToM brain regions using pre-specified group regions of interest. Among child
participants, there was a significant negative effect of age of ASL onset (negative effect of age of
ASL onset: b=-.50, t=-2.1, p=.048; positive effect of age: b=.41, t=2.3, p=.03; NS effect of ROI:
b=.32, t=1.3, p=.19; NS effect of motion: b=.08, t=.48, p=.64; marginal age of ASL-onset by age
interaction: b=.59, t=1.9, p=.08). The effect of age of ASL onset remained significant when
additionally including non-verbal IQ as a covariate (negative effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.53,
t=-2.2, p=.045; positive effect of age: b=.40, t=2.1, p=.049; NS effect of ROI: b=.36, t=1.4,
p=.16; NS effect of motion: b=.06, t=.36, p=.73; NS effect of non-verbal IQ: b=-.15, t=-.76,
p=.46, marginal age of ASL-onset by age interaction: b=.56, t=1.8, p=.09).
The negative effect of age of ASL onset was not significant in the full sample (children and
adults; NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.17, t=-1.1, p=.26; NS effect of age group: b=.19,
t=.80, p=.43; NS effect of ROI: b=.03, t=.22, p=.83; NS effect of motion: b=.15, t=1.0, p=.32),
and there was no effect of delayed access to language on response selectivity in among adults
(NS effect of age of ASL: b=-.11, t=-.50, p=.62; NS effect of ROL: b=-.18, t=-.83, p=.41; NS
effect of motion: b=.07, t=.32, p=.75).
We did not find evidence for a relationship between response selectivity and performance on
either ToM behavioral task (Verbal: NS effect of verbal ToM: b=-.004, t=-.02, p=.98, NS effect
of ROI: b=.38, t=1.7, p=.l 1, NS effect of motion: b=.1 1, t=.52, p=.61; Non-verbal: NS effect of
non-verbal ToM: b=.05, t=.26, p=.80, NS effect of ROI: b=.32, t=1.4, p=.18, NS effect of
motion: b=.16, t=.90, p=.38).
Exploratory Analysis of Response Selectivity in Other ToM ROls (ASL Story Task)
We repeated the analysis of the selectivity of responses during the story task in other regions
recruited for ToM reasoning: left temporoparietal junction (LTPJ), middle medial prefrontal
cortex (MMPFC), ventro-medial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and precuneus (PC). As specified in
the analysis plan, analysis of the responses in these regions was considered exploratory because
there is no previous evidence for a relationship between selectivity in these regions and ToM
behavioral development in childhood (https://osf.io/kyu3f/). Individual ROls were created using
the same procedure as described for RTPJ and DMPFC ROIs.
We tested if delayed access to linguistic input results in delayed or disrupted functional
specialization of these ToM brain regions using individual ROIs and pre-specified group ROts.
Among child participants, there was no effect of age of ASL onset on response selectivity, in
individual ROls (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.21, t=-l.47, p=.16, NS effect of age: b=.19,
t= 1.4, p=.19, NS effect of ROI (MMPFC): b=-.07, t=-.26, p=.80, NS effect of ROI (PC): b=-.24,
t=-.90, p=.37, NS effect of ROI (VMPFC): b=-.08, t=-.26, p=.80, NS effect of motion: b=.19,
t= 1.4, p=. 18).
There was similarly no effect of age of ASL onset in the full sample (children and adults; NS
effect of age of ASL onset: b=-.08, t=-.64, p=.53, NS effect of age group: b=.24, t=1.2, p=.24,
NS effect of ROI (MMPFC): b=-.19, t=-1.2, p=.24, effect of ROI (PC): b=-.32, t=-2.1, p=.04, NS
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effect of ROI (VMPFC): b=-.21, t=-1.3, p=.19, NS effect of motion: b=.16, t=1.3, p=.21), or
among adults alone (NS effect of age of ASL onset: b=.05, t=.23, p=. 8 2 , NS effect of ROI
(MMPFC): b=-.25, t=-1.3, p=.2 1, NS effect of ROI (PC): b=-.37, t=-1.9, p=.0 6 , NS effect of ROI
(VMPFC): b=-.29, t=-1.4, p=.15, NS effect of motion: b=.05, t=.26, p=.8 0).
Random Effects Analysis
Whole-brain analyses were used to examine the main contrast of interest (Story: Mental >
Physical; Movie: Mental > Pain), per group (native and early/non-native signers, in children and
adults). These analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons by estimating the false-positive
rate via 5,000 Monte Carlo permutations using the SnPM toolbox for SPM5
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/; p<.05). To view the difference in response to
this contrast across visits, we additionally ran a corrected random effects analysis on the
between-group contrast difference (NS > NNS Mental > Physical and NS > NNS Mental > Pain,
per age group). No significant clusters were identified in the between group analysis. The
random effects analysis results are shown in Supplementary Figure 5. In some cases, the
corrected analysis prevented visualization of (subthreshold) activation. For visualization
purposes, activation is shown at the same thresholds in native vs. non-native signing groups. The
child story task activations and adult movie task activations are shown at p<.Ol, k=50,
uncorrected. The child movie task activations and adult story task activations show the analyses














Supplementary Figure 1. Verbal ToM Task in Larger Participant Pool. Scatterplot shows proportion correct on
the verbal ToM task (y-axis) by age (x-axis) in the current participants (blue squares: native signing deaf children
born to d/Deaf parents, green circles: native signing hearing children born to d/Deaf parents, orange triangles: early
signing children (born to hearing parents)), and in hearing participants from other studies who completed an
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Supplementary Figure 2. Average beta values per condition, in child participants. Bars show average and
standard error for beta values per condition, for each ROI (RTPJ and DMPFC), by group (native and early signing
children). The plot on the left shows data from individual ROIs defined based on the Mental and Physical
conditions. Because these conditions are non-independent from ROI definition, they are plotted for visualization
purposes only (and therefore do not have standard error bars). The plot on the right shows data from group ROIs, in
which every condition is independent from ROI definition.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Neural Responses to Movie in Larger Participant Pool. Scatterplots (top row) show
functional maturity (i.e., similarity to average adult timecourse, Pearson's r) on the y-axis, and age on the x-axis in
the current participants (blue squares: native signing deaf children born to d/Deaf parents, green circles: native
signing hearing children born to d/Deaf parents, orange triangles: early signing children (born to hearing parents)),
and in hearing participants from other studies who completed this tMRI task (grey diamonds). The left scatterplot
shows functional maturity of the ToM network (averaging across all ToM regions), the middle scatterplot shows
functional maturity in the group RTPJ ROI, and the right scatterplot shows functional maturity in individual RTPJ
ROIs (which were not available for hearing participants). The bottom row shows mean response magnitude in the
ToM network (left), in group RTPJ ROIs (middle) and in individual RTPJ ROIs (right) in native signing (NS, blue),
early or non-native singing (ES, NNS, orange) children and adults, and hearing children (H, grey), to three ToM
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Supplementary Figure 4. Amount of motion in fMRI data. Left: Number of artifact timepoints identified in the
timecourse of response (Top: Story task, Bottom: Movie task), by group (native signing (NS), and early signing (ES)
children, and NS and non-native signing (NNS) adults). Artifact timepoints are timepoints in which there is 2mm
motion and/or a global signal change greater than three standard deviations from the mean, relative to the previous
timepoint. Error bars show standard deviation from the mean. Right: Mean translation (motion in x, y, z directions)
in millimeters per group, including (striped) and excluding (solid) artifact timepoints. Error bars show standard





















Supplementary Figure 5. Random Effects Analysis. Whole-brain analyses were used to examine the main
contrast of interest (Story: Mental > Physical; Movie: Mental > Pain), per group (native and early/non-native
signers, in children and adults). For visualization purposes, activation is shown at the same thresholds in native
(blue) vs. non-native signing groups (orange). The child story task activations and adult movie task activations are
shown at p<.OI, k=50, uncorrected. The child movie task activations and adult story task activations show the





Subject Age Gender Hand Ageof Parent Hearin Nativevs. Non- ASNRec KBfT-Std CORSI 1hM-V TOM-NV umArt Mean Trans Num Art Mean Trans fMRI Data fMRI Data
ASL Onset Status Native SiT-er Story) (Story) (Movie) (Movie) (Story) (movie)
C 0t 11.25 F R 0 DOD NS 0.98 115 NA 0.884 0.862 31 0.0985782 NA NA 1 0
C 02 6.29 M L 0.25 DOH ES 0.83 NA NA 0.529 0.615 51 0.0898757 2 0.0754022 1 1
C 03 8.12 M R 0 CODA NS 0.75 116 NA 0.889 0.667 106 0.0597092 1 0.0273287 1 1
C 04 4.87 M R 0 CODA NS 0.50 104 NA NA 0.400 NA NA 21 0.0383952 0 1
C_05 10.73 F R 0 CODA NS 0.88 120 5 0.791 0.852 99 0.0675837 22 0.0416039 1 1
C 06 7.96 F R 0 CODA NS 0.65 116 5 0,867 0.833 106 0.144713 4 0.112514 1 1
C 07 9.97 M R 4.5 DOH ES 0.83 102 NA 0.700 0.833 137 0.0993137 4 0.0901133 1 1
C 08 8.08 F R I DOH ES 0.83 115 5 0.841 0.800 _ NA NA NA NA 0 0
C 09 6.13 F R 0 CODA NS 0.40 86 NA NA 0.621 NA NA 2 0.048429 0 1
C 10 8.87 F R 0 CODA NS 0.68 119 5 0.833 0.842 196 0.0933589 17 0.07862 1 1
C 11 8.20 M R 0 DOD NS NA 143 5 NA 0.767 102 0.113929 27 0.0583015 1 1
C 12 6.61 M R 0 DOD NS 0.55 109 5 NA 0.600 198 0.0757464 2 0.0526384 1 1
C 13 9.67 M L 0 DOD NS NA 122 5 NA 0.767 186 0.142535 16 0.114878 1 1
C 14 7.32 M R 0 DOD NS 0.43 87 4 0.766 0.667 111 0.103322 21 0.109 1 1
C 15 9.99 M R 0 DOD NS 0.68 128 5 0.936 0.733 51 0.124671 17 0.0693783 1 1
C 16 12.66 M R 0 DOD NS 0.88 117 5 0.938 0.931 91 0.0716908 14 0.0504281 1 1
C 17 7.65 F R 0 DOD NS 0.88 132 4 0.848 0.867 89 0.0607219 14 0.0468602 1 1
C 18 6.89 M R 0 DOD NS 0.80 124 4 0.818 0.688 NA NA 25 0.0631707 0 1
C 19 8.40 F R 0 DOD NS 0.90 111 4 0.979 0.867 175 0.0902428 13 0.0462793 1 1
C 20 4.03 F R 0 DOD NS 0.56 101 NA 0.474 0.750 NA NA 40 0.141186 0 1
C 21 5.48 M R 0 DOD NS 0.53 96 3 0.700 0.533 NA NA NA NA 0 0
C 22 7.65 M R 0 DOD NS 0.78 130 5 0.795 0.867 182 0.0832855 10 0.0478129 1 1
C 23 8.62 F L 0 DOD NS 0.88 -124 5 0.894 0.867 55 0.0641405 11 0.0546203 1 1
C 24 10.90 F L 0 DOD NS 0.65 129 6 0.939 0.800 26 0.0611548 7 0.0428594 1 1
C 25 6.71 F R 1.83 DOH ES 0.80 135 NA 0.750 0.667 NA NA NA NA 0 0
C 26 11.09 M R 2 DOH ES 0.83 110 5 0.911 0.900 95 0.134981 12 0.108593 1 1
C 27 12.06 M R 0.75 DOH ES 0.78 118 NA 0.796 0.867 18 0.069598 3 0.0421477 1 1
C 28 10.52 m R 7 DOH ES 0.73 95 5 0.660 0.767 5 0.0565136 7 0.0680672 1 1
C 29 6.6 F R 1.5 DOH ES 0.80 104 5 0.729 0.667 108 0.0861463 36 0.0516144 1 1
C 30 8.74 F R 4 DOH ES 0.65 111 4 0.959 0.867 68 0.0628953 5 0.0362975 1 1
C 31 10.15 m R 6 DOH ES 0.65 60 4 0.422 0.500 NA NA NA NA 0 0
C 32 9.83 F R 1.5 DOH ES 0.83 142 6 0.875 0.967 96 0.0778488 11 0.0708923 1 1
C 33 11.10 M R 4 DOH ES 0.90 132 5 0.804 0.900 NA NA 49 0.060906 0 1
A 01 22 F R 0 DOD NS 52 0.0533963 NA NA 1 0
A 02 39 M R 2 DOH ES 7 0.107568 NA NA 1 0
A 03 33 F R 2 DH ES 112 0.129437 NA NA 1 0
A 04 29 M R 1.5 DOH ES 11 0.0790244 NA NA 1 0
A 05 22 F R 2.5 DOH ES 11 0.0445666 NA NA 1 0
A 06 64 M R 11 DOH LS 47 0.198658 3 0.146042 1 1
A 07 20 F R 0 DOH NS 210 0.086899 7 0.0742698 1 1
A 08 32 M L 0 DOH NS 31 0.040725 4 0.0391772 1 1
A 09 34 F R 0 CODA NS 30 0.0565903 2 0.0350653 1 1
A 10 27 M L 0 DOD NS 23 0.068427 15 0.072192 1 1
A 11 31 F R 1.5 DOH ES 67 0.0727897 17 0.0806826 1 1
A 12 29 M L 4 DOH ES 52 0.0495442 7 0.0668267 1 1
A 13 24 F IR 0 DOH NS 114 0.0660962 NA NA 1 0
A 14 29 M R 3 DOH ES 98 0.0579698 6 0.0790627 1 1
A 15 22 F R 0 CODA NS 101 0,0598114 0 0.0660624 1 1
A 16 32 M R 0 DOD NS 53 0.0665273 1 0.0524593 1 1
A 17 23 M R 0 CODA NS 275 0.0681632 48 0.0421734 1 1
A 18 45 M L 7 DOH ES 46 0.101007 23 0.0782704 1 1
A 19 40 F R 0 DOD NS 21 0.0419209 2 0.0236634 1 1
A 20 47 F R 0 CODA NS 27 0.0627191 11 0,0729769 1 1
A 21 23 M R 0 DOD NS 31 0.0642784 4 0.0625428 1 1
A 22 25 M R 0 DOD NS 360 0.113317 27 0.0939957 1 1
A 23 21 F R 0 DOD NS 44 0.0597579 4 0.0532892 1 1
A 24 54 F R 0 DOD NS 27 0.0419381 11 0.0359488 1 1
A 25 29 M R 2 DOH ES 25 0.0764344 7 0.0700767 1 1
A 26 62 M R 18 DOH LS 78 0.167055 NA NA 1 0
A 27 31 F L 0 DOD NS 24 0.0396588 2 0.0345828 1 1
A 28 24 M R 0 CODA NS 67 0.0462784 3 0.0257655 1 1
A 29 24 F R 0 CODA NS 1 27 0.0444459 2 0.0480092 1 1
A 30 37 F R 0 CODA NS _ 6 0.0543906 4 0.0578326 1 1
A 31 45 M R 3 DOH ES 2 0.0768339 1 0.0806965 1 1
A 32 40 M R 20 DH LS 0 0.175384 0 0.189842 1 -1
A 33 48 M R 15 DOH LS 51 0.255586 10 0.275847 1 1
A 34 44 M NA 7 DOH ES 44 0.244316 2 0.332669 1 1
A 35 21 F NA I _ 41DOHI ES 63 0.0644823 1 0.067037 1 1
A_36 41 F fR 0DOD NS 20 0.07530811 6 0.0782731 1 1
Supplementary Table 1. Participant Demographics. Subjects C_# indicate children, subjects A_# indicate adults.
Age and age of ASL onset are in years. Parent hearing status indicates participants who are deaf children of d/Deaf
adults (DoD), hearing children of d/Deaf adults (CoDA), and d/Deaf children of hearing adults (DoH). Native vs.
non-native signer indicates native signers (NS), and signers who received exposure to ASL by age seven years (early
signers, ES) or later (late signers, LS). ASL-Rec indicates score on a test of receptive vocabulary (ASL-RST),
KBIT-Std indicates standardized score on the non-verbal IQ subtest, CORSI indicates blocks passed on
computerized working memory task. ToM-V is proportion correct on the verbal ToM task; ToM-NV is proportion
correct on the non-verbal ToM task. NumArt (Story/Movie) indicates the number of artifact timepoints during the
story and movie fMRI tasks, respectively; MeanTrans (Story/Movie) indicates the mean amount of translation
(movement in x-, y-, and z- axes) between timepoints during the story and movie tMRI tasks, respectively. fMRI




SuDDlementarv Table 2. Individual and Group Regions of Interest Top half of table summarizes information
about individual regions of interest, identified functionally in individual participants. ASL group indicates native
(NS) vs. early or non-native (ES, NNS) signing participants. # Identified is number of participants in whom an ROI
was successfully identified at p<.001, k=10 thresholds, to the Mental > Physical contrast. Peak coordinates are in
mm space. Bottom half of table provides information about group ROIs.
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INDIVIDUAL Refions of Interest
Age Group ROI ASL Group # Identifed Peak Coordinate M(SD) N Voxels M(SD) Peak T
RTPJ NS 15/16 [53 -47 18] 161 (105) 6.9 (2.3)
ES 8/8 [57 -49 21] 133 (103) 6.6 (1.7)
DMPFC NS 12/16 [-2 54 30] 130 (90) 6.7 (1.4)
ES 6/8 [4 56 28] 156 (90) 6.3 (1.3)
LTPJ NS 16/16 [-53 -58 20] 138(99) 6.5 (1.9)
ES 8/8 [-54 -57 29] 124 (74) 7.1 (1.5)
MMPFC NS 12/16 [4 54 14] 128 (78) 6.7 (1.3)
ES 7/8 [-1 58 12] 147 (112) 6.6 (1.9)
VMPFC NS 8/16 [2 56 -9] 112 (103) 5.6 (1.4)
ES 7/8 [-1 45 -11] 82(76) 5.5 (1.4)
PC NS 14/16 [0 -54 33] 170(119) 6.3 (2.0)
ES 6/8 [3 -55 37] 117 (127) 5.8 (1.7)
RTPJ NS 20/20 [54 -51 20] 179 (91) 8.0 (1.9)
NNS 16/16 [56 -47 19] 179 (99) 7.9(2.1)
DMPFC NS 19/20 [-4 55 32] 88 (54) 6.9 (1.8)
NNS 16/16 [-1 54 30] 116 (88) 7.0 (2.9)
LTPJ NS 20/20 [-53 -59 22] 221 (89) 8.9 (1.6)
NNS 16/16 [-52 -57 21] 210 (103) 8.5 (2.4)
MMPFC NS 18/20 [-1 58 16) 86(77) 6.2 (1.9)
NNS 14/16 [3 56 14] 134 (99) 7.3 (2.1)
VMPFC NS 16/20 [0 56 -15] 104 (52) 7.3 (2.2)
NNS 16/16 [-1 54 -14] 99 (76) 6.3 (1.8)
PC NS 20/20 [-1 -57 39] 203 (105) 7.3 (1.6)
NNS 15/16 [-5 -55 37] 199 (99) 7.7 (2.4)
GROUP Regions of Interest
STORY ROI Center Coordinate N Voxels
RTPJ [54 -52 23] 463
LTPJ [-52 -58 25] 379
PC [1 -56 34] 498
DMPFC [-153 29] 455
MMPFC [1 54 12] 498
VMPFC [1 50 -12] 498
RSTS [55 -10 -16] 172
Overlap RSTS/RMidAntTemp N/A 326
RMidAntTemp 1 [55 -14 -13] 210
LMidAntTemp [-55 -18 -13] 536
LAntTemp [-52 2 -18] 515
RMidPostTemp [58 -45 10] 463
LMidPostTemp [-56 -40 10] 515
LPostTemp [-48 -62 15] 379
LAngGyrus [-37 -76 30] 498
LSFG [-7 5041] 461
LMFG [-40 -2 53] 498
LIFGOrb [-48 33 -4] 498
LIFG [-48 16 24] 515
MOVIE ROI Center Coordinate N Voxels
RTPJ [48 -60 30] 376
LTPJ [-48 -62 30] 368
X PC [0 -54 34] 382
A DMPFC [-6 54 36] 217
MMPFC [-4 58 16] 275
VMPFC [-4 56 -16] 198
RS2 [60 -28 38] 368
LS2 [-62 -32 34] 269
Rinsula [42 6 -6] 309
Linsula [-42 -2 -4] 240
RMFG [50 42 12] 142
LMFG [-46 36 14] 256
AMCC [0 2 42] 249
Chapter 5: Conducting Pediatric fMRI Experiments: Challenges and Strategies
Conducting pediatric neuroimaging experiments to learn about cognitive development involves
addressing many of the same challenges that cognitive neuroscientists and cognitive scientists
face: designing elegant paradigms that address the research question at hand, recruiting
participants, controlling for confounds, and ruling out competing explanations. However, each
challenge is somewhat exaggerated in developmental research. Paradigms must not only address
the research question at hand and control for confounds; they must also be feasible for the
participants to complete. Recruitment of participants involves engaging with the community, and
communicating about research protocols and results with parents and children. And ruling out
competing explanations is complicated by the fact that individual child participants may not be
able to complete all parts of an ideal study, or any parts of an ideal study. Any issue of
interpreting what adults mean when they provide a behavioral response or explanation is made
more complicated in child research by greater variability in introspective or expressive ability
among children. And of course, studying the development of a particular cognitive ability is
complicated by the fact that so many cognitive abilities undergo dramatic change with age.
Throughout this thesis I have touched on various challenges to using cognitive neuroscience
tools, and specifically MRI, to test hypotheses in cognitive development. Here, I focus on those
challenges in depth, because in some cases, the cognitive implications of neuroimaging studies
are most limited by our ability to make meaningful measurements.
Data Collection
Collecting sufficient, high quality MRI data from children is very difficult. Participating in an
MRI experiment can be a stressful experience. The experiments require children to lie on their
back in a dark, noisy tube, alone, and hold completely still (<2 mm motion) for a long time
(typically 30 to 120 minutes). To collect stable measurements of neural responses, given all of
the other sources of noise in MRI, conditions must be repeated many times (>6 measurements
per condition, typically), so the experiments are often repetitive and boring. These demands are
challenging for anyone, but can prove insurmountable for many populations, including very
young children (e.g. four years and under) and children with developmental disorders.
Labs that scan children have developed many techniques to address these challenges. In the Saxe
lab, for example, children prepare for a visit to the lab in advance. We send participants a
storybook that includes pictures of the researchers and the testing environment, and a mnemonic
device to remember to lie still (the three Ss: still, soft, and super-duper!). Once at MIT, children
practice being scanned in a "mock scanner", which is designed to look, feel, and sound like a real
scanner. We play the noises of the scanner over speakers, and provide feedback on whether or
not they are laying still enough. Mock scans have been shown to reduce participant movement
and increase rates of scan completion and data retention' 2 . In the "real" scanner, children can
choose to be scanned hugging our scanner buddy, a large plush dog. This scanner buddy not only
helps children to feel comfortable and calm, but also (anecdotally) prevents children from
fidgeting with their hands or touching their face. An experimenter also stands next to the child
throughout the scan, and uses a gentle touch on the leg as a reminder to stay still. Children lie
with their head held snugly in a custom-made child-sized head coil 3 , surrounded by soft padding
held in place by medical tape.
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Finally, we aim to make our experimental paradigms easy and "naturalistic". Children typically
listen to short stories presented in child-directed speech, or watch short, animated movies. Movie
paradigms are particularly suitable for studying children under age five years: they can be
tailored in length, are engaging, and do not require completing potentially discouraging tasks.
Additionally, participant motion tends to be reduced during movie paradigms4
Even with all of these strategies, the data we collect from children are often noisier than data
collected in comparable experiments with adults. The lower data quality poses many challenges
for analysis. For example, in the analyses described in this thesis, I detected and excluded data
from individual timepoints when the child moved more than 2mm, and excluded all of the data
from any participant whose dataset is less than 65% complete after excluding these timepoints.
Nevertheless, there is a trade-off: excluding too little leaves the data extremely noisy and
uninterpretable, but excluding too much may result in a non-representative sample (e.g.
excluding all of the younger participants) and/or leave the dataset underpowered to detect real
effects. Furthermore, setting each of the many analysis parameters allows for high "researcher
degrees of freedom"5 , which is particularly threatening since neuroimaging studies of children
are often already under-powered (due to smaller sample sizes, fewer experimental trials, and less
data retention) and facing a multiple-comparisons problem6' . One challenge for developmental
cognitive neuroscience will therefore be to develop techniques and standards that support strong
confirmatory tests in independent data.
A second challenge for pediatric neuroimaging research is obtaining large, nationally
representative samples. In behavioral research, online platforms have been developed in order to
obtain these kinds of samples (e.g., Amazon's Mechanical Turk:
https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome, or for developmental studies, Lookit:
https://lookit.mit.edu/ 8 9). Scaling up pediatric neuroimaging studies in this way is more difficult.
In the Saxe lab, children visit with at least one parent or legal guardian, and the testing day
(usually a weekend, given school schedules) takes two to four hours. Though all studies are
ultimately comprised of participants who have the time, ability, and interest to participate, the
increased requirements of pediatric neuroimaging studies often result in samples that are not
diverse in race or socioeconomic status. Recently, larger organizations have committed to
collecting and sharing large, nationally representative neuroimaging databases'- 2 . This effort is
critical for developing robust measures of brain development that are generalizable to diverse
samples.
Relating Neural Measures to Cognitive Change
Given an aspect of the neural response that changes with development, how do we assess its
causal link to behavioral change? The results of studies that relate neural and behavioral change
depend in part on the strength of the behavioral measures used. Behavioral performance on the
cognitive task of interest may best be measured independently, outside of the scanner. Ideally
these behavioral measures control for other important factors in performance across conditions,
such as difficulty or language demands; at a minimum these factors should be assessed
separately and included in regression analyses.
Measuring behavior independently prevents issues that arise when trying to interpret neural
signatures of a cognitive task when children are not completing that task successfully. For
example, reduced activity in young children, compared to older children, during a hard
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mentalizing task could reflect less mature mentalizing brain regions, which caused children to
struggle with the task. Alternatively, children who do not yet have the required concepts may not
be completing the same task at all; acquiring the harder mental concepts may cause children to
engage in more complex cognitive processes, reflected in increased recruitment of mentalizing
brain regions.
By contrast, behavioral measures collected at the time of imaging are ideally orthogonal to the
cognitive behavior of interest. For example, in the Saxe lab, the behavioral task during the fMRI
scan might ask children to report if the story ending is a natural continuation of the story
beginning ("Does this come next?"), while our experimental conditions of interest are
manipulated within the beginning portion of the story. This provides a way to check that children
paid attention during the scan, while not burdening them with a potentially difficult task. Other
strategies for ensuring that children are attending to the stimulus during the scan include having
an experimenter watch their eyes, collecting eyetracking data, and asking comprehension
questions about the stimuli immediately after the scan.
Intervening on Development via Training Studies
A majority of developmental studies, and almost all developmental cognitive neuroscience
studies, are correlational. Correlational relationships between neural and cognitive change can be
difficult to interpret, and cannot provide information about causality. As discussed in Chapter 1,
longitudinal studies that study developmental change within individual participants can reveal
predictive relationships in development, and distinguish between neural measures that reflect
stable individual differences (demonstrating continuity across time), and those that support
behavioral improvements (showing developmental change across time). Measuring the
behavioral and neural consequences of specific, short-term experience is another way to learn
about origins of knowledge and mechanisms of developmental change.
Comparative research often uses controlled rearing studies to discover what kinds of knowledge
require no relevant experience at all1 3 . In the same vein, developmental psychologists employ
training studies to measure effects of very particular experiences on knowledge and behavior
By holding age relatively constant and providing specific experiences, controlled training studies
can tease apart the relative influences of maturation and experience on developmental change.
Training studies that include neuroimaging measures can additionally test (1) whether neural
markers of change can similarly be influenced by experience, and (2) if an experience that is
sufficient to change behavior is also sufficient to change the neural marker. This experimental
design may additionally help distinguish between causal predictors and correlates of conceptual
change; if conceptual change occurs in absence of a change in neural response patterns, then the
neural marker is likely not necessary for conceptual change. By establishing conditions and
limits of experience-driven neural change, training studies will be important for learning about
neural plasticity and critical periods of development.
Constraining Hypotheses for and Interpretations of Neuroimaging Data
The deepest challenge for developmental cognitive neuroscience is not methodological, but
conceptual. How should we interpret observed neural differences and similarities across
development 7 ? How can we tease apart whether neural differences reflect change in the
cognitive task completed, the process being used to complete the task, or the metabolic cost
incurred1 7"'8 ? Below, we argue that bolstering developmental cognitive neuroscience research
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with other methods may help to constrain hypotheses about neural and cognitive change;
constrained hypotheses in turn produce results that are more straightforward to interpret.
Studying the neural basis of mature behavior in adults is an important precursor to
developmental neuroimaging studies. All of the developmental cognitive neuroscience studies in
this thesis were preceded by similar studies conducted with adults, or included adults as a
comparison group. Similarly, utilizing knowledge of developmental trends observed via
behavioral studies, and collecting rigorous, independent behavioral data in addition to neural
measures within child neuroimaging projects will help to formulate and test constrained
hypotheses. Prior to developmental neuroimaging work, the neural basis of theory of mind had
been studied intensively in adults, and behavioral development of theory of mind abilities had
been intensively studied in children and infants. This work enabled the formation of testable
hypotheses about where in the brain to expect theory of mind processing to occur, suggested
plausible methods for isolating and studying mental state reasoning processes, and provided time
windows during which to expect relevant development to occur. For example, by including adult
data in the cross-sectional experiment described in Chapter 2, we were able to test for
developmental change in the response magnitude of ToM brain regions at specific moments of
the movie that evoked high responses in adults. Without the adult sample, we would have either
had to try to identify these moments in the child sample (iteratively, to avoid non-independence
issues), or we would have had to test for all possible timepoints, creating a multiple comparisons
problem6 ,7 . Of course, one downside of constraining hypotheses based on adult data is the
possibility of failing to detect meaningful, but unpredicted, patterns of data. Using exploratory
analyses to detect these unpredicted patterns, and designing independent studies specifically to
test these new hypotheses, mitigates this potential cost and will help prevent ad-hoc
interpretations of unpredicted results.
In addition to testing hypotheses based on or inspired by relevant research in adult neuroimaging
or developmental psychology, developmental cognitive neuroscience studies can use multivariate
methods to directly test competing cognitive hypotheses. In contrast to univariate analyses,
which provide information about which brain regions are involved in a cognitive process,
multivariate analyses provide information about the internal structure of the representations
within a given brain region. Multivariate analyses of the responses in theory of mind brain
regions have (1) provided evidence that particular abstract features guide response similarity in
ToM brain regions regardless of personal experience with those features 9, (2) suggested
divisions of labor between ToM brain regions20 , and (3) demonstrated that ToM brain regions
contain abstract representations of emotions21 . By constructing dissimilarity matrices of the
neural responses to various emotions, and comparing these matrices to dissimilarity matrices
representing competing models about how emotion information is encoded and organized,
Skerry & Saxe (2015) provided evidence that ToM brain regions represent emotions as abstract
attributions, rather than as combinations of simple features like valence and arousal21 .
Developmental cognitive neuroscience studies could similarly construct models corresponding to
distinct hypotheses about the internal structure of representations, and test these models against
one another in order to evaluate how well they each explain human behavior. Testing for
developmental change in the fit of particular models to neural responses could reveal
corresponding developmental change in these representations. This approach requires explicitly
stating alternative hypotheses about the plausible organizing features of information in a given
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brain region, and formulating those hypotheses in a format that is directly comparable to the
observed neural responses.
Over the past fifteen years, methods for collecting pediatric neuroimaging data, extracting more
and finer-grained information from fMRI data, and for relating neuroimaging data to cognitive
theories, have improved rapidly. I believe that the challenges described above will continue to
push the field forward in exciting ways, and that we will see continued progress as a result.
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General Discussion and Conclusion
One of the most critical components of cognitive development in childhood is social cognitive
development. Children's "Theory of Mind" (ToM)- their ability to infer and predict other
people's beliefs, desires, and emotions- undergoes drastic changes during childhood, and is the
basis for building and maintaining social relationships. A specific network of brain regions is
recruited for ToM reasoning in both children and adults. What kinds of neural changes support
the development of the remarkable cognitive capacity to consider the minds of others, and what
novel insights about ToM development can we gain by using neuroimaging measures? Below, I
briefly review the results of the experiments included in this thesis, provide a discussion of the
development of functionally selective responses in ToM brain regions, and describe limitations
and areas for future research.
Brief Review of Results
Chapter 1 described results from two longitudinal experiments on developmental change and
stable individual differences in response selectivity of ToM brain regions, and behavioral
performance on ToM tasks. Consistent with the hypothesis that mastering relatively later
developing components of ToM involves domain-specific change in ToM, across two
longitudinal studies, earlier behavioral ToM performance predicted later ToM performance
within individual children ages 5-12 years old. We also found developmental change in
selectivity between five and seven years of age. However, contrary to the two prior cross-
sectional studies, we did not replicate the relationship between behavioral ToM and response
selectivity in ToM brain regions . I provided a discussion of the potential limitations of
selectivity as a neural marker of developmental change in ToM, and directly addressed the
discrepancy between the results of these experiments and the previous cross-sectional studies.
Chapter 2 described results from a large cross-sectional experiment that involved measuring
functional responses in ToM brain regions in children as young as three years of age. By using a
naturalistic movie paradigm, we obtained high quality fMRI data from very young children,
potentially addressing one of the limitations of the longitudinal experiments in Chapter 1. We
found early signatures of a functional dissociation between brain regions recruited for reasoning
about others' mental states (the "theory of mind" network) and physical pain (the "pain matrix"),
by age three years. Additionally, we observed developmental change such that the responses of
these two networks become more functionally selective, and increasingly distinct, throughout
childhood. Finally, by comparing functional responses in children who pass and fail false-belief
tasks, this study provided evidence that this well-studied behavioral milestone is not
accompanied by drastic changes in social brain regions. While the analyses conducted in this
experiment were largely exploratory, Chapter 3 described confirmatory evidence for the
observed patterns of developmental change in a large, publicly available pediatric dataset.
Chapter 3 additionally provided new insight into the link between inter-region correlations and
functionally selective responses: inter-region correlations measured during a functional task
primarily reflect the stimulus-driven response, rather than the intrinsic correlations within and
between ToM and pain brain regions that are also present at rest.
In Chapter 4, I described evidence from neural and behavioral measurements of ToM in children
who experienced delayed access to language, which suggests a key role of early and extensive
language experience for refining the functional response in RTPJ. This study additionally
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suggests that language facilitates expression and development of ToM reasoning, and may be a
protective factor against prolonged or permanent delays in ToM development.
Finally, in Chapter 5 1 discussed challenges and limitations of developmental cognitive
neuroscience studies of theory of mind. Despite the challenges and limitations, the experiments
in this thesis have provided key insights into theory of mind development, neurally and
behaviorally. In particular, the evidence presented in this thesis suggests that one key aspect of
ToM development in childhood is the refinement of conceptual distinctions between mental state
content and other relevant social information (e.g., bodily sensations, physical appearance,
knowledge about enduring social relationships).
What kinds of neural changes support Theory of Mind Development?
Development of Increasingly Functionally Selective Responses
A key neural signature of theory of mind development is increasingly functionally selective
responses in ToM brain regions. ToM brain regions become increasingly sensitive to categorical
divisions between mentalistic and non-mentalistic social content as children get older, perhaps in
order to better handle the specific computational demands of ToM processes. Development of
functionally selective responses corresponds to improvements and delays in ToM development.
Developmental increases in response selectivity could be driven by increased responses to
preferred stimuli, reduced responses to non-preferred stimuli, or both. Consistent with prior
studies of ToM1' 2 as well as evidence from other cognitive domains 3,4, the evidence in this thesis
suggests that increases in response selectivity in ToM brain regions correspond to reduced
responses to non-preferred stimuli. In these experiments, non-preferred stimuli include
descriptions of enduring social relationships and physical appearances of characters (Chapters 1
& 4), and physical (bodily) sensations (Chapters 2 - 3).
Prior work in other domains has suggested that microproliferation of synapses and/or dendritic
arbors may drive these kinds of functional changes 5 , by increasing the spatial extent over which
preferred information is stored and processed, and/or over which non-preferred responses can be
inhibited 5' 6'7 . Future work is necessary to determine the relative role of microproliferation (and
other structural changes, like axonal myelination, synaptic pruning, and improved potentiation)
in the development of increasingly selective responses in ToM brain regions. However, increases
in selectivity in ToM brain regions may involve strengthening of local inhibitory responses that
support cross-category discriminations: ToM brain regions are activated in response to scenes
that highlight mental states, and correspondingly deactivated in response to scenes that highlight
physical (bodily) sensations (Chapters 2 & 3). As activity to ToM scenes increases throughout
childhood, activity to Pain scenes decreases. This developmental change could plausibly occur
via strengthening of local inhibitory responses within ToM regions to Pain scenes8. Activation in
ToM brain regions to mental state scenes is also coupled with corresponding deactivation of
adjacent regions in the Pain Matrix (and vice versa). Similar symmetric cross-category inhibitory
relationships exist between adjacent cortical regions in extrastriate cortex, and have been
hypothesized to act as a higher-level mechanism for "sharpening" functionally selective
responses6,7 . Responses in ToM and pain networks become increasingly anti-correlated across
development, and children with more "adult-like" functional response timecourses also have
more anti-correlated responses across these two networks. Thus, increases in functional
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selectivity may also be related to the strengthening of a mutual inhibitory relationship between
ToM brain regions and those in the Pain Matrix. These features of the neural response
additionally highlight the categorical division between minds and bodies as particularly relevant
for ToM processes.
Role ofDevelopmental Experience on Functional Selectivity
To what extent are developmental increases in functional selectivity driven by maturational vs.
experiential factors? By one extreme, evolutionary pressures and genetic makeup could drive
ToM brain regions to develop increasingly functionally selective responses throughout
childhood, regardless of developmental experience. On the other extreme, the development of
functionally selective responses could be quite fragile or flexible: lack of a necessary input or
experience during a critical or sensitive time could preclude the development of brain regions
selective for ToM processes. Chapter 4 provides evidence that delayed access to language does
not preclude the eventual development of functionally selective ToM brain regions, but does
result in delayed increases in selectivity in childhood. While neural responses among adults were
indistinguishable regardless of age of linguistic exposure, the relative difference between Mental
and Social content was reduced in children who experienced delayed access to language.
Interestingly, this delay was most apparent in the responses of the RTPJ, which is typically quite
selective by approximately age seven years (Chapter 1). Thus, developmental experience, and in
particular, early and extensive exposure to language, is important for refining the functional
response of RTPJ in childhood. Whether there is a sensitive or critical period during which
linguistic input must be provided for the development of highly functionally selective responses
in RTPJ remains unknown.
There is significant need for more research on the developmental factors that drive functional
responses to become increasingly selective. One open question concerns the extent to which
developmental experiences are necessary for the maintenance and development of selective
responses. Interestingly, children with delayed access to language did not show reduced response
selectivity during the non-verbal movie task. ToM brain regions respond preferentially to minds,
and deactivate in response to bodies, during this experimental context (Chapters 2 - 3),
regardless of age of exposure to language (Chapter 4). The functional dissociation between brain
regions that respond to minds and bodies is apparent by age three years (Chapter 2). Together,
these data suggest that ToM brain regions are sensitive to at least an approximation of the
categorical boundary between minds and bodies early in development, and the refinement of this
boundary during childhood is less dependent on developmental experience (early/prolonged
exposure to language).
A second question is whether early linguistic input is sufficient for typical development of brain
regions specialized for ToM reasoning. Studies of children who are congenitally blind could help
to address this question. Blind children have typical linguistic input, but reduced access to
information about minds that is conveyed through vision. Vision provides a way to perceive
consequences of mental states (e.g. if a person reaches for a teddy bear, she prefers it to the ball;
if a person expresses sadness upon seeing a puppy, she's remembering when the puppy stole her
snack), and facilitates early interactions and social bonding (e.g. through eye contact, joint
attention, and attention to facial expressions). While previous neuroimaging research with adults
suggests that by adulthood, blindness has no effect on the functional responses in theory of mind
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brain regions9 '"O, behavioral studies find some evidence for delayed ToM development in
children who are blind"'- 4 . Future work investigating the development of functionally selective
responses in children who are congenitally blind could clarify whether linguistic input is
particularly important for refining functional responses, and if visual input during development
plays a similar role in refining the functional responses in RTPJ.
Relationship between Functionally Selective Responses and ToM Development
Are increases in functionally selective responses related to ToM development in childhood? The
evidence presented in this thesis suggests that increases in functionally selective responses are
related to the appropriate application of ToM processing in absence of explicit cues to do so.
Across two experiments, selective responses to events that involve spontaneously considering the
relevance of the current event for (past) beliefs or emotions that are not explicitly marked were
related to behavioral measures of ToM (Chapters 2 & 3). Children who have larger selective
responses for storing and processing preferred information, and/or for inhibiting non-preferred
responses, may have more refined ToM concepts. This may enable these children to use ToM
concepts flexibly, and to more easily recognize the relevance of particular concepts across
different contexts. Future experiments targeting this aspect of ToM reasoning may be
particularly important for linking neural and behavioral ToM measures.
Flexible use of ToM concepts could also be supported by faster and more efficient
communication between ToM brain regions with distinct computational roles. Inter-region
correlations between ToM brain regions during a functional task are related to the development
of the stimulus-driven functional response in ToM brain regions. Children with more "adult like"
functional responses in ToM brain regions also had higher inter-region correlations within the
ToM network during movie viewing (Chapters 2 & 3). Inter-region correlations within the ToM
network are also related to ToM behavior: young children who "passed" explicit false-belief
tasks had higher within-ToM network inter-region correlations than children who failed, even
when controlling for age (Chapter 2). Within-ToM IRCs were correlated with overall ToM
behavioral score in 3 - 12 year old children, but this relationship did not remain significant when
controlling for age (Chapter 2). Developing stronger inter-region correlations within the ToM
network could be particularly relevant to or reflective of ToM development in early childhood.
This hypothesis is consistent with prior evidence linking white matter tract development between
ToM brain regions to false-belief task performance". As discussed in the introduction, future
work simultaneously measuring white matter development and the development of functional
responses will be important for clarifying causal order of development, and relative contributions
of each to ToM behavioral improvement.
The relationship between neural changes in ToM brain regions and behavioral measures of ToM
reasoning provides evidence for domain-specific developmental change in theory of mind. Two
experiments in this thesis (Chapters 2 & 4) used neuroimaging measures to inform debates about
the extent to which ToM development is domain-specific. In Chapter 2, the debate centers
around the nature of the transition from failing to passing false-belief tasks: does passing false-
belief tasks involve domain-specific change in ToM, or development of executive functions
alone? In Chapter 4, the debate focuses on the role of language in ToM development: does
language facilitate ToM development per se, or simply enable expression of ToM
understanding? In both experiments, the neuroimaging measures provided evidence for domain-
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specific change in ToM in childhood. Developmental improvements in ToM reasoning are
accompanied by neural changes in brain regions recruited selectively to reason about other
minds, and linguistic experience in childhood impacts the development of functionally selective
responses in these same brain regions. The results of these experiments not only offer converging
evidence for domain-specific ToM development from a different level of analysis, but also
suggest a good fit between the question about domain-specificity originally posed by cognitive
and developmental psychologists, and the methods and measures used in cognitive neuroscience.
Potential Limitations & Challenges for Measuring Developmental Change in Selectivity
The evidence presented in these chapters suggests potential limitations to using response
selectivity as a measure of ToM development. Primarily, it is unclear if response selectivity is
related to stable individual differences in ToM, even among young children in whom response
selectivity is clearly increasing with age (ages 5 - 7 years; Chapter 1 Exp. 2). In both
longitudinal studies, we found a significant relationship between a child's behavioral ToM score
at visit one and their score at visit two: children who performed better on the ToM task at visit
one, relative to other participants, also performed better on the task at visit two, controlling for
other variables that predicted ToM performance. There was less clear evidence for stable neural
individual differences in these studies. In Experiment 2, response selectivity in RTPJ at visit one
predicted response selectivity at visit two, but this result was not replicated in Experiment 1.
Moreover, across both studies, we did not find a significant correlation between response
selectivity and ToM behavior, which did vary stably across individuals. Thus, while this thesis
provides evidence for neural markers that relate to ToM behavior, cross-sectionally (Chapters 2
& 3), this thesis also suggests that measuring the relationship between response selectivity and
ToM behavior is challenging. Robust neural markers that measure stable neural individual
differences and predict ToM behavior are critical for designing and testing effectiveness of
clinical interventions and/or training paradigms that aim to improve social cognitive abilities.
Null results are difficult to interpret: they could reflect the true absence of a relationship, or they
could reflect the failure of an experiment to measure the presence of a relationship. The evidence
reviewed in this thesis suggests at least two hypotheses about why relating response selectivity to
improvements in ToM is challenging. First, capturing this relationship (cross-sectionally and
longitudinally) may require studying a large age range of children that includes a substantial
number of young children (<7 years). The observed relationships between the functional
response and ToM behavior were from cross-sectional samples that included participants aged 3
- 12 years and 5 - 12 years old (in addition to adults, and 13 - 20 year olds), respectively
(Chapters 2 & 3). Chapter 3 provided direct evidence that developmental change with age was
more apparent in samples with large age ranges (e.g., 3 - 12 and 5 - 20 years, compared to 5 -
12 years). Thus, while longitudinal studies are more sensitive to developmental change within
individuals, a large age range may still be important for capturing meaningful change in response
selectivity, which undergoes slow, gradual change throughout childhood. The longitudinal
studies described in Chapter 1 may not have included enough young children (Study 1, ages 5 -
12 years, including six children initially younger than age 7 years), or may not have included a
wide enough age range (Study 2, ages 5 - 7 years) to measure the relationship between response
selectivity and ToM behavior.
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A second possible explanation for why it is particularly tricky to relate response selectivity to
behavioral measures of ToM over time is that doing so requires making a developmentally
relevant comparison between the neural response to preferred stimuli (mental states) and non-
preferred stimuli (e.g., bodies, non-mentalistic social information) at each timepoint. For
example, if the RTPJ is maximally selective for mental states compared to social information at
timepoint one, then measuring relative responses to those same conditions at visit two will at best
provide a better approximation of the magnitude of the selective response (e.g., regression to the
mean 16). This comparison won't be very sensitive to developmental change, because the neural
response to non-preferred stimuli was low to begin with. Behavioral tasks that successfully
measure developmental change in ToM measure responses to different types of ToM
questions2,17, . Developmental improvements in ToM include becoming sensitive to the
difference between emotions that are hidden vs. expressed1 9, harm that is accidental vs.
intentional 20, beliefs that are justified vs. suspect"-23 , and speech that is literal vs. sarcastic 24 25 .
Future pediatric imaging studies may similarly need to measure developmental change and
individual differences in within-category discriminations, instead of (or in addition to) across-
category boundaries, in neural responses of ToM brain regions. These neural changes may be
best measured via multivariate approaches. In adults, multivariate pattern analyses have provided
evidence for distinct patterns of response in TPJ depending on the source modality of a person's
belief 0,26, and for the justification of evidence for a given belief26 . Similar methods could
plausibly be used to capture developmental changes in ToM that involve increased sensitivity to
distinctions among mental states. These methods are additionally generally sensitive to across-
category boundaries27,28 , and have provided evidence for distinct functional roles of different
26ToM brain regions . Future work measuring the pattern of responses to different features of
mental state stimuli will be useful for relating neural responses to specific aspects of conceptual
change in ToM, and will also provide insight into the developmental origins of the distinct
functional roles of brain regions within the ToM network.
A final limitation of response selectivity, which will also constrain the benefits of (current)
multivariate approaches, is that these measures do not currently capture the causal structure that
is inherent in theory of mind reasoning. These methods quantify the sensitivity of neural
responses to the difference between two conceptual categories, or along a particular dimension
within a category, which is informative for determining which features of mental states are
peripheral vs. relevant to category membership, and which features constrain similarity. But they
don't yet describe the explanatory structure that even children use to decide which features are
relevant in the first place29 -3 1. Conceptual knowledge and relevant experiences both need a
framework, theory, or structure to be incorporated into, in order to be useful for theory of mind
development32,33 . Future work is necessary to describe the way that the developing brain supports
34
and utilizes such a structure
Future Directions
Throughout this thesis, I have described several areas for future research, including longitudinal
studies, training studies, studies that measure physical properties of the brain in addition to
functional responses, and studies that utilize multivariate approaches to measure the development
of fine-grained conceptual distinctions in ToM. In this final section, I discuss two additional
areas for future research: studying the neural basis of ToM in social deprivation, and in young
infants.
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Early social deprivation has vast consequences for cognitive, social, and emotional
development35 . A study of institutionalized children in Romania has suggested that age two years
is a particularly important marker for subsequent recovery: children who were placed in foster
care by age two years recovered significantly, whereas children who were placed in foster care
after age two showed extensive and ongoing developmental delays3 6 . Interventions, and studies
of the effectiveness of interventions, are the primary concern for these children. However, these
children also offer a way to understand the development of functionally selective ToM brain
regions: is there a critical and/or sensitive period for the maintenance and further development of
functionally selective response in ToM brain regions? Relatedly, in absence of preferred stimuli,
what kinds of cognitive processes do ToM brain regions perform? Prior work has suggested that
cortex is incredibly "pluripotent." That is, despite remarkable consistency in the location and
functions of cortical regions across individuals, developmental input drives functional
specialization of cortex37 . Auditory cortex can process visual inputs3 8 and, in congenitally blind
individuals, visual cortex can take on language processing39 ,40 . Are ToM brain regions similarly
pluripotent, like visual cortex, or does a lack of preferred input simply result in cortical
atrophy4 1?
A final area for future research concerns characterizing the neural responses of ToM brain
regions in infancy. While there has been recent success measuring functional responses in awake
infants using fMRI in other cognitive domains, this method remains challenging for theory of
mind research. In order to measure functional responses to visual or auditory categories, previous
studies have utilized brief movie or sound clips, neither of which require particularly prolonged
visual attention, or linguistic understanding4'43. By contrast, stimuli used to evoke responses in
ToM brain regions typically involve telling a story or showing a movie about a character in some
context, in order to evoke mental state inferences. The evidence reviewed in this thesis provides
relatively "early" markers of functional specialization in three year olds, who have yet to pass
false-belief tasks. But a typically developing three-year-old has had a myriad of social
experiences to learn from. If the goal is to use neuroimaging methods to clarify the "starting
state" of brain regions that are eventually functionally specialized to reason about the minds of
others, to describe the conceptual repertoire of infants, or to identify early clinical markers of
social disorders, functional responses need to be measured in infancy.
Methods that are more tolerant to participant motion, like EEG and fNIRS, have provided key
insights into ToM development in young children and infants44-4 6, and are promising for future
research in infants. The "functional channel of interest" (fCOI) approach is particularly
promising for dealing with uncertainty regarding the source location of measured activity, and
for relating neural responses in infants to the mature profile of functional responses in adults47.
As with the research described in this thesis, the main challenge to this research program will
concern the interpretation of results. For example, finding activation to specific content in similar
cortical locations in infants and adults does not constitute evidence for similar cognitive
processes within those cortical locations in infants and adults. Of course, this kind of result is
still incredibly useful: these studies place a previously unknown constraint on the timeline of the
development of functionally selective responses, which in turn constrains hypotheses about the
role of experience, evolutionary pressures, and biological maturation on brain development. And,
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critically, having pre-specified regions of interest enables the articulation of precise, clear, and
specific hypotheses in subsequent studies of cognitive development.
The Promise of Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience
A primary benefit of conducting cognitive neuroscience studies with children is the opportunity
to learn about the developing brain. In this thesis, I have argued that conducting cognitive
neuroscience studies with children can also inform our theories about the developing mind. One
of the main promises of cognitive neuroscience research is that it offers a way to "look under the
hood"- providing a window into the previously unobservable cognitive states and mechanisms
that give rise to behavior. In the domain of theory of mind, this promise has been put to practice:
neuroimaging studies have begun to provide novel evidence to help inform developmental
hypotheses about how and when we come to understand the minds of others.
I have provided initial evidence that neuroimaging studies can be used to test previously untested
hypotheses about neural correlates of conceptual development, and have suggested methods for
tackling questions of conceptual continuity and change in theory of mind. Moving forward,
studies that integrate multiple kinds of measures (e.g. measures of connectivity, functional
responses, and behavior), longitudinal studies that measure within-subject change, and training
studies that measure consequences of specific instances of conceptual change will help to clarify
the nature of these developmental accomplishments.
A critical goal of this kind of research is to inform the theories that motivate it. Children are
undergoing the very processes that cognitive scientists and neuroscientists seek to understand:
they are acquiring new facts, memories and skills, evaluating and revising intuitive theories
about people, objects, and space, and building and fostering social relationships with others. All
of these processes involve change in their brains, of course; but by linking specific cognitive
achievements to particular aspects of neural change, scientists will get a whole new window on
the development of cognition.
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Publicly Available Resources
Pre-Registered Analysis Plans & FMRI Stimuli
Chapter 1: https://osf.io/jh68b/
Chapter 4: https://osf.io/mhgp8/
Note: Chapter 2 describes exploratory analyses; Chapter 3 provides confirmatory evidence
using identical analysis procedures.
Behavioral Tasks
Theory of Mind Behavioral Batteries (Chapters 1, 2): https://osf.io/g5zpv/
ASL and Non-Verbal Theory of Mind Behavioral Batteries (Chapter 4): https://osf.io/mhgp8/
FMRI Data
Chapter 2: https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000228/
Chapter 3: http://fcon_I OOO.projects.nitrc.org/indi/cmihealthybrain_network/index.html
(Chapter 3 data was made publicly available by the Child Mind Institute)
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